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Ñ
ïðîñèòå, ñïðîñèòå èõ òîëüêî, êàê îíè âñå, ñïëîøü äî åäèíîãî, ïîíèìàþò â ÷åì

ñ÷àñòüå? Î, áóäüòå óâåðåíû, ÷òî Êîëóìá áûë ñ÷àñòëèâ íå òîãäà, êîãäà îòêðûë

Àìåðèêó, à êîãäà îòêðûâàë åå; áóäüòå óâåðåíû, ÷òî ñàìûé âûñîêèé ìîìåíò åãî

ñ÷àñòüÿ áûë, ìîæåò áûòü, ðîâíî çà òðè äíÿ äî îòêðûòèÿ Íîâîãî Ñâåòà, êîãäà áóíòó-

þùèé ýêèïàæ â îò÷àÿíèè ÷óòü íå ïîâîðîòèë êîðàáëÿ â Åâðîïó, íàçàä! Íå â Íîâîì

Ñâåòå òóò äåëî, õîòÿ áû îí ïðîâàëèëñÿ. Êîëóìá ïîìåð ïî÷òè íå âèäàâ åãî è, â ñóù-

íîñòè, íå çíàÿ, ÷òî îí îòêðûë? Äåëî â æèçíè, â îäíîé æèçíè, � â îòêðûâàíèè åå,

áåñïðåðûâíîì è âå÷íîì, à ñîâñåì íå â îòêðûòèè!

Èäèîò, Ô¼äîð Ìèõàéëîâè÷ Äîñòîåâñêèé

Demandez, demandez-leur seulement comment tous, sans exception, ils compren-
nent le bonheur ? Ah ! soyez certains que ce n’est pas, quand il a découvert
l’Amérique mais quand il a été sur le point de la découvrir que Colomb a été

heureux. Soyez persuadés que le monument culminant de son bonheur s’est peut-être
placé trois jours avant la découverte du Nouveau-Monde, lorsque l’équipage au désespoir
s’est rebellé et a été sur le point de faire demi-tour pour revenir en Europe.
Il ne s’agissait pas ici du Nouveau-Monde, qui aurait pu s’effondrer. Colomb est mort
l’ayant à peine vu et sans savoir, au fond, ce qu’il avait découvert. Ce qui compte, c’est la
vie, la vie seule ; c’est la recherche ininterrompue, éternelle de la vie, et non sa découverte!

L’idiot, Fiodor Dostoïevski

Ask them, ask any one of them, or all of them, what they mean by happiness!
Oh, you may be perfectly sure that if Columbus was happy, it was not after he
had discovered America, but when he was discovering it! You may be quite sure

that he reached the culminating point of his happiness three days before he saw the New
World with his actual eyes, when his mutinous sailors wanted to tack about, and return
to Europe! What did the New World matter after all? Columbus had hardly seen it when
he died, and in reality he was entirely ignorant of what he had discovered. The important
thing is life— life and nothing else! What is any ‘discovery’ whatever compared with the
incessant, eternal discovery of life?

The Idiot, Fyodor Dostoyevsky
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Chapitre

1
Résumé

The Paris-Saclay University allows their PhD students to write their disserta-

tion in English, but requires a summary in French to be included as the onset of

the dissertation. The following presentation aims at fulfilling this requirement,

and relies heavily on the introduction and conclusion of the current work.

L’Université Paris-Saclay autorise ses étudiants à rédiger leur thèse en an-

glais. Elle exige toutefois un résumé en français, placé en première partie de

la thèse. Cette présentation vise à remplir cette contrainte. Elle a pour objet

de proposer une vue d’ensemble des travaux réalisés au cours de cette thèse,

en reprenant, en version française les introduction et conclusion de la présente

thèse.

1



2 CHAPITRE 1. RÉSUMÉ

Ce présent volume comporte trois chapitres principaux reprenant trois articles de re-

cherche développés au cours de cette thèse, complétés de chapitres introductif et conclusif.

La thématique générale abordée avec ces projets s’articule autour de problématiques théo-

riques d’économie financière. Toutefois, trois champs distincts sont successivement étudiés,

en cohérence avec l’évolution de mes recherches et de mes centres d’intérêt tout au long de

ce cheminement. Le premier article est une contribution à la théorie de la microstructure

de marché, le second aborde les questions relatives aux jeux de coordination à informa-

tion imparfaite, tandis que le dernier propose une vue théorique appliquée aux questions

d’intermédiation financière. Les trois chapitres vont être présentés successivement dans les

sections suivantes, ainsi que l’articulation entre eux.

1.1 Une perspective de marché

La première approche, qui constitue le premier chapitre de cette thèse, est une contribution

à la littérature de microstructure de marché. Travail joint avec Édouard Challe, il a été

publié sous cette forme dans le Journal of Economic Theory. La question principale au

coeur de cette article est celle de la relation entre les choix d’ordre (ordres limites ou

ordres de marché) par des traders imparfaitement informés, échangeant un actif sur un

marché, et le contenu informationnel du prix de cet actif.

1.1.1 Approche et littérature

La microstructure du marché est un champ de la littérature financière traitant de l’impact

de la décision des agents financiers, et de la conception des marchés sur les métriques

financièrs. Le Groupe de travail sur la Microstructure de marché du Bureau national de

recherche économique (NBER) définit son rôle comme suit :

Le groupe de recherche sur la microstructure du marché est consacré à la

recherche théorique, empirique et expérimentale sur l’économie des marchés

de titres, y compris le rôle de l’information dans le processus de découverte

de prix, la définition, la mesure, le contrôle et les déterminants des coûts de
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liquidité et de transaction et leurs Implications pour l’efficacité, le bien-être et

la réglementation des mécanismes commerciaux alternatifs et des structures

de marché. 1

L’approche développée dans ce chapitre est théorique et étudie un marché financier stylisé

et statique avec trois types de participants : des traders informés qui participent au marché

selon les informations privées qu’ils possèdent sur les retombées futures de l’actif, des

opérateurs qui participent au marché uniquement pour des raisons de lissage de leur

consommation, sans rapport avec l’information qu’ils possèdent sur l’actif, appelés noise

traders, et des market makers qui ferment les transactions, en fixant les prix. Bien que la

litérature sur la microstructure du marché ait été initialement principalement concernée

par l’impact des market makers dans le processus d’agrégation de l’information (voir

par exemple Stoll (19), Glosten (8), Glosten (9)), une branche ultérieure a souligné le

rôle majeur des traders. Cette branche suit le travail pionnier de Kyle (15), Glosten and

Milgrom (10), Easley and Maureen (7), parmi d’autres. Dans ce sens, nous étudions un

modèle d’attentes rationnelles concurrentielles avec des informations asymétriques dans

une configuration statique étroitement liée aux développements de Hellwig (14), Grossman

and Stiglitz (11), Diamond and Verrecchia (6), Admati (1), qui considère un marché

multiple, et Vives (21). Notre attention est centrée sur les types d’ordres que les traders

informés peuvent poster sur le marché. La litérature sur la microstructure de marché

étudie essentiellement deux types d’ordres, pour des raisons de tractabilité : les ordres

de marché et les ordres limites, représentés comme un continuum d’ordres indexés par

le prix d’exécution (dans la tradition des attentes rationnelles). Les traders informés qui

choisissent de définir des ordres de marché ne placent qu’un seul ordre sur le marché, tandis

que le continuum d’ordre consiste en un nombre infini d’ordres, chacun étant associé à un

prix auquel l’échange a lieu. La question abordée par ce chapitre est le type d’allocation

des ordres et la façon dont l’information est agrégée en prix lorsque les opérateurs sont

laissés libre de choisir leurs types d’ordre, et doivent payer un surcoût pour placer le second

type.

1Voir la page Web NBER : http � ~~www.nber.org~workinggroups~groupsdesc.html
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1.1.2 Résultats principaux

L’article étudie la détermination conjointe du contenu informationnel des prix d’actifs et

de la composition du marché par type d’ordres sur un marché financier profond et concur-

rentiel au sein duquel l’information sur les fondamentaux économiques est dispersée parmi

les investisseurs. Plus précisément, nous considérons une structure de marché dans laquelle

les investisseurs reçoivent un signal bruité sur la valeur du dividende, à la suite de quoi

ils peuvent investir dans l’actif, et, pour se faire, utiliser deux types d’ordres. Le premier

type est celui qui est classiquement étudié dans la littérature sur l’agrégation de l’infor-

mation : chaque investisseur est supposé soumettre une «courbe de demande» complète,

c’est-à-dire un ordre qui spécifie la quantité acquise d’actifs pour toute valeur possible du

prix d’équilibre. Un tel ordre revient à placer un continuum d’ordres limites (limit orders),

et nous supposons qu’une telle complexité requiert le paiement d’un coût fixe (mais po-

tentiellement faible). L’intérêt de ce type d’ordre est qu’il couvre l’investisseur contre le

risque de prix d’exécution, c’est -à-dire l’incertitude sur le prix effectif d’échange résultant

du fait que les ordres sont placés avant d’être agrégés par le marché pour donner le prix

d’équilibre. Alternativement, les investisseurs peuvent placer des « ordres de marché »

(market orders), qui sont des ordres d’achat conditionnels à l’information privée mais non

au prix d’équilibre. Ces ordres sont beaucoup plus simples que des courbes de demande

complètes, et nous normalisons leur coût à zéro. Les investisseurs utilisant ce type d’ordre

sont exposés au risque d’exécution de prix (en plus du risque de dividende), et ce risque

additionnel les conduit en général à limiter la taille de leurs ordres, à signal privé donné.

Dans ce cadre, nous posons la question élémentaire suivante : quelle est la composition

d’équilibre du marché par type d’ordre, c’est-à-dire la proportion d’investisseurs choisis-

sant chacun de ces ordres ? Notre premier résultat est qu’il y existe une substituabilité

stratégique dans le choix des types d’ordre lorsque l’information privée des investisseurs est

suffisamment précise. Autrement dit, le fait que certains investisseurs placent des courbes

de demande est de nature à dissuader les autres investisseurs de le faire.

L’explication de ce résultat est simple : les investisseurs plaçant des courbes de demande

étant protégés contre le risque de prix d’exécution, ils répondent de manière plus agressive
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à leur information privée que les investisseurs plaçant des ordres de marché. Lorsque l’in-

formation est très précise, cette agressivité conduit à aligner efficacement le prix d’actif

au fondamental (autrement dit, le prix devient plus informatif), ce qui réduit le risque

de prix d’exécution et donc l’incitation à se couvrir contre ce risque. Nous montrons qu’à

mesure que la précision des signaux s’accroit, et donc que le prix d’actif devient de plus

en plus informatif, la fraction des investisseurs plaçant des courbes de demandes se réduit,

pour devenir asymptotiquement résiduelle.

Ainsi, il apparaît que la microstructure de marché la plus couramment supposée dans la

littérature n’est pas robuste à l’introduction d’un type d’ordre alternatif beaucoup plus

simple et marginalement moins coûteux

1.2 Marchés et paniques

Le second chapitre adopte une vue plus large, en incluant le mécanisme développé dans

le premier chapitre en première étape d’un jeu global à deux étapes. Ce chapitre, qui

reprend également un article joint avec Édouard Challe, cherche à étudier avec davantage

de précision l’impact de la structure de marché sur la sélection d’équilibre dans un jeu de

coordination, qui considère le prix comme un signal informationnel public pour le jeu de

coordination.

1.2.1 Approche et littérature

Les jeux de coordination avec complémentarité stratégique constituent une classe de jeux

dans laquelle les décisions et les actions des différents agents se renforcent mutuellement.

Comme l’ont souligné Cooper and John (5), une conséquence naturelle est que cette classe

de jeu a tendance à générer des équilibres multiples. Compte tenu de la variété des phé-

nomènes économiques associés à de tels jeux, en particulier dans les domaines de la ma-

croéconomie et de la finance (attaques spéculatives, crise de la dette, ...) et l’ambiguïté

positive des résultats d’équilibres multiples, un champ de la littérature en théorie des jeux

a cherché à développer des techniques de rafinnement permettant la séclection d’équilibre.

A la suite de Carlsson and van Damme (4), le champ des jeux globaux a été développé. Il
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présente un raffinement grâce à des techniques de perturbation, qui contribuent à réduire

la multiplicité d’équilibre. L’idée fondamentale est que les perturbations, qui prennent la

forme d’information imparfaite privée, peuvent génèrer suffisamment de différenciations

entre les agents pour permettre des comportements différenciés entre eux. En supprimant

la coordination parfaite des agents entre eux, associée à l’utilisation d’un signal unique

de coordination, la théorie des jeux globaux permet d’éliminer la multiplicité d’équilibres

qui en découle. La question de la robustesse de ce résultat d’unicité à l’introduction d’une

théorie des prix en première étape d’un jeu global de coordination a été soulevée par Atke-

son (2), dans son commentaire à Morris and Shin (16). L’idée sous-jacente étant qu’un tel

marché, en agrégeant l’information dispersée, pouvait conduire à une surpondération d’un

signal public endogène dans les informations qu’utilisent les agents pour leur décisions

dans la seconde étape du jeu. Ce point a été abordé dans Werning and Angeletos (22) et

Tsyvinski, Mukherji, and Hellwig (20). Ils montrent ainsi que la multiplicité d’équilibre

peut effectivement être restaurée par l’existence de prix agissant comme un signal public

endogène, à condition que l’information privée soit suffisamment précise. La question que

nous posons dans cet article est la robustesse de ce résultat à la modélisation du marché

financier lui-même.

1.2.2 Résultats principaux

Les spéculateurs qui envisagent une attaque (par exemple sur une monnaie) doivent de-

viner les croyances d’autres spéculateurs, l’attaque ne pouvant réussir que si un nombre

suffisant d’agents y prennent part. Ils peuvent utiliser le marché boursier pour établir leur

décision. Cet article examine si ce processus de collecte d’informations a un effet stabili-

sateur en améliorant les anticipations ou a un effet déstabilisateur en donnant lieu à des

équilibres multiples auto-réalisateurs. Pour étudier cela, nous analysons les résultats d’un

jeu global en deux étapes dans lequel un prix de l’actif déterminé au stade initial du jeu

fournit un signal public endogène sur le fondamental qui complémente l’ensemble informa-

tionnel à disposition des traders qui choisissent d’attaquer dans la phase de coordination

du jeu . Au cours de la phase de marché, le placement d’un continuum d’ordres limites
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est coûteux, mais les commerçants peuvent utiliser des ordres de marché plus risqués, car

soumis au risque d’éxécution du prix. Le risque d’exécution des prix réduit l’agressivité des

traders et ralentit donc l’agrégation de l’information, ce qui rend les équilibres multiples

dans la phase de coordination moins probables. Dans ce sens, les frictions de microstruc-

ture qui conduisent à une plus grande exposition individuelle (au risque d’exécution des

prix) peuvent réduire l’incertitude globale (en supprimant un résultat d’équilibre unique).

Le résultat de ce chapitre est que les frictions de microstructure sur le marché financier

peuvent avoir une incidence sur l’information intégrée dans un signal public utilisé à des

fins de coordination. Même si dans notre configuration simple, cette friction n’élimine

pas toutes les possibilités d’équilibres auto-réalisateurs, il est capable de réduire la zone

d’équilibres multiples. Une raison probable de la persistence d’une zone d’équilibre mul-

tiple lorsque les signaux privés sont extremement précis est que la configuration que nous

proposons offre une option binaire en ce qui concerne le risque d’exécution de prix : les

agents peuvent choisir à un coût fixe d’éliminer complètement ce risque d’exécution de

prix, ce qui favorise l’agrégation d’information dans le prix, et tempère notre effet de

sélection d’équilibre.

1.3 Crises et intermédiation financière

Le point de vue du dernier chapitre est davantage orienté vers la littérature macro-

financière. La question au coeur de ce travail est celle de la coexistence et l’interaction

entre le secteur bancaire traditionnel, et le secteur dit shadow banking, qui s’est développé

depuis les années 70 pour atteindre une taille actuelle d’un ordre de grandeur similaire à la

taille du secteur bancaire classique. L’analyse effectuée ici considère l’interaction entre ces

deux secteurs en temps de crise comme prisme d’analyse et en tire une série de conclusions

sur les possibles canaux d’interactions entre eux. Travail joint avec Victor Lyonnet, il a

reçu le Prix du Cercle K2 en Finance, et a bénéficié d’un financement de recherche de la

part de l’Institut Louis Bachelier et de l’Institut Europlace de Finance.
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1.3.1 Approche et littérature

Ce chapitre s’oriente davantage vers une litérature de type macro-finance, en particulier en

théorie bancaire et théorie de l’intermédiation appliquée. Il se rapproche particulièrement

de la littérature actuelle qui cherche à étudier le développement du shadow banking. Le

shadow banking se définit comme un système bancaire parallèle, constitué de longues

chaînes d’intermédiation, qui, prises dans leur ensemble, effectuent des activités similaires

à celles qui caractérisent le secteur bancaire traditionnel (octroi de crédit à l’actif, création

d’un actif sans risque et liquide au passif), sans avoir recours à la liquidité de la banque

centrale ou aux garanties - explicites - du secteur public. Une partie de cette littérature vise

à mesurer et à définir avec précision ce système financier, ainsi que la manière dont la crise

de 2007-2009 l’a affecté et a alteré ses tendances en terme de développement. Les références

comprennent Pozsar, Adrian, Ashcraft, and Boesky (18), He, Khang, and Krishnamurthy

(13), Begenau, Bigio, and Majerovitz (3). Un autre aspect de la littérature a étudié la

façon dont les banques traditionnelles interagissent avec les shadow banks. L’accent a été

mis sur la vision de l’arbitrage réglementaire que procure ce système bancaire parallèle

(voir par exemple Plantin (17)). Enfin, un aspect de la littérature s’est concentré sur la

manière dont ces deux types d’institutions coexistent. Hanson, Shleifer, Stein, and Vishny

(12) développent un modèle dans lequel ces deux types d’intermédiaires coexistent en

investissant dans différents types d’actifs. Notre contribution s’inscrit à l’interaction de

ces deux derniers volets.

1.3.2 Résultats principaux

Nous présentons un modèle des interactions entre banques traditionnelles et shadow banks

qui explique leur coexistence. Lors de la crise financière de 2007, certains actifs et passifs

des shadow banks se sont déplacés vers des banques traditionnelles et les actifs ont été ven-

dus à des prix de fire sale. Notre modèle se fonde sur ces faits stylisés, et les réplique. La

différence entre les banques traditionnelles et les shadow banks est double. Tout d’abord,

les banques traditionnelles ont accès à un fonds de garantie qui leur permet d’émettre de

la dette aux ménages en cas de crise. Deuxièmement, les banques traditionnelles doivent
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faire face à une réglementation coûteuse. Nous montrons qu’en temps de crise, les shadow

banksliquident les actifs pour rembourser leurs créanciers, tandis que les banques tradition-

nelles achètent ces actifs aux prix de fire sale. Cet échange d’actifs en temps de crise génère

une forme de complémentarité stratégique entre les banques traditionnelles et les shadow

banks, où chaque type d’intermédiaire bénéficie de la présence de l’autre. Nous trouvons

deux effets concurrents d’une petite diminution du soutien des banques traditionnelles

en temps de crise, que nous appelons un effet de substitution et un effet de revenu. Ce

dernier effet domine le premier, de sorte qu’un soutien anticipé plus faible aux banques

traditionnelles en temps de crise induit plus de banquiers à gérer une banque traditionnelle

ex ante. Ce chapitre propose également une approche normative. Il étudie l’allocation des

banquiers dans les deux types de technologie d’intermédiation. Lorsque les deux types de

banques coexistent dans l’allocation d’équilibre, il y a, en général, une inefficience : les

banquiers ont tendance à trop s’allouer dans le secteur shadow banking. L’inefficience est

liée au fait que les banquiers, en s’allouant dans le secteur shadow banking, ne parviennent

pas à internaliser le fait que cette allocation réduit le support total dont peuvent bénéficier

les shadow banks en temps de crise, ce qui réduit la capacité de levier de l’ensemble des

shadow banks, qui ne sont donc pas aptes à investir suffisamment. Ce chapitre a fourni une

première tentative théorique de prise en compte de la complémentarité de la banque tradi-

tionnelle et parallèle, pour comprendre la façon dont le système financier est construit et

façonné. Cette complémentarité s’ajoute à la substituabilité habituelle proposée dans la lit-

térature bancaire (à savoir la vue d’arbitrage réglementaire de la banque parallèle). Cette

complémentarité comporte des implications postives et normatives que nous mettons en

avant, et dont les implications sur la réglementation bancaire restent à étudier.

1.4 Suite de la dissertation

Pour la suite de la disseration j’effectue un retour à l’anglais et je reprends dans le détail

les trois articles succintement présentés ici. Le chapitre 2 est une introduction, en anglais,

au reste de la dissertation. Les chapitres 3, 4, 5 reprennent dans l’ordre les trois travaux

présentés ici. Le chapitre 6 conclut.
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Ce dernier chapitre présente également en exemple un projet de recherche courant, qui fait

suite à cette thèse. Joint avec Rajkamal Iyer et Victor Lyonnet ce projet cherche à étudier

avec davantage de précision ce que les ménages valorisent dans les dépôts bancaires qui

constituent une part majoritaire de leurs actifs financiers. En effet, leur détention d’actifs

exigibles à vue semble extrêmement importante au vue de leurs besoins de liquidités. Une

étude expérimentale cherchera a étudier la valorisation de l’exigibilité par les agents dans

leur détentions d’actifs. Une étude théorique propose la généralisation de ce types de

contrats, sûrs et exigibles à vues, comme une réponse par les intermédiaires financiers à

la demande par les agents d’actifs uniquement sûrs. Les conséquences normatives de ce

type de réponse y seront étudiées. Ce projet bénéficie d’un financement de la Fondation

Banque de France, à laquelle j’exprime ma gratitude.
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Chapter

2
General introduction

The three chapters of this dissertation are grounded in very diversified fields

of the financial economics literature, ranging from market microstructure, to

global games and banking theory. They follow the developments of my reflex-

ion and research interests over the past few years and propose a theoretical

approach on three distincts questions, at a micro and macro level, associated

to the impact of financial frictions on prices, self-fulfilling crises and financial

architecture.

The purpose of this introduction is to propose a brief summary of the different

results obtained, and the literature they are embedded into, while emphasizing

the links between them.

15
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2.1 A market perspective

The first approach constitutes the first chapter of this dissertation. It is a contribution

to the market microstructure literature, which is joint work with Edouard Challe, and

has been published in the Journal of Economic Theory. The central question adressed

in this paper is the one of the relationship of the choice of orders (limit orders, market

orders) made by imperfectly informed traders trading an asset on a market, and the

informationnal content of the price.

2.1.1 Modelling approach and related literature

Market microstructure is a financial subfield dealing with the impact of financial market

decision and design on financial outcomes. The National Bureau of Economic Research

Market Microstructure Working Group defines his role as follows:

The market microstructure research group is devoted to theoretical, empirical,

and experimental research on the economics of securities markets, including

the role of information in the price discovery process, the definition, measure-

ment, control, and determinants of liquidity and transactions costs, and their

implications for the efficiency, welfare, and regulation of alternative trading

mechanisms and market structures. 1

The approach developped in this chapter is theoretical, and studies a stylised, static

financial market with three types of participants: informed traders who participate in the

market according to the private information they own on the security’s future payoff, noise

traders who participate in the market only for liquidity consumption smoothing reasons,

unrelated to the information they own about the security, and market makers who close

the deals, setting prices up. While the early market microstructure literature has been

mainly concerned with the impact of market makers in the information aggregation process

(see e.g. Stoll (19), Glosten (8), Glosten (9)), a later branch has emphasized the role of

privately informed traders. This branch follows pioneering work of Kyle (15), Glosten

1See the NBER webpage: http � ~~www.nber.org~workinggroups~groupsdesc.html
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and Milgrom (10), Easley and Maureen (7), among many others. In this vein, we study

competitive rational expectations model with asymmetric information in a static setup

closely related to developments by Hellwig (14), Grossman and Stiglitz (11), Diamond

and Verrecchia (6), Admati (1), who considers a multiasset market, and Vives (21). Our

focus is on the types of orders informed traders are allowed to post in the market. The

market microstructure literature studies essentially two types of orders: market orders

and full demand schedule (in the rational expectations tradition). Informed traders who

choose to set market orders place only one order in the market, while full demand schedule

consists of an infinite number of orders, each being associated with a price at which the

trade takes place. The question this chapter adresses is the type of orders allocation, and

the way information is aggregated into prices when you let traders choose their order

types.

2.1.2 Main results

The article examines the joint determination of the informational content of asset prices

and market composition by order type on a deep and competitive financial market in

which information on economic fundamentals is dispersed among investors. Specifically,

we consider a market structure in which investors receive a noisy signal on the value of

the dividend, following which they can invest in the asset, and, in order to do so, use two

types of orders. The first type is the one which is conventionally studied in the literature

on the aggregation of information: each investor is supposed to post a complete demand

curve, that is to say an order that specifies the quantity of acquired/sold for any possible

value of the equilibrium price. Such an order is tantamount to placing a continuum of

limit orders, and we assume that such complexity requires the payment of a fixed (but

potentially low) cost. The interest of this type of order is that it covers the investor against

the risk of the execution price, that is to say the uncertainty about the effective exchange

price resulting from the fact that the orders are placed before being aggregated by the

market to give the equilibrium price. Alternatively, investors can place market orders,

which are conditional purchase orders to private information but not to the equilibrium
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price. These orders are much simpler than complete demand curves, and we normalize

their cost to zero. Investors using this type of order are exposed to the risk of price

execution (in addition to the dividend risk), and this additional risk generally leads them

to limit the size of their orders, with a given private signal. In this framework, we ask the

basic question: what is the equilibrium composition of the market by type of order, i.e.

the proportion of investors choosing each of these orders? Our first result is that there is

a strategic substitutability in the choice of order types when the private information of

investors is sufficiently precise. In other words, the fact that some investors place demand

curves is likely to dissuade other investors from doing so.

The explanation for this result is simple: investors placing demand curves are protected

against the run-price risk, they respond more aggressively to their private information than

investors placing market orders. When the information is very precise, this aggressiveness

leads to efficient alignment of the asset price to the fundamental (in other words, the price

becomes more informative), which reduces the risk of execution price and therefore the

incentive to hedge against this risk. We show that as the accuracy of the signals increases,

so that the asset price becomes more and more informative, the fraction of investors

placing demand curves is reduced to become asymptotically residual. It thus appears

that the market microstructure most commonly assumed in the literature is not robust

to the introduction of a much simpler and marginally less costly alternative order type.

Introducing endogenous order’s choice in a standard model of market microstructure yields

to distortions in the information aggregation by prices, compared to the one usually found

in this literature: as people tend to choose less costly orders, the information aggregation

is less efficient than in the standard approach with full demand schedule, implying that

observed prices in markets can in fact be a much more blurry signal about asset’s future

dividends than in a situation where agents cannot choose their orders. When considering

markets where severe pricing adjustments occur in times of crises (e.g. sovereign debt

market), the individual reluctance to pay for costlier types of order might be a driver of

bad information aggregation into prices.
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2.2 Markets and runs

The second chapter adopts a broader view, by embedding the mechanism developped in

the first chapter into a two-stage global game. This chapter, which is also joint work with

Edouard Challe, has been submitted. The question we wish to adress is the impact of

market microstructure in a financial market on the equilibrium selection in a coordination

game which considers the price outcome observed in the financial market as a public

information.

2.2.1 Modelling approach and related literature

Coordination games with strategic complementarities (i.e such that the decisions and

actions of the different agents mutually reinforce one another) tend to generate multi-

ple equilibria, as emphasized by Cooper and John (5). Given the variety of economic

phenomena associated to such games, in particular in the fields of macroeconomics and

finance (speculative attacks, debt crises,..), and the positive ambiguity of multiple equilib-

ria outcomes, a strand of the game theoretic literature has seeking to develop equilibrium

selection techniques. Following Carlsson and van Damme (4), global games technique have

been developed. They introduce refinement through perturbation techniques, which help

pinning down unique equilibrium. The fundamental idea is that perturbations generate

enough differentiations between the agents to allow for differentiated behaviors between

the agents. One concern with the robustness of this result is that the introduction of a

theory of prices in global coordination games may reintroduce multiplicity of equilibria.

The concern about the robustness of the global game result has been raised by Atkeson (2)

in his comment toMorris and Shin (16) . This point has been formalized and addressed in

Werning and Angeletos (22) and Tsyvinski, Mukherji, and Hellwig (20). They show that

equilibrium multiplicity may be restored by the existence of prices acting as an endoge-

nous public signal, provided that private information is sufficiently precise. The question

we are after in this paper is the robustness of this result to the modelling of the financial

market itself.
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2.2.2 Main results

Speculators contemplating an attack (e.g., on a currency peg) must guess the beliefs of

other speculators, which they can do by looking at the stock market. This paper examines

whether this information-gathering process is stabilizing by better anchoring expectations

ñor destabilizing by creating multiple self-fulfilling equilibria. To do so, we study the

outcome of a two-stage global game wherein an asset price determined at the trading

stage of the game provides an endogenous public signal about the fundamental that a§ects

tradersí decision to attack in the coordination stage of the game. In the trading stage,

placing a full demand schedule (i.e., a continuum of limit orders) is costly, but traders may

use riskier (and cheaper) market orders, i.e., order to sell or buy a fixed quantity of assets

unconditional on the execution price. Price execution risk reduces traders aggressiveness

and hence slows down information aggregation, which ultimately makes multiple equilibria

in the coordination stage less likely. In this sense, microstructure frictions that lead to

greater individual exposure (to price execution risk) may reduce aggregate uncertainty

(by pinning down a unique equilibrium outcome). The outcome of this chapter is that

microstructure frictions in the financial market may impact the information embedded

into a public signal used for coordination purpose, even if in our simple setup, this friction

does not eliminate all possibilities for self-fulfilling equilibria, it is able to reduce the

multiple-equilibria zone. A potential reason for this is that the setup we propose offers

a binary option with respect to price execution risk: agents are allowed to choose at a

fixed cost to eliminate completely their price-execution risk, which is likely to favorize

information aggregation into prices, hence dampening our equilibrium selection effect.

2.3 Crises and financial intermediation

The point of view of the last chapter is more oriented towards the macro-financial litera-

ture. The issue at the heart of this work is the coexistence and interaction between the

traditional banking sector and the shadow banking sector, which has developed since the

1970s to the current size whoseorder of magnitude is similar to the size of the conventional
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banking sector. The analysis carried out here considers the interaction between these two

sectors in times of crisis as a prism of analysis and draws a series of conclusions about the

possible channels of interactions between them. Joint work with Victor Lyonnet, it has

been awarded the Prize of the K2 Circle in Finance, and beneftied from a research grant

from the Institut Louis Bachelier and the Europlace Institute of Finance.

2.3.1 Modelling approach and related literature

This chapter is embedded into the literature on shadow banking, which broadly defines a

parallel banking system, consisting in whole chains of intermediation performed outside the

traditional banking system, which taken together provide similar services as the traditional

banking system without access to central bank liquidity or public sector credit guarantees.

Part of this literature aims at measuring, and defining closely the Shadow Banking system,

as well as the way the 2007-2008 crisis affected it. References include Pozsar, Adrian,

Ashcraft, and Boesky (18), He, Khang, and Krishnamurthy (13), Begenau, Bigio, and

Majerovitz (3). Another strand of the literature has studied the way shadow banks interact

with banks. An emphasis has been made on the regulatory arbitrage view of shadow banks

(see for instance Plantin (17)). Finally, a strand of the literature has focused on the way

these two types of institutions coexist. Hanson, Shleifer, Stein, and Vishny (12) develop

a model where these two types of intermediaries coexist by investing in different types of

assets. Our contribution falls at the intersection between these two last strands.

2.3.2 Main results

We present a model of the interactions between traditional and shadow banks that explains

their coexistence. In the 2007 financial crisis, some of shadow banks’ assets and liabilities

have moved to traditional banks, and assets were sold at fire sale prices. Our model is able

to accommodate these stylized facts. The difference between traditional and shadow banks

is twofold. First, traditional banks have access to a guarantee fund that enables them to

issue claims to households in a crisis. Second, traditional banks have to comply with

costly regulation. We show that in a crisis, shadow banks liquidate assets to repay their
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creditors, while traditional banks purchase these assets at fire-sale prices. This exchange

of assets in a crisis generates a complementarity between traditional and shadow banks,

where each type of intermediary benefits from the presence of the other. We find two

competing effects from a small decrease in traditional banks’ support in a crisis, which we

dub a substitution effect and an income effect. The latter effect dominates the former, so

that lower anticipated support to traditional banks in a crisis induces more bankers to run

a traditional bank ex-ante. This chapter also proposes a normative approach. It studies

the allocation of bankers in both types of intermediation technology. When both types of

banks coexist in the equilibrium allocation, there is generally an inefficiency: bankers tend

to allocate too much into the shadow banking sector. The inefficiency is related to the

fact that bankers, while allocating themselves towards the shadow banking sector, fail to

internalize the fact that this allocation reduces the total support that shadow banks can

obtain in bad times which reduces the leverage of all shadow banks, which are therefore

too much constrained in investing. This chapter provided a first theoretical attempt to

take into account traditional and shadow bank’s complementarity, in understanding the

way the financial system is built and shaped. This complementarity comes on top of the

usual substituability put forward in the shadow banking literature (namely the regulatory

arbitrage view of shadow banking). This complementarity has both postive and normative

implications which we think as having potential regulatory implications. These need to

be further studied.

2.4 Rest of the dissertation

In the following chapters of the dissertation, each of this topic is adressed more thoroughly.

They are presented as their articles counterpart, which may give rise to overlaps or simi-

larities across chapters.

Chapters 3, 4, 5 present the above articles in this order. Chapter 6 concludes and develops

with an extension towards my future and current research projects.
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Chapter

3
Market composition and price
informativeness in a large
market with endogenous order
types

We analyse the joint determination of price informativeness and the compo-
sition of the market by order type in a large asset market with dispersed in-
formation. The market microstructure is one in which informed traders may
place market orders or full demand schedules and where market makers set the
price. Market-order traders trade less aggressively on their information and
thus reduce the informativeness of the price; in a full market-order market,
price informativeness is bounded, whatever the quality of traders’ information
about the asset’s dividend. When traders can choose their order type and de-
mand schedules are (even marginally) costlier than market orders, then market-
order traders overwhelm the market when the precision of private signals goes
to infinity. This is because demand schedules are substitutes: at high levels of
precision, a residual fraction of demand-schedule traders is sufficient to take
the trading price close to traders’ signals, while the latter are themselves well
aligned with the dividend. Hence, the gain from trading conditional on the
price (as demand-schedule traders do) in addition to one’s own signal (as all
informed traders do) vanishes.

JEL-code : A320, B747

Keywords: Market microstructure; Price informativeness; Market orders.
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3.1 Introduction

We analyse the joint determination of price informativeness and the composition of the

market by order type in a large, competitive asset market with dispersed information.

The market microstructure we consider is one in which informed traders may place either

full demand schedules or more basic market orders, i.e., order to sell or buy a fixed

quantity of assets unconditional on the execution price.1 There are also “noise” traders

who prevent the asset price from being fully revealing whenever the precision of private

signals is bounded, as in, e.g., Grossman and Stiglitz [7,8], Diamond and Verrecchia [6] and

others. After informed and noise traders have placed their orders, the trading price is set

by a competitive, utility-maximising market making sector. We characterise the trading

intensities associated with each order type, the ex ante utilities that they generate for the

concerned traders (hence their preference for a particular type of order), and ultimately

how the composition of the market interacts with the informativeness of the price.

We first consider the case where exogenous measures of demand-schedule and market-

order traders coexist in the market. In a pure market-order market (as in, e.g., Vives [16]),

the informativeness of the price is bounded above, however precise private information

about the dividend is. In contrast, whenever demand-schedule traders are in positive mass

the informativeness of the price is unbounded as the quality of private information goes to

infinity. The reason for this difference lies in the way private information is incorporated

into the price in either case. Because market-order traders face price risk –since their

orders are unconditional on the effective trading price–, they trade less aggressively on

their private information than demand-schedule traders, which reduces the informativeness

of the price. In contrast, demand-schedule traders are insulated from price risk, so their

trading intensity grows without bound as their private information becomes infinitely

precise; in the limit, they perfectly align the trading price of the asset with the dividend

(formally, the trading price is at least as informative of the dividend as the signals received

by informed traders, and sometimes more).

1See Brown and Zhang [4], Wald and Horrigan [17] and Vives [15] for further disscussion of the
importance of market orders in actual asset markets.
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Motivated by these observations, we examine informed traders’ choices of order type

and the impact of these choices on the composition of the market and the informativeness

of the price. Since demand schedules are more complex than market orders (due to the

full conditionality of the amount of trade on the price), we assume that they are more

costly, at least marginally. Our main result is that, when the precision of private signals is

large, then the equilibrium is necessarily interior (i.e., market-order and demand-schedule

traders are both in strictly positive measures), but market-order traders overwhelm the

market (i.e., their measure tends to one as precision goes to infinity). In other words,

when the quality of information is high, the gain from conditioning one’s trades on the

price (as demand-schedule traders do) in addition to conditioning on one’s own signal only

(as market-order traders do) vanishes –and thus falls short of the cost, however small, for

most traders.

There are two potential reasons for which this could be the case, and it is the purpose of

the information structure that we assume –with potentially correlated noise in the signals

received by informed traders– to disentangle them. First, knowledge of the price could

become less and less valuable because one’s own signal becomes more and more aligned

with the information of others as the quality of private information improves (since all

signals then get closer to the true value of the dividend). In other words, the advantage of

acquiring information about the distribution of the signals received by others through the

price (as in, e.g., Grossman and Stiglitz [8]; Diamond and Verrecchia [6]) is reduced when

this distribution tightens, and vanishes in the limit. The other reason why knowing the

price could become less valuable when private information become very precise is related

to the price impact of noise trading. Demand-schedule traders trade against observed

discrepancies between the trading price and their signals, and their trading intensity rises

with the precision of the signal. As this precision goes to infinity, they trade so aggressively

against noise traders that they effectively close the gap between the trading price and the

dividend. By eliminating noise trader risk, demand-schedule traders reduce the value of

knowing the price in addition to the signal itself. Considering the full spectrum of signal

correlations allows us to identify which of the two informational roles of the price drives
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our main result. We show that the use of demand schedules vanishes at high levels of

information precision even when signals are perfectly correlated, i.e. when information

about the dividend is public. In this situation the price no longer plays any role as an

aggregator of dispersed information. It follows that it is the reduction in the impact of

noise trading on the equilibrium price that explains why knowledge of the price loses

value as the information about the dividend becomes very accurate. Put differently, our

analysis uncovers a form of substituability between demand schedules: when signals about

the dividend are accurate, a small fraction of demand-schedule traders is enough to keep

the price close to the signals they receive, which are themselves close to the true value of

the dividend; hence, it is less useful to know the price in addition to one’s own signal, so

the incentive to purchase a demand-schedule is reduced.2 In this sense, the pure demand

schedule specification (the benchmark in the literature on price informativeness) is not

innocuous and may not be stable to plausible changes in the microstructure of the market

(here: the availability of a simpler, but cheaper, alternative order type).

Our analysis relates to at least two strands of the literature: one that explores the prop-

erties of asset prices under alternative order types and market microstructures, and one

that studies the joint determination of information acquisition and equilibrium prices. The

focus on market orders –as opposed to limit orders, stop orders or full demand schedules–

in the market microstructure literature can be traced back to Vives [16], Medrano [10]

and Brown and Zhang [4].3 Vives [16] studies a pure market-order market while Vives [15]

considers a market with exogenous sets of trader types. Medrano [10] analyses the order

choice of a single monopolistic trader, in the tradition of the “insider trading” literature.

In contrast, we consider the endogenous determination of the sets of market-order versus

demand-schedule traders in a large, competitive asset market. Brown and Zhang [4] study

traders’ order choice in a large market, but in their model those who do not place mar-
2This relies on demand schedule traders not reaching measure zero, in which case the price would no

longer be well aligned with their signals. We show, however, that this cannot be the case under endogenous
order types. The reason is that in a full market-order market the aggressiveness of informed traders is
bounded above, hence these traders no longer eliminate noise trader risk when signals are very precise; this
makes demand schedules valuable again and ensures that demand-schedule traders have strictly positive
measure.

3See Medrano [10] and the references therein for a detailed disucssion of the early literature on market
orders, and Vives [15] for the more recent papers.
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ket orders are “dealers” who observe the order flow but are uninformed about the asset

dividend. The interest in the joint determination of equilibrium prices and information

acquisition started with Grossman and Stiglitz [7], followed by Verrecchia [13] and more

recently Barlevy and Veronesi [3], Peress [12] and Vives [14]. While this literature has tra-

ditionally focused on information acquisition about asset payoffs, our focus is on traders’

willingness to purchase an information set that includes the trading price (as is the case

with a demand schedule) –in addition to a free signal about the asset payoff.

Many of our results follow from the fact that market-order traders trade less aggres-

sively than demand-schedule traders and thereby reduce price informativeness. Let us

stress that this is by no means the only reason why price informativeness may be impeded

relative to the competitive, full demand-schedule benchmark. First, there might be some

unlearnable residual uncertainty about the dividend, a possibility explored by Angeletos

and Werning [1] in a somewhat different context. They show that this causes the precision

of the price signal to be bounded above, whatever the precision of the private signals on

the learnable part of the dividend. Market frictions may also limit traders’ reaction to

their information and thus price informativeness. For example, short-sale constraints limit

traders’ responsiveness to bad news (Miller [11]; Diamond and Verrecchia [5]; Bai et al.

[2]). Similarly, under imperfect competition traders reduce their trading intensity so as to

avoid revealing their private information (Kyle [9]). Our approach is closer in spirit to the

latter contribution in that limited trading aggressiveness follows from the microstructure

of the market, rather than outside restrictions about the learnability of the information

or the size of trades.

Section 2 presents the trading game. Section 3 analyses the case where order types are

exogenous, and Section 4 that where they are endogenous. Section 5 concludes the paper.

3.2 The model

We consider the following competitive model of asset trading. There are two assets: (i)

a riskless bond in perfectly elastic supply and paying out a constant interest rate; and

(ii) a risky asset with trading price p and terminal dividend θ, where θ is drawn from
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the distribution N �θ̄, α�1
θ �, αθ A 0, before any trading takes place. Traders know the

distribution of θ but not its realisation.

There is a continuum of informed traders i > I � �0,1�, each of whom gets a free private,

noisy signal about the dividend xi � θ�α�1~2
x ξi, with αx A 0, ξi � N �0,1� and cov �ξi, θ� � 0.

We allow the noise in the private signals to be cross-correlated and parameterise this

property by the correlation coefficient ρ > �0,1�. We adopt the convention that the average

of i.i.d. random variables with mean zero is zero and we let ξ̃ � R 1
0 ξidi � N �0, ρ� and

ηi � ξi � ξ̃ � N �0,1� ρ� denote, respectively, the aggregate and idiosyncratic components

of the noise in the private signals.4 As ρ gets closer to one the information received by

informed traders gets increasingly shared between themselves; when ρ � 1 private signals

are perfectly correlated and the private signal ξi is just the public signal ξ̃. In contrast, as

ρ goes down then the noise components become increasingly uncorrelated across traders,

and we recover the usual specification with uncorrelated informational noise with ρ � 0.

We may rewrite the private signal xi as follows:

xi � θ �α
�1~2
x ξ̃ �α�1~2

x ηi, (3.1)

which implies that xi provides a noisy signal about θ �α�1~2
x ξ̃ (with neither θ nor ξ̃ being

individually observed).

Aside from informed traders, there are noise traders in the market, which place a net

asset demand for the risky asset ε � N �0, α�1
ε �, with αε A 0. Following Vives [15,16],

we consider a competitive market microstructure wherein (a) all or some traders place

market orders (rather than full demand schedules), and (b) a (competitive, risk-neutral)

market-making sector sets the price p. In contrast to a demand schedule, a market order

is conditional on the private signal xi but not on the execution price p; once placed, it is

executed irrevocably at whatever value of p is set by market makers. The market-making

sector observes the order book L ��� emanating from informed and noise traders and sets

the price p; competition among risk-neutral market makers then causes them to undercut

4See Vives [14] for a model with a similar form of cross-correlation between agent types (formulated
in terms of the marginal utility of a good, rather than a direct signal about an asset payoff).
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each other until p � E �θSL ����. Note that L ��� is itself a function of p whenever a positive

mass of informed traders places demand schedules.

We introduce a general correlation structure for the signals received by informed

traders for the following reason. In our model placing a full demand schedule (as op-

posed to a market order) allows a trader to trade conditionally on the price, which is

valuable for two very distinct reasons. First, the price aggregates dispersed private infor-

mation and thus provides additional information about the fundamental relative to one’s

own signal. Second, it provides information about the realised amount of noise trading;

that is, it effectively allows a trader to partly hedge noise trader risk (to which a market-

order trader is exposed). For ρ > �0,1�, these two informational roles of price are present,

but when ρ � 1 only the second one is. Hence, considering the full correlation spectrum�0,1� will shed light on which role of the price really matters for our results.

Let M ` I be the set of market-order traders and I�M the complementary set of

demand-schedules traders, of measure ν � RI�Mdi > �0,1�. We will consider both the case

whereM and I�M are exogenous (Section 3) and that where they are endogenous (Section

4). All informed traders have zero initial wealth (this is without loss of generality) and

preferences V �wi;γi� � �e�γiwi , where γi A 0 and wi � �θ � p�ki are the risk aversion

coefficient and terminal wealth of trader i, respectively. We denote by γ�1
I � RI γ�1

i di the

average risk tolerance of informed traders. We rank informed traders in nondecreasing

order of risk aversion and define the nondecreasing function γ � �0,1� � R�. Finally, we

assume that (i) γi is increasing and continuous in i and such that γ0 A 0; and (ii) γ�1
i is

independent of ξi � ξ̃, i.e., ¦J ` I, RJ γ�1
i �ξi � ξ̃�di � 0 a.s.

Definition. A Bayesian equilibrium of the trading game is a pair of investment functions

for demand-schedule (kI�M�xi, p;γi�) and market-order (kM�xi;γi�) traders as well as

a price function p�θ, ξ̃, ε� such that (i) kI�M��� and kM��� maximise informed traders’
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expected utility:

¦i > I�M, kI�M�xi, p;γi� > arg max
k>R

E�V ��θ � p�k;γi�Sxi, p�, (3.2)

¦i >M, kM�xi;γi� > arg max
k>R

E�V ��θ � p�k;γi�Sxi�; (3.3)

and (ii) the market-making sector sets the price p � E�θSL����, where
L �p� � S

I�M kI�M�xi, p;γi�di�S
M
kM�xi;γi�di� ε. (3.4)

We then have the following lemma:

Lemma 1. The trading game has a unique linear Bayesian equilibrium, which is charac-

terised by:

• The investment functions

kI�M�xi, p;γi� � αθρθ̄ �αxxi � �αx �αθρ�p
γi �1� �1� ρ�ρB2αε~αx� and kM�xi;γi� � β�xi � θ̄�

γi
, (3.5)

with

β � ��α�1
x �α�1

θ � �1�B2ρα�1
x αε�� �B2αε �1� ρα�1

x αθ��αθ��1��1
; (3.6)

• The price function

p�θ, ξ̃, ε� � �1�λB� θ̄ �λB�θ �α�1~2
x ξ̃ �B�1ε�, (3.7)

with

λ � Bαε �B2αε �1� ραθ~αx��αθ��1 . (3.8)
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In those functions, B A 0 is the unique real solution to the cubic equation:

B �

αxνγ
�1
I�M

1� �1� ρ�ρB2αε~αx � �1� ν�γ�1
M�α�1

x �α�1
θ � �1�B2ραε~αx�� �B2αε �1� ραθ~αx��αθ��1 , (3.9)

where γ�1
I�M � ν�1 RI�M γ�1

i di and γ�1
M � �1� ν��1 RM γ�1

i di are the average risk tolerance

coefficients of demand-schedule and market-order traders, respectively.

Lemma 1 generalises the trading game in Vives [15, Sec. 4.3] in two directions: i)

heterogenous risk aversion, and ii) correlated noise in the private signals. Heterogene-

ity in risk aversion is the dimension along which informed traders sort themselves into

demand-schedule versus market-order traders in Section 4. The possibility that private

informational noise be correlated will imply that our results do not depend on whether

the signal xi is private (ρ @ 1) or public (ρ � 1).

Equation (4.8) implies that observing p is equivalent to observing θ � α�1~2
x ξ̃ �B�1ε.

Hence p provides a public signal that is jointly informative of θ, ξ̃ and ε. Note that

the signal extraction problem faced by demand-schedule traders is more involved when

ρ > �0,1� than when ρ > �0,1�. When ρ � 0 we have ξ̃ � 0 a.s., hence p provides a signal

about θ with noise B�1ε. When ρ � 1, the public signal θ �α�1~2
x ξ̃ is observed (i.e., ηi � 0

¦i) jointly with p, hence B�1ε can be perfectly inferred (see (4.8) again). In contrast,

when ρ > �0,1� then ξ̃ must be inferred together with θ from the observation of p. This

joint signal extraction problem manifests itself by a greater residual uncertainty about θ

(conditional on a given signal xi) when ρ > �0,1� than when ρ > �0,1�, which lowers the

responsiveness of the demand for assets by demand-schedule traders to their signal.5

3.3 Exogenous trader types

We first analyse price informativeness at high signal precision when the distribution of

informed traders across types is exogenous. We then have the following proposition:

5This effect shows up in the fact that the multiplier αx~ �γi �1� �1� ρ�ρB2αε~αx�� in the investment
function of demand-schedule traders (see (3.5)) has the term ρ �1� ρ� in the denominator. This product
is equal to zero for ρ > �0,1� but is positive for ρ > �0,1� and is maximal at ρ � 1~2.
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Proposition 1. (a) In a pure market-order market (ν � 0), the informativeness of the

price signal is bounded above; formally, αp �

αx�ª
B2

0αε @ �ª, where B0 A 0 uniquely

solves γMB0�α�1
θ � �αθ �αεB2

0��1� � 1. (b) Whenever there is a positive mass of demand-

schedule traders (ν A 0), then the precision of the price signal is unbounded as αx � ª;

more specifically,

αp �
αx��ª

1ρA0 �αx~ρ�� 1ρ�0�ναx~γI�M�2αε

Proposition 1 shows that the speed of information aggregation as αx � �ª depends

on both the cross-correlation of informed traders’ signals and the share of market-order

traders among them. First, whenever ν A 0, then information aggregation is less effective

when ρ A 0 than when ρ � 0 (the informativeness of the price αp grows at the rate of αx
in the former case but at the rate of α2

x in the latter). Second, information aggregation

is less effective when ν � 0 than otherwise (the informativeness of p is bounded above as

αx �ª in the former case, not in the latter).

The intuition for the second result follows from our assumed information structure

and its implications for the Bayesian updating problem of demand-schedule traders. As

stressed above, this problem is more involved when ρ A 0 than when ρ � 0: in the latter

case the quality of the price signal p is only blurred by the extent of noise trading ε,

while in the former it is also blurred by the common informational noise component ξ̃.

As αx increases and private signals become more and more aligned with θ, the impact

of ε on p diminishes (since αε is constant) but that of ξ̃ does not (since its precision

1~V�α�1~2
x ξ̃� � αx~ρ increases at the rate of αx). In the special case where ρ � 0 the

informativeness of p grows very rapidly (at the rate of α2
x) because the common noise

component effect is absent; whenever it is present, the quality of the price signal cannot

grow at a rate faster than αx. This suggests that the usual specification where ρ � 0

is somewhat special and that the conclusions drawn from it are not necessarily robust.

Here it implies that as αx grows large then xi (whose precision grows at rate αx) looses

value relative to p (whose precision grows at the rate of α2
x); eventually, demand-schedule

traders only base their Bayesian estimate of θ on p. In contrast, when ρ A 0 and the
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informativeness of p grows at the same rate as αx, then xi and p keep constant weights in

the computation of the posterior mean of θ as αx � �ª.

The intuition for the first result in the proposition (i.e., that price informativeness is

bounded when ν � 0) is as follows. In a pure demand-schedule market (ν � 1), informed

traders can condition their trades on p, so the only source of risk they face concerns the

true value of θ. As the precision of private signals increases, informed traders collectively

trade more and more aggressively against any discrepancy between p and θ. Formally, from

(3.1) and Lemma 1 the total asset demand by informed traders in a pure demand-schedule

market can be written as:

S
I

��αθρθ̄ �αx�θ �α�1~2
x ξ̃ �α

�1~2
x ηi�� �αx �αθρ�p

γi �1� �1� ρ�ρB2αε~αx� ��di � B �θ � p� αθρ
αx

�θ̄ � p��α�1~2
x ξ̃� ,

where B uniquely solves BγI �1� �1� ρ�ρB2αε~αx� � αx (since I�M � I and hence ν � 1).

The latter expression implies that B � �ª as αx � �ª, and thus, by equations (4.8)–(3.8),

that p� θ as αx � �ª –i.e., in the limit p becomes perfectly informative of θ. In contrast,

in a pure market-order market (ν � 0) informed traders do not condition their trades on

p and hence face a residual payoff risk even as the xis get more and more informative of

θ. This risk leads market-order traders to trade relatively less aggressively on the basis of

their private signal, which limits the amount of information that is transmitted into the

price. Formally, from Lemma 1 again the total asset demand by informed traders in a

pure market-order market is:

S
I

��β�θ �α�1~2
x ξ̃ �α

�1~2
x ηi � θ̄�

γi

��di � β�θ �α�1~2
x ξ̃ � θ̄�
γM

,

where β is given by (3.6) B solves (since ν � 0):

�α�1
x �α�1

θ � �1�B2ραε~αx�� �B2αε �1� ραθ~αx��αθ��1
� 1~�γMB�

In this situation, as αx � �ª we have B � B0 (A 0), where B0 is the unique solution

to �α�1
θ � 1~ �B2αε �αθ��γMB � 1. By implication, the trading intensity of market-order
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traders is bounded above as αx � �ª. From (4.8), as ν � 0 and αx � �ª we have:

p�
αθθ̄~αε �B2

0 �θ �B�1
0 ε�

B2
0 �αθ~αε .

Thus, asymptotically observing the price is equivalent to observing θ�B�1
0 ε, i.e., p pro-

vides a signal about θ with precision B2
0αε @ �ª. The intermediate case ν > �0,1� retains

the main properties of the pure demand-schedule case, because any positive measure of

demand-schedule traders is sufficient for their trading aggressiveness (which is unbounded

as αx � �ª) to eliminate the impact of ε on p. As we show next, this intermediate case

is that which necessarily arises in equilibrium when traders are free to choose their order

type and the quality of information is high.

3.4 Endogenous trader types

We now analyse traders’ choice of order type and determine the equilibrium sets M and

I�M . The basic tradeoff is that a demand schedule isolates a trader from price risk, but

requires the trader to place a large (infinite) number of limit orders to generate complete

conditionality of trades on the execution price. We capture this tradeoff by normalising the

cost of a market order to zero and setting that of a full demand schedule to c A 0. We know

from the CARA-Normal model that the value function associated with the information

set Gi is:

W �Gi;γi� � max
k

E�V �wi �κc�SGi;γi� � � exp��E�θ � pSGi�2
2V�θ � pSGi� �κcγi� ,

where κ � 1 if Gi � �xi, p� (i.e., the trader places a full demand schedule) or κ � 0 if Gi � xi
(i.e., the trader places a market order). Let WI�M �xi, p;γi� and WM �xi;γi� denote the

expected utilities of a demand-schedule and a market order trader, respectively, with pref-

erences γi and conditional on their full information set (i.e., xi or �xi, p�). There are

two possible timing assumptions here, depending on whether we allow informed traders

to choose their order type after (“timing 1”) or before (“timing 2”) observing xi. Un-
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der timing 1 traders compare expected utilities conditional on xi (i.e., WM �xi;γi� and

E �WI�M �xi, p;γi�Txi�), while under timing 2 they compare the same expected utilities

integrated over xi (i.e., E �WM �xi;γi�� and E �WI�M �xi, p;γi��).6 The following Lemma

shows that the expected utility ratios are the same under the two timing assumptions,

hence both lead to the same discrete choice of order type.

Lemma 2. The ratios of conditional and unconditional expected utilities are given by:

WM �xi;γi�
E �WI�M �xi, p;γi�Txi�´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶

timing 1

�
E �WM �xi;γi��

E �WI�M �xi, p;γi��´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
timing 2

� e�cγi
¿ÁÁÀ V�θ � pSxi�

V�θ � pSxi, p�´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
common value of the ratio

,

where V�θ � pSxi, p� and V�θ � pSxi� are given by equations (A2) and (A4) in Appendix A.

In other words, when we move from timing 1 to timing 2, both expected utilities change

but in the same proportion, leaving the basic tradeoff between order types unchanged. It

follows that under either timing informed trader i places a demand schedule if and only

if the relevant ratio is below or equal to one. Given the value of V�θ � pSxi�~V�θ � pSxi, p�,
computed from equations (A2) and (A4) in the appendix, this is equivalent to:

γi B γ̄ �
1
2c

�ln� 1
αx �αθ

�ρ� ραθ
αx

�
αθ
B2αε

�2
�
ρ�1� ρ�
αx

�
1

B2αε
�

� ln
�� 1
αθ

��1� �1� ραθ
αx

�
�1� ρ�αθ

αx � �1� ρ�B2αε
��1���1� ραθ

αx
�

αθ
B2αε

�2��
=AAAA? , (3.10)

6The equilibria that we focus on under timing 1 are linear Bayesian equilibria with linear price func-
tionals. In these equilibria informed traders choose their type on the basis of their risk aversion only (and
not, say, on the level of their signal). Consequently, (i) the distribution of signals remains independent of
that of risk aversion within each set M and I�M , even though these are determined after the signals are
observed; and hence (ii) the equilibrium measure ν is uninformative of the dividend. Note that even in this
timing WI�M �xi, p;γi� is not known because it is a function of p, a random variable at the time the order
type is chosen. In contrast WM �xi;γi� is known, since it is not conditional on the yet unknown value of
p (by the mere definition of a market order). This is why traders must compute E �WI�M �xi, p;γi�Txi�
and compare it with WM �xi;γi�.
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where, from Lemma 1,

B � � αx�1� �1� ρ�ρB2αε~αx��S γ�1�γ̄�
0

γ�1
i di

� �� 1
αx

�
1
αθ

��1� B
2ραε
αx

�� 1
B2αε �1� ραθ~αx��αθ �

�1

S
1

γ�1�γ̄� γ
�1
i di. (3.11)

with γ�1 �γ̄� � 0 if γ̄ @ γ �0� and γ�1 �γ̄� � 1 if γ̄ A γ �1�. For �αx, αθ, αε, ρ� > R�3
� �0,1�

given, the properties of the γ function imply that the solution (γ̄,B) to (4.15)–(4.16), if

it exists, can be of three types: it is either such that γ̄ > �γ �0� , γ �1��, in which case

the solution is interior (i.e., M x g and I�M x g); or γ̄ @ γ �0�, so that the solution is

corner and all traders place market orders (i.e., �M,I�M� � �I,g�); or γ̄ A γ �1� and all

traders place demand schedules (i.e., �M,I�M� � �g, I�). The intuition for the sorting

of traders along the degree of risk aversion is that greater risk aversion lowers trading

aggressiveness, hence the expected benefit from expanding the information set from xi to�xi, p�. Proposition 2 states our main results under endogenous order types:7

Proposition 2. For any �αθ, αε, ρ� > R�2
� �0,1�, and as αx � �ª, (a) the solution (γ̄,B)

to (4.15)–(4.16) is unique; (b) both M and I�M have strictly positive measure (i.e., the

equilibrium is interior); (c) γ̄ � γ0 (i.e., market-order traders eventually overwhelm the

market); (d) αp goes to infinity as the same rate as αx; formally, defining the bijection

hρ � R�
� �0,1�, hρ �x� � �ρ� �1�ρ�

1��1�ρ�x� �ρ� x�1��1 and h�1
ρ its inverse, we have

αp �
αx�ª

αx

ρ� �h�1
ρ �e�2γ0c���1 .

Our information structure gives us some intuition about why demand-schedule traders

vanish as αx � �ª (point (c)). In our analysis p plays two distinct informational roles:

it provides information about the distribution of signals received by the other informed

traders, and about the net asset demand of noise traders. In the special case where

7Note from (4.15) that heterogeneity in c is formally equivalent to heterogeneity in γ. To encompass
both cases, rank traders in nondecreasing orders of g �i� � c �i�γ �i�, assume that g �i� is continuous, strictly
increasing, that its reciprocal is continuous, and that 0 @ g �0� @ g �1� @ �ª; then solve for the marginal
trader exactly in the same way as in the case where c is homogenous.
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information about θ is entirely public (i.e., ρ � 1), there is nothing to learn from the

other informed traders by observing p. However, trading conditional on p is still valuable

because this provides insurance against noise trader risk–to which market-order traders are

exposed. That the crowding out of demand-schedule traders by market-order traders as

αx � �ª also takes place when ρ � 1 suggests that when the quality of information is high

the primary value of a demand schedule relative to a market order comes from its hedging

role against noise trader risk, rather than its role at extracting dispersed information.

It follows that for the share of demand-schedule traders to vanish when signals become

increasingly precise, it must be that the gain from hedging noise trader risk itself vanishes.

But the reason for this is immediate: as the precision of information increases, demand-

schedule traders trade more and more aggressively on their information. In so doing,

they take p closer and closer to their own signal xi, which is itself closer and closer to θ.

Eventually, they completely eliminate noise trader risk, and thereby the relative benefit

of a demand schedule.

This feature also explains why the equilibrium must necessarily be interior, i.e., why

I�M , whilst asymptotically vanishing, must always keep positive measure (point (b)). If

it were not the case, then the market would be a full market-order market similar to that

examined in Section 3. In this situation, the trading intensity of informed traders would

be bounded above, hence the uncertainty about the dividend would be bounded below

(see Proposition 1). But then noise trader risk would no longer be eliminated even at high

levels of precision of the signals, and thus knowing the price (in addition to the signal about

the dividend) to insure against noise trader risk would become valuable again. Demand

schedules thus display a form of substituability: when information about θ is precise, then

a positive but small measure of demand-schedule traders deters all the other traders from

placing a demand schedule (however small c is).

Finally, the informativeness of p (point (d)) is closely related to the composition of

the market (point (c)). As discussed in Section 3, market-order traders tend to reduce

information aggregation. Consequently, the gradual crowding out of demand-schedule

traders as αx � �ª tends to reduce the pace of information aggregation, relative to the
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case with constant, exogenous shares of each type. For example, in the case where ρ � 0

the precision of the price signal grows at the rate of αx, instead of α2
x when the sets M

and I�M are exogenous.

3.5 Concluding remarks

This paper has analysed the joint determination of price informativeness and the composi-

tion of the market in a large market with dispersed information. By allowing market-order

and demand-schedule traders to coexist, and by letting traders choose their preferred or-

der type, the microstructure considered here is richer and more realistic than the pure

demand schedule/Walrasian auctioneer specification. Our main result that the set of

demand-schedule traders vanishes when signals become highly informative follows logi-

cally from the structure of the trading game, so we expect it to hold under more gen-

eral assumptions than those we have assumed. For example, we have adopted the usual

CARA-Normal framework, which is the only tractable specification under our information

structure. However, nothing in our results seem to depend on a particular feature of pref-

erences, at least in an obvious way; we thus conjecture that they would remain valid under

much more general (risk averse) preferences. Similarly, while our information structure

allows for the presence of both idiosyncratic and common informational noise components,

it remains restrictive in the sense that both components are constrained to vanish at the

same rate when the precision of private information goes to infinity (since the relation

between the two is parameterised by the correlation coefficient ρ). We show formally in

the following technical appendix that our results can be generalised to an information

structure allowing each noise component to vanish at different rates.
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3.6 Appendix

A. Proof of Lemma 1

There are three aggregate shocks (θ, ξ̃, ε), hence three random variables that may affect

p. Equation (3.1), implies that the effects of θ and α
�1~2
x ξ̃ on private signals are indis-

tinguishable. Hence we define θ̃ � θ � α
�1~2
x ξ̃ and restrict our attention to equilibrium

price functions p�θ̃, ε� that are linear in �θ̃, ε� (so that p is normally distributed). A

trader i with risk aversion coefficient γi and information set Gi has a demand for assets

ki�Gi� � γ�1
i E�θ�pSGi�~V�θ�pSGi�. We may thus write the demands by demand-schedule

and market-order traders as kiI�M�xi, p� � γ�1
i fI�M�xi, p� and kiM�xi� � γ�1

i fM�xi�, respec-
tively, with

fI�M�xi, p� � E�θ � pSxi, p�~V�θSxi, p�, fM�xi� � E�θ � pSxi�~V�θ � pSxi�.
A.1. Price function

We conjecture that fI�M , fM have the form fI�M�xi, p� � a�xi � θ̄� � ζ�p� and fM�xi� �
c�xi � θ�, where a, c are normalised trading intensities (for a trader with γi � 1) and ζ ��� is
a linear function. Using the convention that the average signal equals θ̃ a.s., and recalling

that γi is independent from ξi � ξ̃, the order book is given by

L�p� � S
I�M kiI�M�xi, p�di�S

M
kiM�xi�di� ε � S

I�M
a�xi � θ̄�� ζ�p�

γi
di�S

M

c�xi � θ̄�
γi

di� ε

� �a�θ �α�1~2
x ξ̃ � θ̄��S

I�M γ�1
i di� c�θ �α�1~2

x ξ̃ � θ̄�S
M
γ�1
i di� ε� ζ�p�S

I�M γ�1
i di

� B�θ �α�1~2
x ξ̃ �B�1ε��Bθ̄ � γ�1

I�Mνζ�p�, with B � aνγ�1
I�M � c �1� ν�γ�1

M .

The market making sector observes L�.�, a linear function of p, and sets p � E�θSL�.�� �
E�θSz�, where z � θ�α�1~2

x ξ̃�B�1ε summarises the information provided by the order book.

Since z provides a signal about θ with noise ε̃ � α�1~2
x ξ̃ �B�1ε we have:

p � E�θSz� � αθθ̄ �αε̃z
αθ �αε̃

� N �θ̄,V �p�� , where αε̃ � 1
V �ε̃� � B2αε

1� ρB2αε~αx .
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Rearranging the latter expression gives the price function (4.8) in Lemma 1.

A.2. Investment functions for ρ > �0,1�
We now need to identify the parameters a and c in the demand functions, which re-

quires computing the conditional moments of θ � pSGi, for Gi � �xi, p� (demand sched-

ules) or Gi � xi (market orders). We start with the former and specifically focus on

the moments of θSxi, p which is without loss of generality. To this purpose define Θ �� θ θ̃ p xi ���N4 �E �Θ� ,V �Θ��. From (3.1), (4.8) and the fact that θ̃ � θ �α
�1~2
x ξ̃,

we have, for ρ > �0,1�, Θ � � θ̄ θ̄ θ̄ θ̄ ���MS, with

M �

<@@@@@@@@@@@@>

α
�1~2
θ 0 0 0

α
�1~2
θ ρ1~2α�1~2

x 0 0

λBα
�1~2
θ λBρ1~2α�1~2

x λα
�1~2
ε 0

α
�1~2
θ ρ1~2α�1~2

x 0 �1� ρ�1~2 α�1~2
x

=AAAAAAAAAAAA?
, S �

<@@@@@@@@@@@@>

α
1~2
θ �θ � θ̄�
ρ�1~2ξ̃
α

1~2
ε ε�1� ρ��1~2 ηi

=AAAAAAAAAAAA?
�N4 �0, I� .

Next, we compute V �Θ� � MM� and then partition V �Θ� as V �Θ� � �Σkm� , k � 1,2,

with all four Σkm being 2�2 matrices. Then, from standard multivariate normal theory we

know that � θ θ̃ ��Sp, xi has distributionN2 �� θ̄ θ̄ �� �Σ12Σ�1
22 � p� θ̄ xi � θ̄ ��,Σ11 �Σ12Σ�1

22 Σ21�,
from which we infer the following conditional moments:

E �θSp, xi� � θ̄ � αx �xi � θ̄�� �1� ρ�B2αε �λB��1 �p� θ̄��1� ρ� �1� ραθ~αx�B2αε �αx �αθ
, (A1)

V�θSp, xi� � 1� �1� ρ�ρB2αε~αx�1� ρ� �1� ραθ~αx�B2αε �αx �αθ
. (A2)

Substituting these values into kiI�M�xi, p� � γ�1
i E�θ�pSxi, p�~V�θSxi, p� and rearranging

gives the corresponding asset demand in Lemma 1.
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We now turn to the computation of θ�pSxi. We define, still for ρ > �0,1�, Ω �� θ θ̃ θ � p xi ��
�N4 �E �Ω� ,V �Ω�� and note that Ω �� θ̄ θ̄ 0 θ̄ ���NT, where

N �

<@@@@@@@@@@@@>

α
�1~2
θ 0 0 0

α
�1~2
θ ρ1~2α�1~2

x 0 0�1�λB�α�1~2
θ �λBρ1~2α�1~2

x �λα
�1~2
ε 0

α
�1~2
θ ρ1~2α�1~2

x 0 �1� ρ�1~2 α�1~2
x

=AAAAAAAAAAAA?
, T �

<@@@@@@@@@@@@>

α
1~2
θ �θ � θ�
ρ�1~2ξ̃
α

1~2
ε ε�1� ρ��1~2 ηi

=AAAAAAAAAAAA?
,

so that T �N4 �0, I�. We partition V �Ω� � NN� as follows: V �Ω� � �Σ̄km� , k,m � 1,2,

where Σ̄11 is 3�3, Σ̄12 is 3�1, Σ̄21 is 1�3 and Σ̄22 is 1�1. It follows that � θ θ̃ θ � p ��Sxi
has distribution N3 �� θ̄ θ̄ 0 �� � Σ̄12Σ̄�1

22 �xi � θ̄� , Σ̄11 � Σ̄12Σ̄�1
22 Σ̄21�. After some calcula-

tions, we infer from this joint distribution that:

E �θ � pSxi� � ��1�λB�α�1
θ �λBρα�1

x � �xi � θ̄�
α�1
θ �α�1

x

, (A3)

V�θ � pSxi� � �λB�2 ���ρ� ραθ~αx �B�2αθ~αε�2

αx �αθ
�
�1� ρ�ρ
αx

�
1

B2αε

�� . (A4)

Substituting (A3)-(A4) into kiM�xi� � γ�1
i E�θ � pSxi�~V�θ � pSxi� and rearranging gives

the asset demand of market-order traders in Lemma 1.

A.3. Investment functions for ρ > �0,1�
The expressions for fI�M�xi, p�, fM�xi�, which have been derived for ρ > �0,1�, can be

extended by continuity to ρ > �0,1�. For example, for ρ � 0 we have z � θ �B�1ε, and

computing the joint distribution of �p, xi, θ� gives the same conditional moments as those

in (A1)–(A4) when setting ρ � 0. Similarly, when ρ � 1 all informed traders receive the

same signal x � θ � α
�1~2
x ξ̃, ξ̃ � N �0,1�, hence observing p does not provide any more

information about θ than observing x. It follows that:

E�θSp, x� � E�θSx� � �αθθ̄ �αxx� ~ �αθ �αx� , V�θSp, x� � V�θSx� � �αx �αθ��1 ,
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which is recovered by setting ρ � 1 in (A1)–(A4). Hence the expressions for kI�M�xi, p;γi�,
kM�xi;γi� in Lemma 1 are valid for ρ > �0,1�8 �0,1� � �0,1�.
A.4. Uniqueness of linear equilibrium

We finally show that B is unique, positive and finite. To do this, define the function

f � R� R as

f �B� � ναx

γI�M �1� �1�ρ�ρB2αε
αx

� � 1� ν

γM ��α�1
x �α�1

θ � �1�B2 ραε
αx

�� �αθ �B2αε �1� ραθ
αx

���1� �B,
so that a root of f �B� solves (4.9). f is continuous and strictly decreasing over �0,�ª�
and such that f �0� � ναx

γI�M
� �1� ν� αx

γM
A 0 and f ��ª� � �ª. Hence f is a bijection with

a unique root B0 A 0 over �0,�ª�. Since f is strictly positive on R�, B0 is the unique

root of f in R.

B. Proof of Proposition 1

From (4.8), p is observationally equivalent to z � θ �α
�1~2
x ξ̃ �B�1ε, so both provide the

same information about θ. It follows that the precision of the price signal is:

αp � αz � 1~V�α�1~2
x ξ̃ �B�1ε� � 1~ �ρα�1

x �B�2α�1
ε � (B1)

B.1. Full market-order case

We know from Lemma 1 that B A 0 uniquely solves (4.9). Now define the function

g � R�

�
�R�

�
� R as follows:

g �B,αx� � γ�1
I ��α�1

x �α�1
θ � �1�B2ραε~αx�� �αθ �B2αε �1� ραθ~αx���1��1

�B,

When ν � 0, B is the unique solution to g �B,αx� � 0. Since g is continuously differ-

entiable, increasing in ax and decreasing in B on R�

�
�R�

�
, the implicit function B �αx�

defined by g �B,αx� � 0 is continuously differentiable and increasing over R�

�
. Moreover,
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we have:

�α�1
x �α�1

θ � �1�B2ραε~αx�� �αθ �B2αε �1� ραθ~αx���1

C α�1
θ � �B2αε �1� ραθ~αx��αθ��1

C α�1
θ � �B2αε �αθ��1

,

so that B � γ�1
I ��α�1

x �α�1
θ � �1�B2ραε~αx�� �αθ �B2αε �1� ραθ~αx���1��1

B γ�1
I �α�1

θ � �B2αε �αθ��1��1
� γ�1

I αθ �B2αε �αθ� B γ�1
I αθ �1�αθB�2α�1

ε �
The function h� � B � B � γ�1

I αθ �1�αθ~B2αε� is continuous and strictly increasing

over R�

�
, and such that h��0� � �ª and h���ª� � �ª. It is thus bijective and we

denote its inverse by h�1
�
. Then B > h�1

�
���ª; 0�� is bounded above by h�1

�
�0�, which is

positive and independent of αx. Hence, B0 � limαx�ªB�αx� is defined and, by continuity,

is the unique solution to γIB � �α�1
θ � �αθ �αεB2��1��1

. From (4.8) we then infer that

limαx�ª αp � B
2
0αε.

B.2. Other cases

When ν > �0,1�, B �αx� is implicitly defined as the unique solution to (4.9). When ρ >�0,1�, we have

B �αx�
ναx
γI�M

� 1� �1� ν� ~γM�α�1
x �α�1

θ � �1�B2ραε~αx�� �B �αx�2 αε �1� ραθ~αx��αθ��1
1
ναx
γI�M

,

so thatB �αx� C ναx~γI�M . Hence, whenever ρ > �0,1� and ν A 0 we have limαx��ªB �αx� �
�ª and limαx��ª �B �αx��2 ~αx � �ª.

It follows that limαx��ªB �αx� ~ � ναx
γI�M

� is equal to

1� lim
αx��ª

�1� ν� ~γM�α�1
x �α�1

θ � �1�B �αx�2 ραε~αx�� �B �αx�2 αε �1� ραθ~αx��αθ��1
1
ναx
γI�M

� 1,

so that B �αx� �
αx��ª

ναx~γI�M . Now, recall from (4.8) that αp � �ρ~αx �B�2~αε��1.

Hence, for ρ � 0 we have limαx��ª αp � limαx��ª �B �αx��2 αε � �ναx~γI�M�2αε, that is

αp �
αx��ª

�ν~γI�M�2αεα
2
x. However, for ρ � 1 we have αp �

αx��ª
αx. Indeed, in this case we
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have α�1
p � α�1

x �B�2α�1
ε , and we know that limαx��ªB

�2α�1
ε ~α�1

x � α�1
ε limαx��ª αx~B2

�

0, from which it follows that α�1
p �

αx��ª
α�1
x .

Let us now turn to the case where ρ > �0,1�. In that situation (4.9) implies that

B �αx� C ναx
γI�M

1
1� �1� ρ�ρB �αx�2 αε~αx � B �αx�

α
1~2
x

�1� �1� ρ�ρB �αx�2 αε~αx� C να1~2
x

γI�M
,

so that limαx�ªB �αx� ~α1~2
x � limαx�ªB �αx�2 ~αx � �ª. Moreover, again from (4.9) we

have

B�αx�3

α2
x

�

ν~γI�M
αx~B�αx�2 � �1� ρ�ραε � ��1� ν� ~γM ��B�αx�2~α2

x� 1
αx

�
1
αθ
� �1� B�αx�2ραε

αx
�� �B �αx�2 αε �1� ραθ

αx
��αθ��1

Now, since

��1� ν� ~γM ��B�αx�2~α2
x� 1

αx
�

1
αθ
� �1� B�αx�2ραε

αx
�� �B �αx�2 αε �1� ραθ

αx
��αθ��1 �

αx�ª
0 and αx

B �αx�2 �

αx�ª
0,

we get

B3�αx�
α2
x

�

αx�ª

ν~γI�M�1� ρ�ραε � B�αx� �
αx�ª

� να2
x~γI�M�1� ρ�ραε�

1~3
.

Recall that α�1
p � ρα�1

x �B�2α�1
ε , and we have shown that limαx�ªB �αx�2 ~αx � �ª.

Hence, limαx�ª αx~B �αx�2
� 0, so that α�1

p �
αx�ª

ρα�1
x .

C. Proof of Lemma 2

Let us first state the version of the law of total variance that is relevant in our context:

V�E�θ � pSxi, p�Sxi� � V�θ � pSxi��E�V�θ � pSxi, p�Sxi� � V�θ � pSxi��V�θ � pSxi, p�,
(C1)

and V�E�θ � pSxi�� � V�θ � p��E�V�θ � pSxi�� � V�θ � p��V�θ � pSxi�. (C2)
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C.1. Timing 1: Order type chosen after the signal is observed

Under timing 1 traders observe xi, know that the price will be a linear function of normally

distributed variables, and then compare WM �xi;γi� and E �WI�M �xi, p;γi�Txi�. We first

write WM ��� as

WM �xi;γi� � �e�y2
M,i , with yM,i �

E�θ � pSxi�»
2V�θ � pSxi� . (C3)

Similarly, WI�M �xi, p;γi� � �e�y
2
I�M,i

�cγi , with yI�M,i � E�θ � pSxi, p�~»2V�θ � pSxi, p�
and

yI�M,iSxi � N �� E�θ � pSxi�»
2V�θ � pSxi, p� , V�E�θ � pSxi, p�Sxi�

2V�θ � pSxi, p� �� .

Using the fact that y2
I�M,iSxi has a noncentral chi-square distribution (see, e.g., Gross-

man and Stiglitz, 1980), the moment-generating function yields:

E �WI�M �xi, p;γi�Txi�
� �E�e�y2

I�M,i
�cγi Sxi� � � ecγi¼

1� 2V �yI�M,iSxi� exp
��� �E �yI�M,iSxi��2

1� 2V �yI�M,iSxi���
� �ecγi � V�θ � pSxi, p�

V�θ � pSxi, p��V�E�θ � pSxi, p�Sxi��
1~2

exp��1
2

�E�θ � pSxi��2

V�θ � pSxi, p��V�E�θ � pSxi, p�Sxi��
� �ecγi

¿ÁÁÀV�θ � pSxi, p�
V�θ � pSxi� exp��1

2
�E�θ � pSxi��2

V�θ � pSxi� � , (C4)

where we have used (C1) to go from the second to the third line. Comparing (C3) and

(C4) gives the first ratio in Lemma 2.

C2. Timing 2: Order type chosen before the signal is observed

Under timing 2, traders choose their order type before knowing xi. We recover the relevant

expected utility levels by integrating those under timing 1 over xi. First, noting that y2
M,i
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has a noncentral chi-square distribution and making use of (C2), we obtain:

E �WM �xi;γi�� � E�� e�y2
M,i� � ��1� V�E�θ � pSxi��

V�θ � pSxi� ��1~2
� �� V�θ � p�

V�θ � pSxi��
�1~2

. (C5)

Now, using the law of iterated expectations and integrating (C4) over xi we get:

E �WI�M �xi, p;γi�� � E �E �WI�M �xi, p;γi�Txi��
� �ecγi �V�θ � pSxi, p�

V�θ � pSxi� �1~2
E �exp��1

2
�E�θ � pSxi��2

V�θ � pSxi� �	 (C6)

But again, �E�θ � pSxi��2 also has a noncentral chi-square distribution and we have:

E �exp�� �E�θ � pSxi��2

2V�θ � pSxi� �	 � �1� V�E�θ � pSxi��
V�θ � pSxi� ��1~2

. (C7)

Substituting (C7) into (C6), making use of (C2) and rearranging, we get:

E �WI�M �xi, p;γi�� � �ecγi � V�θ � p�
V�θ � pSxi, p��

�1~2
. (C8)

Comparing (C5) and (C8) gives the second ratio in Lemma 2.

D. Proof of Proposition 2

See the following technical appendix.



Technical Appendix

3.A Proof of Proposition 2

D.1. Proof of (b)

From Lemma 2, the risk aversion coefficient γi of the marginal informed trader satisfies

e�2cγiV�θ � pSxi� � V�θ � pSxi, p�. Let us define the function f � �0,1��R�
� R as follows:

f �i, αx� � e�2cγi �V�θ � pSxi, p�~V�θ � pSxi�,
so that a root i� �αx� of f ��, αx� defines the marginal trader. From (A2) and (A4) we get:

V�θ � pSxi, p�
V�θ � pSxi� �

1
αθ

�1� �1� ραθ
αx

�
αθ

αx
1�ρ��B�i,αx��2αε

��1��1� ραθ
αx

�
αθ

�B�i,αx��2αε
�2

1
αx�αθ

�ρ� ραθ
αx

�
αθ

�B�i,αx��2αε
�2
�
ρ�1�ρ�
αx

�
1

�B�i,αx��2αε

, (D1)

where B�i, αx� is defined as the unique solution to:

B�i, αx� � � αx

1� �1� ρ�ρ �B�i, αx��2 αε~αx�S i

0
γ�1
i di

��� 1
αx

�
1
αθ

��1� �B�i, αx��2 ραε
αx

�� 1�B�i, αx��2 αε �1� ραθ~αx��αθ �
�1

S
1

i
γ�1
i di.

51
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We show that for αx sufficiently large the equilibrium cannot be such that I � M or

I � I�M . We know from Appendix B that limαx��ª B�0, αx� is positive and finite while

B �1, αx� �
αx��ª

1ρ>�0,1� � α2
x

γI�1� ρ�ραε�
1~3

� 1ρ>�0,1� �αx
γI

�
This in turn implies that f�0, αx� �

αx�ª
e�2cγ0 A 0 while f�1, αx� �

αx�ª
e�2cγ1 � 1 @ 0.

Thus, by the intermediate value theorem, for αx sufficiently large, f ��, αx� has at least

one interior root i� (but none at the corners).

D.2. Proof of (c)

Let us first prove that the set of roots of f�., αx� is compact when αx is sufficiently large.

To this purpose, we extend f�., αx� to R�R�

�
and continuously extend f�., αx� on R by

means of the following fextαx function:

fextαx �i� � 1i>�0;1�f�i, αx�� 1iA1f�1, αx�� 1i@0f�0, αx�.
For αx sufficiently large, the set of roots of fextαx is a compact set of R: it is bounded,

because it is included in �0,1�; it is also closed, since it is the reciprocal image of a closed

subset of R (namely, �0�) by a continuous function. The set of roots being compact, for

each αx we can define a maximum and a minimum solution, which we denote i�max�αx�
and i�min�αx�.

Next, we show by contradiction that ¦ε A 0,§A,¦αx, �αx C A� ¦i��αx� > �fextαx ��1 ��0�� ,0 @

i��αx� @ ε�. In that part of the proof we need to distinguish ρ > �0,1� and ρ > �0,1�.
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Case 1: ρ > �0,1�

For i > �ε,1� we have e�2γ1c Be�2γic Be�2γεc and, using (D1),

V�θ � pSxi, p�
V�θ � pSxi� C

1
αθ

�1� �1� ραθ
αx

�
αθ

αx
1�ρ��B�i,αx��2αε

��1	
1

αx�αθ
�ρ� ραθαx � αθ

�B�i,αx��2αε
�2
�

�1�ρ�ρ
αx

�
α�1
ε

�B�i,αx��2

C

1
αθ

�1� �1� ραθ
αx

�
αθ

αx
1�ρ��B�1,αx��2αε

��1	
1

αx�αθ
�ρ� ραθαx � αθ

B�ε,αx�2αε
�2
�

�1�ρ�ρ
αx

�
α�1
ε

B�ε,αx�2

�
NUM

DEN

We know from Appendix B that for ρ > �0,1� we have:

B�ε, αx� �
αx�ª

���R
ε

0 γ
�1
i di�α2

x�1� ρ�ραε ��
1~3

and B�1, αx� �
αx�ª

����R
1

0 γ
�1
i di�α2

x�1� ρ�ραε ���
1~3
,

which implies thatNUM �
αx��ª

ρ~αx whileDEN �
αx��ª

αx~ρ, and henceNUM~DEN �

αx�ª

1. Hence, for any arbitrarily small χ A 0, for αx sufficiently large we have SV�θ � pSxi, p�~V�θ � pSxi�� 1S B
χ, so that V�θ � pSxi, p�~V�θ � pSxi� C 1�χ. Choosing χ � 1�e�γεc, we obtain:

V�θ � pSxi, p�~V�θ � pSxi� C 1� �1� e�γεc� � e�γεc A e�2γεc
C e�2γic,

so that f�i,�ª� @ 0. Therefore, for αx sufficiently large there cannot be any root of

f��, αx� in �ε,1�, i.e., any root must be in �0, ε�.
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Case 2: ρ > �0,1�
In the case where ρ � 0, equation (D1) gives:

V�θ � pSxi, p�
V�θ � pSxi� �

� 1
αθ�αx��B�i,αx��2αε

��1� αθ
�B�i,αx��2αε

�2

1
αx�αθ

� αθ
�B�i,αx��2αε

�2
�

1
�B�i,αx��2αε

C �αθ �αx � �B �i, αx��2 αε��1 �� 1
αx �αθ

� αθ�B �i, αx��2 αε�
2
�

1�B �i, αx��2 αε��
�1

C
��� αθ�B �i, αx��2 αε�

2
�

α2
θ

αx �αθ
� 1�B �i, αx��2 αε�� αθ �αx�B �i, αx��2 αε � 1

��
�1

C
��� αθ�B�ε, αx��2 αε�

2
�

α2
θ

αx �αθ
� 1�B�ε, αx��2 αε�� αθ �αx�B�ε, αx��2 αε � 1

��
�1

.

We know from Appendix B that, for ρ � 0 we have B�ε, αx� �
αx�ª

αx �R ε0 γ�1
i di�, which

in turn implies that

��� αθ�B�ε, αx��2 αε�
2
�

α2
θ

αx �αθ
� 1�B�ε, αx��2 αε�� αθ �αx�B�ε, αx��2 αε � 1

��
�1

�

αx�ª
1,

so we can apply the same reasoning as when ρ > �0,1� to show that V�θ � pSxi, p�~V�θ �
pSxi� Ae�2γic for αx sufficiently large.

When ρ � 1 we have

V�θ � pSxi, p�
V�θ � pSxi� �

1
αθ

�1� �1� αθ
αx
��1��1� αθ

αx
�

αθ
�B�i,αx��2αε

�2

1
αx�αθ

�1� αθ
αx

�
αθ

�B�i,αx��2αε
�2
�

1
�B�i,αx��2αε

C

<@@@@>�1� αθ
αx

�
αθ�B �i, αx��2 αε�

2
�

αx �αθ�B �i, αx��2 αε
=AAAA?
�1

C

<@@@@>�1� αθ
αx

�
αθ�B�ε, αx��2 αε�

2
�

αx �αθ�B�ε, αx��2 αε
=AAAA?
�1

.
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Again, in this case B�ε, αx� �
αx�ª

αx �R ε0 γ�1
i di� and thus:

<@@@@>�1� αθ
αx

�
αθ�B�ε, αx��2 αε�

2
�

αx �αθ�B�ε, αx��2 αε
=AAAA?
�1

�

αx�ª
1,

so that V�θ � pSxi, p�~V�θ � pSxi� Ae�2γic for αx sufficiently large. It follows that, ¦ρ >�0,1� and for αx sufficiently large, V�θ � pSxi, p�~V�θ � pSxi� Ae�2γic, so that f�i, αx� @

0. This implies that, for any choice function ı̂ � αx � ı̂�αx� > �fextαx ��1 ��0��, we have

ı̂�αx� �

αx�ª
0; in particular, i�max�αx� �

αx�ª
0 and i�min�αx� �

αx�ª
0.

D.3. Proof of (d)

For any choice function ı̂ �αx�, since f �ı̂ �αx� , αx� � 0 and ı̂�αx� �

αx�ª
0 we have, by

continuity,

Ξ �

1
αθ

�1� �1� ραθ
αx

�
αθ

αx
1�ρ��B�ı̂�αx�,αx��2αε

��1��1� ραθ
αx

�
αθ

�B�ı̂�αx�,αx��2αε
�2

� 1
αx�αθ

�ρ� ραθ
αx

�
αθ

B�ı̂�αx�,αx�2αε
�2
�

�1�ρ�ρ
αx

�
α�1
ε

�B�ı̂�αx�,αx��2� �

αx�ª
e�2γ0c

(D1)

We first show by contradiction that, for ρ > �0,1� we have B�ı̂�αx�, αx� �

αx�ª
ª, that is,

¦M A 0,§A A 0,¦αx, �αx C A� B�ı̂�αx�, αx� AM�. If it were not the case, we could find

M A 0 such that, ¦A A 0, there exists an αx�A� verifying αx�A� C A and B�ı̂�αx�� B M .

Choose any such M and consider the serie αn � �αx�n��nCn0
with n0 large enough to

ensure the existence of �ı̂�αn��nCn0
. In this case,

1
αθ

���1�
��1� ραθ

αn
�

αθ
αn
1�ρ � �B �ı̂�αn�, αn��2 αε��

�1��� �n�ª 0

while

0 B �1� ραθ
αn

�
αθ

B �ı̂�αn�, αn�2 αε
�2

B �1� ραθ
αn

�
αθ

B�0, αn�2αε
�2
,
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where the right hand side is bounded above as n�ª. Moreover,

�� 1
αn �αθ

�ρ� ραθ
αn

�
αθ

B �ı̂�αn��2 αε
�2
�
�1� ρ�ρ
αn

�
α�1
ε

B �ı̂�αn��2
��

C � 1
αn �αθ

�ρ� ραθ
αn

�
αθ

M2αε
�2
�
�1� ρ�ρ
αn

�
1

M2αε
�

which is bounded below as n � ª. Hence, we would have Ξ �

n�ª
0. However, since

the limit is unique this would require e�2γ0c � 0, a contradiction. It must thus be that

B�ı̂�αx�� �

αx�ª
ª, which in turn implies:

���1�
��1� ραθ

αx
�

αθ
αx
1�ρ � �B�ı̂�αx�, αx��2 αε��

�1��� �
αx�ª

ραθ
αx

�
�1� ρ�αθ

αx � �1� ρ�B�ı̂�αx�, αx�2αε
,

and
�� 1
αx �αθ

�ρ� ραθ
αx

�
αθ�B�ı̂�αx�, αx��2 αε�

2
�
�1� ρ�ρ
αx

�
1�B�ı̂�αx�, αx��2 αε��

�
αx�ª

ρ2

αx
�
�1� ρ�ρ
αx

�
1�B�ı̂�αx�, αx��2 αε � ρ

αx
�

1�B�ı̂�αx�, αx��2 αε
so that

Ξ �
αx�ª

1
αθ

�ραθαx �
�1�ρ�αθ

αx��1�ρ��B�ı̂�αx�,αx��2αε
�

ρ
αx

�
1

�B�ı̂�αx�,αx��2αε

�

ρ
αx

�
1�ρ

αx��1�ρ��B�ı̂�αx�,αx��2αε
ρ
αx

�
1

�B�ı̂�αx�,αx��2αε

�

ρ� 1�ρ
1��1�ρ� �B�ı̂�αx�,αx��

2αε
αx

ρ� αx
�B�ı̂�αx�,αx��2αε

.

We know from (D1) that Ξ �

αx�ª
e�2γ0c, hence

���ρ� 1� ρ

1� �1� ρ� �B�ı̂�αx�,αx��2αε
αx

����ρ� αx�B�ı̂�αx�, αx��2 αε�
�1
�

αx�ª
e�2γ0c.

Now, define the following function:

hρ � x� �ρ� 1� ρ
1� �1� ρ�x��ρ� x�1��1

,
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which is continuous, increasing on R�

�
and maps R�

�
onto �0,1�. Then by continuity we

have:

�B�ı̂�αx�, αx��2 αε
αx

�

αx�ª
h�1
ρ �e�2γ0c�,

and thus

B�ı̂�αx�, αx� �
αx�ª

�αx
αε
h�1
ρ �exp ��2γ0c���1~2

.

We infer from the latter expression as well as (B1) above that

αp �
αx

ρ� αx
�B�ı̂�αx�,αx��2αε

�
αx�ª

αx

ρ� �h�1
ρ �e�2γ0c���1 .

D.4. Proof of (a)

We now show that i� (the marginal trader) is unique for αx sufficiently large. To this

purpose, consider the differentiable functions of B defined as follows:

u �B� � 1
αθ

���1�
��1� ραθ

αx
�

αθ
αx
1�ρ �B

2αε

��
�1����1� ραθ

αx
�

αθ
B2αε

�2
,

d �B� � � 1
αx �αθ

�ρ� ραθ
αx

�
αθ
B2αε

�2
�
�1� ρ�ρ
αx

�
1

B2αε
� , r�B� � u�B�

d�B� .

For all i > �i�min�αx�, i�max�αx�� we have, after some manipulations:

r��B�i�� � u��B�i��
d�B �i�� � d��B�i��d2�B�i��u�B�i�� C λ1�αx��λ2�αx�,
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where λ1�αx� and λ2�αx� are given, if ρ > �0; 1�, by:

λ1�αx� � �
2Bαε

��� �1�ραθ
αx

�
αθ
B2αε

�2

��1� ραθ
αx

�� αx1�ρ�B
2αε��αθ�2 �

2�1� ραθ
αx

�
αθ
B2αε

�
�B2αε�2 �1� �1� ραθ

αx
�

αθ
αx
1�ρ�B

2αε
��1����

1
αx�αθ

�ρ� ραθαx � αθ

B
2
αε
�2
� �1� ρ�ρ 1

αx
�
α�1
ε

B
2

�
αx�ª

�
2 �αεh�1

ρ �e�2γ0c��1~2

�� 1�1�ρ� �h�1
ρ �e�2γ0c���2 �ρ� 1

h�1
ρ �e�2γ0c��α

�1~2
x ,

and

λ2�αx� �
� 2
αx�αθ

�ρ� ραθαx � αθ

B
2
αε
�� 2

B
3
αε
�� 2

B
3
αεαθ

���1� �1� ραθ
αx

�
αθ

αx
�1�ρ��B

2
αε
��1���1� ραθ

αx
�

αθ

B
2
αε
�2

� 1
αx�αθ

�ρ� ραθ
αx

�
αθ
B2αε

�2
�

�1�ρ�ρ
αx

�
1

B2αε
�2

�
αx�ª

2�h�1
ρ �e�2γ0c��3~2

α
�1~2
ε

1

�ρ� 1
h�1
ρ �e�2γ0c��2

��ρ� 1
1

1�ρ �h
�1
ρ �e�2γ0c���α�1~2

x

and where we have defined B � B�i�min�αx�, αx� and B � B�i�max�αx�, αx�. Next, define:
µ1 �

2 �αεh�1
ρ �e�2γ0c��1~2

�� 1�1�ρ� �h�1
ρ �e�2γ0c���2 �ρ� 1

h�1
ρ �e�2γ0c�� , µ2 �

2�ρ� 1
1

1�ρ�h
�1
ρ �e�2γ0c��

�h�1
ρ �e�2γ0c��3~2

α
�1~2
ε �ρ� 1

h�1
ρ �e�2γ0c��2

Since µ2 A µ1, it follows that for αx sufficiently large, and for any i > �i�min�αx�, i�max�αx��
we have r��B�i�� C �µ2 �µ1�α�1~2

x ~2 A 0. It can be shown that ∂B �i, αx� ~∂i A 0, which

in turn implies that ∂r�B�~∂i � r��B�i��∂B~∂i A 0. Then, on this range we have

∂f�i, αx�~∂i @ 0, so that f�i, αx� is a bijection on �i�min�αx�, i�max�αx��. As f�i�min�αx�, αx� �
f�i�max�αx�, αx� � 0, we have i�min�αx� � i�max�αx�, i.e., the solution is unique (for αx suffi-

ciently large).

If ρ � 1, we can show that λ2�αx��λ1�αx� �
αx�ª

λ2�αx� and the argument holds.
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3.B Generalising the information structure

Our baseline information structure allows private noise to be correlated across informed

traders. In so doing, we have made the natural simplifying assumption that the correlation

coefficient ρ governing the correlation between any to pairs of draws for the private noise

is constant. This directly implies that the idiosyncratic and aggregate components of the

noise in the private signals vary at the same rate when we let αx vary. Consequently, it

is not possible in our baseline specification to look at the limiting cases where the two

noise components vanish separately. In this section we show that all our results carry

over to generalisation of the the information structure whereby the two noise components

are allowed to vanish separately. Technically, this generalisation is done by relaxing the

assumption that ρ is constant and by letting it instead vary with αx. Intuitively, the

reasons why our results can be straightforwardly generalised to this situation are as follows.

First, Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 are valid irrespective of the amount of informational noise

in the model, and for values of ρ over the full closed interval �0,1�. Hence they hold no

matter how we let ρ vary with αx and need not be extended. Second, Proposition 2 is

also valid for ρ > �0,1�, and there is no discontinuity between ρ � 0 and ρ� 0, or between

ρ � 1 and ρ � 1. This implies that if one wants, for example, to examine the case where

private noise vanishes quicker than common noise as αx � �ª, it is sufficient to look at

the case where ρ � 1 and αx � �ª in the statement of Proposition 2. Third, Proposition

1 (our results under exogenous order types) is also valid for ρ > �0,1�, except that there

is a discontinuity between ρ � 0 and ρ � 0; we thus extend our analysis to study what

happens when ρ� 0 for private noise to vanish quicker than common noise.

Let us now formally substantiate these claims and extend Proposition 1 and 2 accord-

ingly. Assume that αx � ρ �αx� is continuous in αx and has a limit as αx � �ª. In

particular, we will consider two case: ρ �αx� �

αx�ª
0 (in which case the common noise

component ultimately overwhelm the idiosyncratic noise component), and ρ �αx� �

αx�ª
1

(in which case the opposite occurs).
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3.B.1 Propositions 1 and 2 revisited

Proposition 1 and 2 can be generalised as follows:

Proposition 1b. (a) In a pure market-order market (ν � 0), the informativeness of the

price signal is bounded above; formally, αp �

αx�ª
B2

0αε @ �ª, where B0 A 0 uniquely

solves γMB0�α�1
θ � �αθ �αεB2

0��1� � 1. (b) Whenever there is a positive mass of demand-

schedule traders (ν A 0), then the precision of the price signal is unbounded as αx � ª;

more specifically,

1. If lim
αx�ª

ρ � l > �0; 1�, then αp �
αx��ª

αx~ρ;

2. If lim
αx�ª

ρ � 0 then αx �
αx�ª

o�αp� and αp �
αx�ª

O�α2
x�; furthermore

a) if lim
αx�ª

ραx � 0 then αp �
αx�ª

� ναx
γI�M

�2
αε

b) if lim
αx�ª

ραx � M A 0 then αp �
αx�ª

�αx�2

M
1

1��M ���2 , where M � is the unique

positive solution to X �1�X2� � �νºMαε�~γI�M ;

c) if lim
αx�ª

ραx �ª then αp �
αx��ª

αx~ρ
Proposition 2b. For any �αθ, αε� > R�2, and αx � �ª, (a) the solution (γ̄,B) to (10)–

(11) is unique; (b) both M and I�M have strictly positive measure (i.e., the equilibrium

is interior); (c) γ̄ � γ0 (i.e., market-order traders eventually overwhelm the market); (d)

αp goes to infinity as the same rate as αx; formally, defining lim
αx�ª

ρ � l, the bijection

hl � R�
� �0,1�, hl �x� � �l � �1�l�

1�x�1�l�� �l � x�1��1 and h�1
l its inverse, we have

αp �
αx�ª

αx

l � �h�1
l �e�2γ0c���1 .

Notice that

h�1
l � x�

»
1� 4l �1� l� x

1�x � 1
2l �1� l�

if l > �0,1� while h�1
0 � h�1

1 � x� x~ �1� x�.
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3.B.2 Proof of Proposition 1b

Full market order case

The first thing to note is that the full market order case (ν � 0) remains unchanged.

Indeed, B and B0 solve, respectively:

γIB � ��α�1
x �α�1

θ � �1�B2ραε~αx�� �αθ �B2αε �1� ραθ~αx���1��1

and

γIB0 � �α�1
θ � �αθ �αεB2

0��1��1

After some algebraic manipulations, we get:

�B �B0� �
�α�1

x

���1� B
2ραε
αx

�
B2ραε
αθ

�
B2αεραθ�αθ �B2αε �1� ραθ

αx
�� �αθ �αεB2

0�
��� �γI�2BB0�γI � �B�B0�αε

�αθ�B2αε�1� ραθ
αx

���αθ�αεB2
0�
�

The same argument as before holds, implying that B is bounded above as αx � ª.

Thus, the right hand side of the latter equation goes to 0 as αx � ª. This implies that

B �

αx�ª
B0, as before.

Other cases

Consider now the other cases, we have:

B �
ν

γI�M
� αx�1� �1� ρ�ρB2αε~αx�� (3.12)

�
1� ν
γM

�� 1
αx

�
1
αθ

��1� B
2ραε
αx

�� 1
B2αε �1� ραθ~αx��αθ �

�1
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Then,

B C
ν

γI�M
� αx�1� �1� ρ�ρB2αε~αx��

which implies that B �

αx�ª
ª and Bº

αx
�

αx�ª
ª.

Then, as 1
αp

�
ρ
αx

�
1

B2αε
, we have

αx
αp

� ρ�
αx
B2αε

If lim
αx�ª

ρ � l > �0; 1�, this implies lim
αx�ª

ρ� αx
B2αε

� l > �0; 1� and αp �
αx��ª

αx~ρ;

If lim
αx�ª

ρ � 0, this implies lim
αx�ª

ρ� αx
B2αε

� 0 > �0; 1� and αx �
αx�ª

o�αp�;
Moreover, some calculations show

�� 1
αx

�
1
αθ

��1� B
2ραε
αx

�� 1
B2αε �1� ραθ~αx��αθ �

�1
� o
αx�ª

� αx�1� �1� ρ�ρB2αε~αx��
which implies

B �
αx�ª

ν

γI�M
� αx�1� �1� ρ�ρB2αε~αx�� .

Hence, for αx large enough

B B 2 ν

γI�M
� αx�1� �1� ρ�ρB2αε~αx��

B 2 ναx
γI�M
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Then, for αx large enough

α2
x

αp
� ραx �

α2
x

B2αε

C
α2
x

B2αε

C

γ2
I�M�2ν�2 αε

and αp �
αx�ª

O�α2
x�.

In cases where lim
αx�ª

ραx is well defined we can go a little bit further.

We also have:

B

¾�1� ρ�ραε
αx

�1� �1� ρ�ρB2αε
αx

� �
αx�ª

ν
»�1� ρ�ραxαε

γI�M

1. If ραx �

αx�ª
ª, we have

B

¾�1� ρ�ραε
αx

�

αx�ª
ª

and

B�αx� �
αx�ª

� να2
x~γI�M�1� ρ�ραε�

1~3

In this case, as B
¼ �1�ρ�ραε

αx
�

αx�ª
ª, we have B2ραε

αx
�

αx�ª
ª and α�1

p �
αx�ª

ρα�1
x .

2. If ραx �

αx�ª
0 then B

¼ �1�ρ�ραε
αx

�

αx�ª
0 and B�αx� �

αx�ª

ναx
γI�M

, so that

ρB2αε
αx

�
αx�ª

ραxαε � ν

γI�M
�2

.

Then

ρB2αε
αx

�

αx�ª
0
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and

αp �
αx�ª

� ναx
γI�M

�2
αε

3. If

ραx �

αx�ª
M

with M x 0

In this case

B

¾�1� ρ�ραε
αx

�1� �1� ρ�ρB2αε
αx

� �

αx�ª

ν
º
Mαε

γI�M

Then B
¼ �1�ρ�ραε

αx
has a non zero limit, denoted M �.

And

B�αx� �
αx�ª

¾
αx�1� ρ�ραεM �

Then

ρB2αε
αx

�
αx�ª

�M ��2

and

αp �
αx�ª

�αx�2

M

1
1� �M ���2
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3.C Proof of Proposition 2b

Proof of (b)

From Lemma 2 the risk aversion coefficient γi of the marginal informed trader satisfies

e�2cγiV�θ � pSxi� � V�θ � pSxi, p�. Let us define the function f � �0,1��R�

�
� R as follows:

f �i, αx� � e�2cγi �V�θ � pSxi, p�~V�θ � pSxi�,
so that a root i� �αx� of f ��, αx� defines the marginal trader. From (A2) and (A4) we get:

V�θ � pSxi, p�
V�θ � pSxi� �

1
αθ

�1� �1� ραθ
αx

�
αθ

αx
1�ρ��B�i,αx��2αε

��1��1� ραθ
αx

�
αθ

�B�i,αx��2αε
�2

1
αx�αθ

�ρ� ραθ
αx

�
αθ

�B�i,αx��2αε
�2
�
ρ�1�ρ�
αx

�
1

�B�i,αx��2αε

, (D1)

where B�i, αx� is defined as the unique solution to:

B�i, αx� � � αx

1� �1� ρ�ρ �B�i, αx��2 αε~αx�S i

0
γ�1
i di

��� 1
αx

�
1
αθ

��1� �B�i, αx��2 ραε
αx

�� 1�B�i, αx��2 αε �1� ραθ~αx��αθ �
�1

S
1

i
γ�1
i di.

We show that for αx sufficiently large the equilibrium cannot be such that I � M or

I � I�M . We know that limαx��ª B�0, αx� is positive and finite while limαx��ª B�1, αx� �
�ª. In this case,

V�θ � pSxi, p�
V�θ � pSxi� �

1
αθ

�1� �1� ραθ
αx

�
αθ

αx
1�ρ��B�1,αx��2αε

��1��1� ραθ
αx

�
αθ

�B�1,αx��2αε
�2

1
αx�αθ

�ρ� ραθ
αx

�
αθ

�B�1,αx��2αε
�2
�
ρ�1�ρ�
αx

�
1

�B�1,αx��2αε

�
αx�ª

ρ
αx

�
1

αx
1�ρ��B�1,αx��2αε

ρ
αx

�
1

�B�1,αx��2αε
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With

ρ
αx

�
1

αx
1�ρ��B�1,αx��2αε

ρ
αx

�
1

�B�1,αx��2αε

� 1� 1�1� �B�1,αx��2αερ
αx

��1� �B�1,αx��2αε�1�ρ�
αx

�
We have

0 B
1�1� �B�1,αx��2αερ

αx
��1� �B�1,αx��2αε�1�ρ�

αx
� B

1
�B�1,αx��2αε

αx

�

αx�ª
0

Finally,

V�θ � pSxi, p�
V�θ � pSxi� �

αx�ª
1

when I�M � I. This in turn implies that f�0, αx� �

αx�ª
e�2cγ0 A 0 while f�1, αx� �

αx�ª
e�2cγ1 �

1 @ 0. Thus, by the intermediate value theorem, for αx sufficiently large f ��, αx� has at

least one interior root i� (but none at the corners).

Proof of (c)

Let us first prove that the set of roots of f�., αx� is compact when αx is sufficiently large.

To this purpose, we extend f�., αx� to R�R�

�
and continuously extend f�., αx� on R by

means of the following fextαx function:

fextαx �i� � 1i>�0;1�f�i, αx�� 1iA1f�1, αx�� 1i@0f�0, αx�.
For αx sufficiently large, the set of roots of fextαx is a compact set of R: it is bounded,

because it is included in �0,1�; it is also closed, since it is the reciprocal image of a closed

subset of R (namely, �0�) by a continuous function. The set of roots being compact, for

each αx we can define a maximum and a minimum solution, which we denote i�max�αx�
and i�min�αx� Next, we show by contradiction that ¦ε A 0,§A,¦αx, �αx C A � ¦i��αx� >�fextαx ��1 ��0�� ,0 @ i��αx� @ ε�.
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Assume that, §ε A 0,¦A,§αx, �αx C A, §i��αx� > �fextαx ��1 ��0�� , ε B i��αx� @ 1�. Take
such an ε and consider an associated series αx�n� � αn such that ¦n, αx�n� C n, and the

series i��αn� > �fextαx ��1 ��0�� , with ε B i��αx� @ 1.

We will start showing that

Bn � B �i��αn�, αn� �
n�ª

ª

First, we have

Bn C � αn

1� �1� ρ�ρ �Bn�2 αε~αn�S i��αn�
0

γ�1
i di C � αn

1� �1� ρ�ρ �Bn�2 αε~αn�S ε

0
γ�1
i di

Now, since

Bnº
αn

�1� αε
4
�Bn�2
αn

� C S ε

0
γ�1
i di

º
αn,

this implies

Bnº
αn

�

n�ª
ª

and, in particular,

Bn �
n�ª

ª

This implies once again that:

V�θ � pSxi, p�
V�θ � pSxi� �

1
αθ

�1� �1� ραθ
αn

�
αθ

αn
1�ρ�B

2
nαε

��1��1� ραθ
αn

�
αθ

B2
nαε

�2

1
αn�αθ

�ρ� ραθ
αn

�
αθ

B2
nαε

�2
�
ρ�1�ρ�
αn

�
1

B2
nαε

�
n�ª

1� 1�1� B2
nαερ
αn

� �1� B2
nαε�1�ρ�
αn

� .
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Again, given that Bnº
αn
�

n�ª
ª, we have

1� 1�1� B2
nαερ
αn

� �1� B2
nαε�1�ρ�
αn

� �

n�ª
1.

However, by the definition of i��αn� we also have

exp��2cγi��αn�� �n�ª 1,

which is impossible given that for all n exp��2cγi��αn�� B exp��2cγε� @ 1.

We have showed that ¦ε A 0,§A,¦αx, �αx C A� ¦i��αx� > �fextαx ��1 ��0�� ,0 @ i��αx� @
ε�. This implies that, for any choice function ı̂ � αx � ı̂�αx� > �fextαx ��1 ��0��, we have

ı̂�αx� �

αx�ª
0; in particular, i�max�αx� �

αx�ª
0 and i�min�αx� �

αx�ª
0.

Proof of (d)

For any choice function ı̂ �αx�, since f �ı̂ �αx� , αx� � 0 and ı̂�αx� �

αx�ª
0 we have, by

continuity,

Ξ �

1
αθ

�1� �1� ραθ
αx

�
αθ�1�ρ�

αx��B�ı̂�αx�,αx��2αε�1�ρ���1��1� ραθ
αx

�
αθ

�B�ı̂�αx�,αx��2αε
�2

� 1
αx�αθ

�ρ� ραθ
αx

�
αθ

B�ı̂�αx�,αx�2αε
�2
�

�1�ρ�ρ
αx

�
α�1
ε

�B�ı̂�αx�,αx��2� �

αx�ª
e�2γ0c

(D1)

We first show by contradiction that B�ı̂�αx�, αx� �

αx�ª
ª, that is, ¦M A 0,§A A

0,¦αx, �αx C A � B�ı̂�αx�, αx� A M�. If it were not the case, we could find M A 0 such

that, ¦A A 0, there would exist an αx satisfying αx C A and B�ı̂�αx�� B M . Choose

any such M and consider the serie αn � �αx�n��nCn0
with n0 large enough to ensure the

existence of �ı̂�αn��nCn0
. In this case,

1
αθ

��1� �1� ραθ
αn

�
αθ �1� ρ�

αn � �B �ı̂�αn�, αn��2 αε �1� ρ��
�1�� �n�ª 0,
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while

0 B �1� ραθ
αn

�
αθ

B �ı̂�αn�, αn�2 αε
�2

B �1� ραθ
αn

�
αθ

B�0, αn�2αε
�2
,

where the right hand side is bounded above as n�ª. Moreover,

�� 1
αn �αθ

�ρ� ραθ
αn

�
αθ

B �ı̂�αn��2 αε
�2
�
�1� ρ�ρ
αn

�
α�1
ε

B �ı̂�αn��2
��

C � 1
αn �αθ

�ρ� ραθ
αn

�
αθ

M2αε
�2
�
�1� ρ�ρ
αn

�
1

M2αε
� ,

which is bounded below as n � ª. Hence, we would have Ξ �

n�ª
0. However, since

the limit is unique this would require e�2γ0c � 0, a contradiction. It must thus be that

B�ı̂�αx�� �

αx�ª
ª, which in turn implies:

��1� �1� ραθ
αx

�
αθ �1� ρ�

αx � �B�ı̂�αx�, αx��2 αε �1� ρ��
�1�� �

αx�ª

ραθ
αx

�
αθ �1� ρ�

αx � �B�ı̂�αx�, αx��2 αε �1� ρ� ,
and

�� 1
αx �αθ

�ρ� ραθ
αx

�
αθ�B�ı̂�αx�, αx��2 αε�

2
�
�1� ρ�ρ
αx

�
1�B�ı̂�αx�, αx��2 αε��

�
αx�ª

ρ2

αx
�
�1� ρ�ρ
αx

�
1�B�ı̂�αx�, αx��2 αε � ρ

αx
�

1�B�ı̂�αx�, αx��2 αε
so that:

Ξ �
αx�ª

1
αθ

�ραθαx �
αθ�1�ρ�

αx��B�ı̂�αx�,αx��2αε�1�ρ��
ρ
αx

�
1

�B�ı̂�αx�,αx��2αε

�

ρ
αx

�
�1�ρ�

αx��B�ı̂�αx�,αx��2αε�1�ρ�
ρ
αx

�
1

�B�ı̂�αx�,αx��2αε

�

ρ� 1�ρ
1� �B�ı̂�αx�,αx��

2αε
αx

�1�ρ�
ρ� αx

�B�ı̂�αx�,αx��2αε

.

We know from (D1) that Ξ �

αx�ª
e�2γ0c, hence

���ρ� 1� ρ

1� �B�ı̂�αx�,αx��2αε
αx

�1� ρ�
����ρ� αx�B�ı̂�αx�, αx��2 αε�

�1
�

αx�ª
e�2γ0c.
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Now, define the following function:

hρ � x� �ρ� �1� ρ�
1� x �1� ρ�� �ρ� x�1��1

,

which is continuous, increasing on R� and maps R� onto �0,1�. This function is then a

bijection, and its reciprocal is defined as follows on �0,1�:

h�1
ρ � x�

»
1� 4ρ �1� ρ� x

1�x � 1
2ρ �1� ρ�

if ρ x 0,1 and

h�1
0 � h�1

1 � x�
x

1� x

We then have for all αx

�B�ı̂�αx�, αx��2 αε
αx

� h�1
ρ �hρ ��B�ı̂�αx�, αx��2 αε

αx
�� ,

with

hρ ��B�ı̂�αx�, αx��2 αε
αx

� �

αx�ª
e�2γ0c.

Then, the function

hρ � �B�ı̂�αx�,αx��2αε
αx

�
1�hρ � �B�ı̂�αx�,αx��2αε

αx
�

is well defined for αx large enough and

hρ � �B�ı̂�αx�,αx��2αε
αx

�
1�hρ � �B�ı̂�αx�,αx��2αε

αx
� �

αx�ª

e�2γ0c

1� e�2γ0c
.
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Let us now denote l the limit of ρ as αx �ª. If l > �0; 1�, then

h�1
ρ �hρ ��B�ı̂�αx�, αx��2 αε

αx
�� �

αx�ª

¼
1� 4l �1� l� e�2γ0c

1�e�2γ0c � 1
2l �1� l� � h�1

l �e�2γ0c� ,
and

�B�ı̂�αx�, αx��2 αε
αx

�

αx�ª
h�1
l �e�2γ0c�.

If l > �0; 1�, then
4ρ �1� ρ� hρ � �B�ı̂�αx�,αx��2αε

αx
�

1�hρ � �B�ı̂�αx�,αx��2αε
αx

� �

αx�ª
0,

and hence:¿ÁÁÁÀ1� 4ρ �1� ρ� hρ� �B�ı̂�αx�,αx��
2αε

αx
�

1�hρ� �B�ı̂�αx�,αx��
2αε

αx
� � 1

2ρ �1� ρ� �
αx�ª

e�2γ0c

1� e�2γ0c
� h�1

l �e�2γ0c�.
Finally,

�B�ı̂�αx�, αx��2 αε
αx

�

αx�ª
h�1
l �e�2γ0c�,

and thus

B�ı̂�αx�, αx� �
αx�ª

�αx
αε
h�1
l �exp ��2γ0c���1~2

.

We infer from the latter expression as well as (B1) above that

αp �
αx

ρ� αx
�B�ı̂�αx�,αx��2αε

�
αx�ª

αx

lim
αx�ª

ρ� �h�1
lim

αx�ª
ρ�e�2γ0c�	�1 .
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Proof of (a)

We now show that i� (the marginal trader) is unique for αx sufficiently large. To this

purpose, consider the differentiable functions of B defined as follows:

u �B� � 1
αθ

��1� �1� ραθ
αx

�
�1� ρ�αθ

αx �B2αε �1� ρ��
�1���1� ραθ

αx
�

αθ
B2αε

�2
,

d �B� � � 1
αx �αθ

�ρ� ραθ
αx

�
αθ
B2αε

�2
�
�1� ρ�ρ
αx

�
1

B2αε
� , r�B� � u�B�

d�B� .

For all i > �i�min�αx�, i�max�αx�� we have, after some manipulations:

r��B�i�� � u��B�i��
d�B �i�� � d��B�i��d2�B�i��u�B�i�� C λ1�αx��λ2�αx�,

where λ1�αx� and λ2�αx� are given by:

λ1�αx� � �
2Bαε

��� �1�ρ�2�1�ραθ
αx

�
αθ
B2αε

�2

��1� ραθ
αx

��αx��1�ρ�B2αε���1�ρ�αθ�2 �
2�1� ραθ

αx
�

αθ
B2αε

�
�B2αε�2 �1� �1� ραθ

αx
�

�1�ρ�αθ
αx�B

2αε�1�ρ���1����
1

αx�αθ
�ρ� ραθαx � αθ

B
2
αε
�2
� �1� ρ�ρ 1

αx
�
α�1
ε

B
2

and

λ2�αx� �
� 2
αx�αθ

�ρ� ραθαx � αθ

B
2
αε
�� 2

B
3
αε
�� 2

B
3
αεαθ

��1� �1� ραθ
αx

�
�1�ρ�αθ

αx�B
2
αε�1�ρ���1��1� ραθ

αx
�

αθ

B
2
αε
�2

� 1
αx�αθ

�ρ� ραθ
αx

�
αθ
B2αε

�2
�

�1�ρ�ρ
αx

�
1

B2αε
�2

and where we have defined B � B�i�min�αx�, αx� and B � B�i�max�αx�, αx�.
Two cases must be considered. In the first case, we assume that ρ �

αx�ª
1. Then, it

can be shown that:

�
λ1�αx�
λ2�αx� �

αx�ª
0
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This yields

λ1�αx��λ2�αx� �
αx�ª

λ2�αx�.
It follows that for αx sufficiently large, and for any i > �i�min�αx�, i�max�αx�� we have

r��B�i�� C λ2�αx�~2 A 0. It can be shown that ∂B �i, αx� ~∂i A 0, which in turn implies

that ∂r�B�~∂i � r��B�i��∂B~∂i A 0. Then, on this range we have ∂f�i, αx�~∂i @ 0, so that

f�i, αx� is a bijection on �i�min�αx�, i�max�αx��. As f�i�min�αx�, αx� � f�i�max�αx�, αx� � 0,

we have i�min�αx� � i�max�αx�, i.e., the solution is unique (for αx sufficiently large).

Let us now consider the case where lim
αx�ª

ρ � l > �0; 1�. As for the proof of proposition

2, it can be shown that

λ1�αx� �
αx�ª

�
2 �αεh�1

l �e�2γ0c��1~2

� 1�1�l� �h�1
l �e�2γ0c��2 �l � 1

h�1
l

�e�2γ0c��α
�1~2
x ,

Similarly,

λ2�αx� �
αx�ª

2�h�1
l �e�2γ0c��3~2

α
�1~2
ε

1

�l � 1
h�1
l

�e�2γ0c��2 �l � 1
1

1�l �h
�1
l �e�2γ0c��α�1~2

x .

Next, define:

µ1 �
2 �αεh�1

l �e�2γ0c��1~2

� 1�1�l� �h�1
l �e�2γ0c��2 �l � 1

h�1
l

�e�2γ0c�� , µ2 �
2�l � 1

1
1�l�h

�1
ρ �e�2γ0c��

�h�1
l �e�2γ0c��3~2

α
�1~2
ε �l � 1

h�1
l

�e�2γ0c��2 .

Since µ2 A µ1, it follows that for αx sufficiently large, and for any i > �i�min�αx�, i�max�αx��
we have r��B�i�� C �µ2 �µ1�α�1~2

x ~2 A 0. It can be shown that ∂B �i, αx� ~∂i A 0, which

in turn implies that ∂r�B�~∂i � r��B�i��∂B~∂i A 0. Then, on this range we have

∂f�i, αx�~∂i @ 0, so that f�i, αx� is a bijection on �i�min�αx�, i�max�αx��. As f�i�min�αx�, αx� �
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f�i�max�αx�, αx� � 0, we have i�min�αx� � i�max�αx�, i.e., the solution is unique (for αx suffi-

ciently large).
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Chapter

4
Market microstructure,
information aggregation and
equilibrium uniqueness in a
global game

Speculators contemplating an attack (e.g., on a currency peg) must guess the
beliefs of other speculators, which they can do by looking at the stock market.
This paper examines whether this information-gathering process is stabilizing
– by better anchoring expectations – or destabilizing – by creating multiple self-
fulfilling equilibria. To do so, we study the outcome of a two-stage global game
wherein an asset price determined at the trading stage of the game provides an
endogenous public signal about the fundamental that affects traders’ decision
to attack in the coordination stage of the game. In the trading stage, placing a
full demand schedule (i.e., a continuum of limit orders) is costly, but traders
may use riskier (and cheaper) market orders, i.e., order to sell or buy a fixed
quantity of assets unconditional on the execution price. Price execution risk
reduces traders aggressiveness and hence slows down information aggregation,
which ultimately makes multiple equilibria in the coordination stage less likely.
In this sense, microstructure frictions that lead to greater individual exposure
(to price execution risk) may reduce aggregate uncertainty (by pinning down a
unique equilibrium outcome).

JEL-code : C72, D82, G14.

Keywords: Market microstructure; Information aggregation;Global game.
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4.1 Introduction

Consider a situation where a country may be subject to a speculative attack – on its

currency, or its public debt, its banking sector, etc. – that involves an element of strategic

complementarity: the attack is all the more likely to be successful, and hence the prevailing

state of affairs to collapse, when the number of speculators who challenge it (i.e., bond

traders, carry traders, short term lenders etc.) is large. In this situation, a speculator who

is contemplating the option of attacking the prevailing regime must not only evaluate how

strong the economy is but also, and even more importantly, how strong it is perceived to be

by the other speculators. Making such an inference on the beliefs – and likely actions – of

others is inherently more challenging than merely forecasting the economy’s fundamentals.

Crucially, it requires one to rely not only on one’s own idiosyncratic assessment of the

economic outook, but also on the kind of public information that is visible by all and

may guide their actions. The stock market is one the first sources of public information

that speculators scrutinise, for the very reason that it encodes information about how the

market as a whole perceives the economy’s soundness. Does this source of information

contribute to stabilise the market, by helping to anchor speculators’ expectations, or does

it destabilise it, by easing their coordination on a priori indeterminate, but ultimately

self-fulfilling, outcomes?

To answer this question, we study the equilibrium of a two-stage global game wherein a

market-based asset price determined at the trading stage of the game provides an endoge-

nous public signal about the fundamental that affects traders’ decision in the coordination

stage of the game. One motivation for doing so is to examine the concern, first raised

by Atkeson (2001) and then made formal by Angeletos and Werning (2006), that a pub-

licly observed market price may aggregate dispersed information so effectively as to crowd

out private signals in traders’ assessment of the fundamental, and in so doing facilitate

their coordination on a self-fulfilling outcome. As illustrated by Angeletos and Werning

(2006), this may precisely occur as the noise in the private signal vanishes, a result that di-

rectly challenges Carlsson and van Damme (1993) and Morris and Shin (1998)’s argument
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that a small perturbation of the full-information coordination game restores equilibrium

uniqueness.

The possibility that a small amount of private noise lead to multiplicity rather than

uniqueness of equilibrium outcomes arises when the precision of the endogenous public

signal grows faster than that of the underlying exogenous private signals at high levels of

precision.1

This relationship relies heavily on the condition that the market for the asset is very

liquid. However, the markets considered are likely to suffer from liquidity issues, which is

the case, in particular, for currency markets. The FOREX market is an over-the-counter,

decentralized and opaque market. Market microstructure and OTC literatures suggest

related frictions that may cause low liquidity in the market; they include information

asymetry or search costs (see e.g. Lyons(2001), Geromichalos and Jung(2016)). Moreover,

traders in currency markets are likely to suffer from funding constraints, which translates

into lower liquidity in the currency markets. Brunnermeier, Nagel and Pedersen (2008) ad-

vocate such liquidity spirals, and show for instance that financial crises are associated with

unwinding carry trades, leading to liquidity drops. Mancini, Ranaldo and Wrampelmeyer

(2013) show that, after Lehman’s failure, even the most liquid FX markets suffered from

such drops. These liquidity issues are likely to be more stronger in small currencies, that

can be used in carry trade strategies. Burnside(2008) argues that liquidity frictions might

play a crucial role in explaining the profitability of carry trades. Consistently, among

the currencies studied by Karnaukh et al. (2015), they show indeed that AUD, which is

involved in typical carry trade strategy, has the least liquid exchange rate with respect to

USD.

To take into account potential frictions in the asset market, we introduce market

microstructure considerations. We show that the property put forward by Angeletos and

Werning (2006) crucially depends on the type of market microstructure and what this

1See also Hellwig et al. (2006). Hellwig (2002) emphasised the role of the relative precison of public
versus private information in determining the outcome of the game. Angeletos et al. (2006) study global
games wherein endogenous public information comes from policy choices rather than an asset price.
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microstructure implies for the amount of private information that is aggregated into the

asset price.

We substantiate this point by considering a market microstructure for the trading stage

wherein informed traders may place either full demand schedules or more basic market

orders, i.e., order to sell or buy a fixed quantity of assets unconditional on the execution

price.2 All orders (from informed and noise traders) are then aggregated into an asset

price by a competitive market-making sector. This price provides the endogenous public

signal that informed traders may use to coordinate a speculative attack in the second

stage of the game.

To summarise, our results are as follows. In a pure market-order market (see Vives,

1995), the precision of the endogneous public signal provided by the asset price is bounded

above, even when the precision of the underlying private signals is very (arbitrarily) large.

This is due to the competition of two forces. On the one hand, greater precision leads

informed traders to trade more aggressively on their private information by opening the

possiblity of reaping large payoffs from trading. On the other hand, this very aggressive-

ness renders the asset price very volatile ex post (after all market orders have irreversibly

been aggregated), which raises the conditional volatility of the net payoff, i.e., the terminal

dividend minus the trading price of the asset. The first effect makes the informativeness

of the price an increasing function of the precision of private signals. The second effect,

however, runs counter the first effect: it deters market-order traders, which are exposed

to price execution risk, from placing large orders. As the precision of private information

increases the strength of the second effect gradually catches up with that of the first effect

and the precision of the price signal increases more and more slowly. This boundedness

of the information conveyed by the price overturns the result in Angeletos and Werning

(2006), because (endogenous) public information can no longer crowd out (exogenous)

private information in traders’ Bayesian learning of the fundamental. As a consequence,

a high level of precision of private information can again uniquely pin down the outcome

2See Brown and Zhang (1997), Wald and Horrigan (2005) and Vives (2008) for further disscussion of
the importance of market orders in actual asset markets. In Challe and Chrétien (2015) we study the
functionning of a similar asset market under a more general information structure but with no dimension
of coordination.
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of the coordination game – and we are back to Morris and Shin (1998). When the share

of market-order traders is still exogenous but not necessarily equal to one, our result must

be qualified in the following sense. While it is again true that as private information

becomes infinitely precise then so does public information, just as in the pure demand

schedule/Walrasian auctioneer case of Angeletos and Werning (2006), it is nevertheless

the case that for large range degrees of precision the uniqueness region can be greatly

expanded relative to pure demand schedule case.

We finally examine the case where informed traders can choose their order type ex

ante, where the tradeoff is between placing expensive demand schedules or cheap market

orders.3 We notably study the impact of this choice on the equilibrium share of market-

order traders and, by way of consequence, on the outcome of the coordination stage. We

show that as private noise vanishes the equilibrium is always interior (i.e., market-order

and demand-schedule traders are both in positive measure), but market-order traders

ultimately overwhelm the market (i.e., their measure tends to one). As a result, the rate

of convergence of the precision of the public signal under endogenous order type is half that

under exogenous order types. This implies that the endogenous adjustment of the share

of market-order traders further reduces the multiplicity region as private noise decreases,

relative to the case where this share is exogenous.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents two stages of the

game. Section 3 analyses the outcome of the game when the shares of market-order and

demand-schedule traders are exogenous. Section 4 studies the endogenous determination

of those shares, and how this affects the size of the multiplicity versus uniqueness regions.

Section 5 concludes the paper. All the proofs appear in the Appendix.

3In as much as demand schedules allow full conditionality of trades on the realised trading price, they
are much more (in fact, infinitely more) complex that market orders (which are not conditional on the
price). Therefore, demand schedules should be more expensive, as we assume them to be.
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4.2 The model

Following Angeletos and Werning (2006), we consider a two-stage global game wherein

a continuum of informed traders i > I � �0,1� trades an asset in a trading stage before

deciding whether to attack the regime in the coordination stage –see Figure 1. Before

the game starts, an unobserved fundamental θ is drawn from the distribution N �θ̄, α�1
θ �

(which is also the common prior of informed traders) and affects both asset payoffs in the

trading stage and the ability of the government to withstand a speculative attack in the

coordination stage. Every informed trader gets two noisy signals about θ. First, it gets

an exogenous private signal

xi � θ �α
�1~2
x ξi,

where

αx A 0, ξi � N �0,1� and cov �θ, ξ� � cov �ξi, ξjxi� � 0.

Second, it gets a public signal

z � θ �α�1~2
z ε̃,

which satisfies

ε̃ � N �0,1� and cov �ε̃, θ� � cov �ε̃, ξ� � 0.

The public signal is taken as given by informed traders in the coordination stage but

is endogenously determined in the trading stage of the game (as we describe in the next

section).
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Figure 4.1: Sequence of events.

4.2.1 Coordination stage

In the coordination stage informed trader i chooses action ai > �0,1�, with ai � 1 (� 0)

if the trader is attacking (not attacking) the regime.4 The mass of attacking traders is

thus A � R 1
0 aidi, and it is assumed that the regime collapses whenever A A θ. Trader i’s

payoff at that stage is U �ai,A, θ� � ai �1AAθ � c�, where c > �0,1� is the cost of attacking

the regime. Hence, the payoff for a trader who successfully (unsuccessfully) attacks the

regime is 1� c A 0 (�c @ 0), while one who does not attack earns 0 for sure. In equilibrium

A only depends on the aggregates (θ, z), i.e., A � A �θ, z�. Trader i’s policy function is

a �xi, z� � arg maxa>�0,1� E �U �a,A�θ, z�, θ� Sxi, z �, with A �θ, z� � RR a �xi, z� f �xiS θ�dxi,
where f �xS θ� is the density of xS θ (� N �θ,α�1

x �).
We can restrict our attention to monotone equilibria, in which informed trader i

chooses ai � 1 (i.e., to attack) if and only if xi @ x� �z� (i.e., the trader is sufficiently

4This section parallels Angeletos and Werning (2006), except for the fact that we consider a nondiffuse
prior, as is required for the asset demands of market-order traders to be well defined. For the sake of
comparability we keep the same notations as theirs whenever this is possible.
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pessimistic about θ, given (xi, z)), where x� �z� is a strategy threshold common to all

traders, to be determined as part of the equilibrium.5 In such equilibria the mass of

traders attacking the regime is A �θ, z� � Pr �xi @ x� �z�S θ� � Φ �ºαx �x� �z�� θ��, where
Φ �.� is the c.d.f. of the standard normal. The regime is abandoned whenever A �θ, z� A θ,
or equivalently whenever θ @ θ� �z�, where θ� �z� solves

Φ �ºαx �x� �z�� θ� �z��� � θ� �z� . (4.1)

It directly follows from the properties of Φ �.� that the latter equation has a unique so-

lution θ� �z� > �0,1� for all x� �z� > R, and that θ� �z� is continuous and strictly increasing

in x� �z�. This has the following interpretation. The threshold x� �z� summarises traders’

aggressiveness, in that for any �θ, z� a greater value of x� �z� increases the attacking mass

A. θ� �z� represents the regime’s fragility, in that for any z a greater value of θ� �z�
widens the range of realisations of θ leading to the regime’s collapse. Hence equation (4.1)

summarises the way in which a greater level of aggressiveness on the part of traders raises

the fragility of the regime.

Since the regime collapses if and only if θ B θ� �z�, trader i’s expected payoff from

attacking the regime is Pr �θ B θ� �z�Sxi, z� � c. In monotone equilibrium the threshold

x� �z� corresponds to the signal received by the marginal trader (i.e. that indifferent

between attacking or not) and hence must satisfy Pr �θ B θ� �z�Sx� �z� , z� � c. Given

the assumed information structure, θS z, x is normally distributed with variance α�1
��αx �αz �αθ��1 and mean α�1 �αxx�αzz �αθθ̄�. Hence, indifference of the marginal

trader requires:

Φ�ºαx �αz �αθ �αxx� �z��αzz �αθθ̄
αx �αz �αθ

� θ� �z��� � 1� c (4.2)

The latter equality implicitly defines traders’ aggressiveness x� �z� > R as a continuous,

strictly increasing function of the regimes’ fragility θ� �z� > �0,1� –i.e., a fragile regime

makes it safer to bet on its collapse, thereby inducing a rightward shift in x� �z�. Solving
5See, e.g., Morris and Shin (2004, Lemma 1).
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both (4.1) and (4.2) for x� �z� and equating the two gives the equation G �θ�� � Γ �z�,
where

G �θ�� � Φ�1 �θ��� αz �αθº
αx

θ�, Γ �z� �¾1� αz �αθ
αx

Φ�1 �1� c�� αθº
αx
θ �

αzº
αx
z,

so we have θ��z� > G�1�Γ�z��. When G � �0,1� � R is monotonically increasing, it

necessarily crosses the Γ �z� line exactly once whatever the value of z. When G �.� is

non-monotonic there are values of z such that G �.� crosses the Γ �z� more than once. It

then follows from the minimal value of ∂G~∂θ that there exists a unique Bayesian Nash

equilibrium for all z > R if and only if:

º
2παx C αz �αθ. (4.3)

4.2.2 Trading stage

Let us now turn to the trading stage, which will determine both the distribution (ex ante)

and the realisation (ex post) of the public signal z. We assume that informed traders

have access to two assets: (i) a riskless bond in perfectly elastic supply and paying out

a constant interest rate (with gross value normalised to one); and (ii) a risky asset with

trading price p and payoff θ. All informed traders have zero initial wealth (this is without

generality), but may freely borrow at the riskless rate to purchase risky assets. It follows

that the terminal wealth of informed trader i > I, is given by:

wi � �θ � p�ki,
where ki is the number of units of risky assets the trader has purchased.

We consider a market microstructure wherein informed traders may place two types

of orders. The first is a full demand schedule, i.e., a continuum of limit orders allowing

full conditionality of the amount of trade on the trading price (as in, e.g., Grossman and

Stiglitz, 1976, and much of the subsequent literature on information aggregation in asset

markets). The second type of orders that traders may use are market orders, which are
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unconditional on the trading price: they are transmitted to the market maker-making

sector before the actual trading price is known, and hence entail some price execution

risk (as in, e.g., Vives, 1995, and Medrano, 1996). Aside from informed traders, who use

demand schedules or market orders, noise traders place a net asset demand for the risky

asset of ε � N �0, α�1
ε �; this will prevent full revelation of dispersed information through

asset prices. All orders are gathered by competitive, risk neutral market-makers. Because

they are risk neutral and competitive, all market makers set p to the expected value of θ

conditional on the information that they get, which is the total demand for risky assets

or order book L. In other words we have :

p � E �θSL� , with L � S
i>I
kidi� ε,

so that the expected profit of a market marker (E �p� θSL�) is zero.
Let us callM ` I the set of informed traders who submit market orders and I�M the set

of informed traders who use full demand schedules. We also define ν � RI�Mdi > �0,1� and
1� ν as the measures of those two sets sets. All informed traders have CARA preferences,

i.e. V �wi;γi� � �e�γiwi , where γi is trader i’s risk aversion coefficient. Finally, private

signals are assumed to be independent of risk tolerance, i.e.,

¦J ` I, S
J
�ξi~γi�di � 0.

An equilibrium of the trading stage is a pair of investment functions for demand-

schedule (kI�M�xi, p;γi�) and market-order (kM�xi;γi�) traders and a price function p �θ, ε�
such that:

• kI�M�.� and kM�.� maximise traders’ expected utility:

¦i > I�M, kI�M�xi, p;γi� > arg max
k>R

E�V ��θ � p�k;γi�Sxi, p�, (4.4)

¦i >M, kM�xi;γi� > arg max
k>R

E�V ��θ � p�k;γi�Sxi�; (4.5)
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• The market-making sector sets p � E�θSL����, where
L �p� � S

I�M kI�M�xi, p;γi�di�S
M
kM�xi;γi�di� ε. (4.6)

We then have the following lemma.

Lemma 1. The trading stage has a unique linear Bayesian equilibrium, which is charac-

terised by:

• the investment functions

kI�M�xi, p;γi� � αx
γi
�xi � p� and kM�xi;γi� � β

γi
�xi � θ�, (4.7)

with

β �
1

α�1
x �α�1

θ � �αθ �B2αε��1

• the price function

p �θ, ε� � �1�λB� θ �λB �θ �B�1ε� , with λ �
Bαε

B2αε �αθ
. (4.8)

In (4.7) and (4.8), the constant B A 0 is the unique (real) solution to the following

equation:

B � αx
ν

γI�M
�

1� ν
γM

� 1
αx

�
1
αθ

�
1

αθ �αεB2��1
, (4.9)

where γ�1
I�M and γ�1

M are the average risk tolerance coefficients of demand-schedule and

market-order traders:

γ�1
I�M �

1
ν
S
I�M γ�1

i di, γ�1
M �

1
1� ν SM γ�1

i di.
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Equation (4.8) implies that observing p is equivalent to observing θ �B�1ε. Thus, the

endogenous public signal z about θ, defined in the preceeding section, is z � θ �B�1ε (i.e.,

ε̃ � B�1ε) and it has precision αz � B2αε. We then infer from (4.3) that equilibrium

uniqueness in the coordination stage requires

º
2παx C B2αε �αθ. (4.10)

Note that when αθ � 0 (i.e., the prior is diffuse), ν � 1 and γi � γ ¦i > �0,1� (i.e., all
informed traders share the same preferences and place demand schedules), then equation

(4.9) gives B � γ�1αx, so that p � θ � γσ2
xε. Condition (4.10) then becomes

º
2παx C

γ�2α2
xαε, which is identical to that in Angeletos and Werning (2006).

4.3 Equilibrium uniqueness versus multiplicity

4.3.1 Markets with a single type

We first consider the case where all informed traders place market orders in the trading

stage (as in Vives, 1995) and that where they all place full demand schedules. We then

have the following proposition.

Proposition 1. If all informed traders place market orders in the trading stage, then the

outcome of the coordination stage is unique as αx � �ª. If all informed traders place

demand schedules, then there are multiple equilibrium outcomes in the coordination stage

as αx � �ª.

Proposition 1 implies that when the market microstructure of the trading stage is

such that traders place market orders and market makers set the price, then one recovers

the original property in Morris and Shin (1998), according to which the outcome of the

coordination stage is unique as the noise in the private signal vanishes. In contrast, in

a pure demand-schedule market one recovers the basic result in Angeletos and Werning

(2006), in which a Walrasian auctioneer (rather than a market-making sector) sets the
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price. The intuition for this difference is as follows. In a pure demand-schedule market

(ν � 1), informed traders are able to condition their trades on the trading price, so the

only source of risk they face concerns the true value of the fundamental. As the precision

of the private signals increases, traders collectively trade more aggressively against any

discrepancy between the observed price p and the fundamental θ. Formally, from Lemma

1 the total asset demand by informed traders in a pure demand-schedule market is given

by:

S
I�M

αx
γi
�θ �α�1~2

x ξi � p�di � αx �S
I�M γ�1

i di� �θ � p� � αx
γI�M

�θ � p�,
which implies that B � γ�1

I�Mαx � �ª, and thus p � θ, as αx � �ª. In the limit p

becomes perfectly informative of θ (i.e. αz � �ª); this eventually causes every traders

to choose ai based exclusively on p (rather than xi) in the second stage and thereby

facilitates coordination on a self-fulfilling outcome. In contrast, in a pure market-order

market (ν � 0) informed traders do not condition their trades on p and hence face a

residual payoff risk even as the xis get more and more informative of θ. This payoff risk

leads market-order traders to trade less aggressively on the basis of their private signal,

which limits the amount of information that is aggregated into the price. Formally, from

Lemma 1 again the total asset demand by informed traders in a pure market-order market

is:

S
M

β

γi
�θ �α�1~2

x ξi � θ�di � β �S
M
γ�1
i di� �θ � θ� � β

γM
�θ � θ�,

In the limit as αx � �ª we have αz � B2αε @ �ª, i.e. the precision of the public

signal is bounded above. In this case private signals ultimately determine actions in the

second stage of the game, which hinders coordination on a self-fulfilling outcome.

4.3.2 Market with both types

We now consider the case where bothM and I�M have positive measure. For expositional

clarity we assume here that traders share the same preferences, i.e., γi � γ A 0 ¦i > �0,1�,
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but the result can straightforwardly be extended to the case of heterogenous γs. We first

note that for all ν > �0,1� it is necessarily the case that 0 @ B B αx~γ, with B � αx~γ when

ν � 1 and B @ αx~γ when ν @ 1.6 Moreover, the uniqueness condition (4.10) implies that,

for �αx, αε, αθ� given, the uniqueness region expands as B falls. Thus, if for a given set

of parameters we are in the uniqueness region when ν � 1 (i.e., the pure demand-schedule

case), then we are also in the uniqueness region when ν @ 1 (and both types coexist). Total

differencing (4.9) and using the fact that 0 @ B B αx~γ, we find that, for any �αx, αε, αθ�
given and for all ν > �0,1� we have

∂B

∂ν
�

αx � β

γ � 2�1� ν�Bαε �αθ �B2αε��2 β2
A 0.

In short, the greater the fraction of market-order traders, the larger the uniqueness

region. Again, this is because market order traders face price risk and hence trade less

aggressively on their private information than demand-schedule traders do. This reduces

the amount of private information that is aggregated into p, thereby reducing its weight

in traders’ assessment of θ and impeding traders’ coordination.7

The role of ν in affecting the multiplicity region is illustrated in Figure 2. From the

analysis in Section 2.2 we know that αz � B2αε. Total differencing equation (4.9), we find

that for ∂B~∂αx A 0, implying that a greater precision of the private signal tends to raise

αz. The dotted and dashed lines shows the monotone response of σp � α�1~2
z (i.e., the noise

in the public price signal) to changes in σx � α�1~2
x (i.e., the noise in the price signal) for

different values of ν. The bold line represents the multiplicity versus uniqueness boundary

(4.3), i.e. the
»

2πσ�2
x � σ�2

z �αθ line. A smaller value of ν is associated with a smaller

uniqueness region as σx � 0.

6Since αθ �B2αε C αθ, we have α�1
x �α�1

θ � �αθ �B2αε��1
C σ2

x and hence B B αx~γ.
7Note the total effect of ν on B aggregates two effects. First, as ν increases, traders on average

trade more aggressively and hence prices become more informative. Second, the aggressiveness of demand-
schedule traders tends to increase the price risk faced by market-order traders, thereby pushing them
to trade less aggressively on their private information as ν increases. The direct effect always dominate,
implying that ∂B~∂ν A 0.
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Figure 4.2: Multiplicity and uniqueness regions under exogenous order types. Note: σp �
α
�1~2
z and σx � α�1~2

x denote the noise in the public and private signals, respectively. The
bold line is the uniqueness frontier, while the dotted lines shows how σp depends on σx
for different values of ν.

4.4 Endogenous sorting

The analysis above shows that the presence of market-order traders tends to reduce the

indeterminacy region by limiting the impact of the price signal on ex post beliefs about the

fundamental. We now analyse the equilibrium when traders sort themselves into demand-

schedule and market-order traders, so that the two sets are endogenous. What determines

the choice of order type by a particular informed trader? The key tradeoff a trader faces

is as follows. On the one hand, placing a demand schedule insulates the expected net

payoff of a trader from price risk (since effective trades are conditional on the price). On

the other hand, it is more costly than a market order, as it requires to place a large (in

fact, infinite) number of limit orders in order to generate a complete conditionality of the

quantity traded on the execution price. Following Vives (2008), we normalise the cost of

a market order to zero and set that of a full demand schedule to c A 0. We work out the
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Figure 4.3: Multiplicity and uniqueness regions under endogenous order types. Note:
σp � α

�1~2
z and σx � α�1~2

x denote the noise in the public and private signals, respectively.
The bold line is the uniqueness frontier, while the dotted lines shows how σp depends on
σx for different values of c (the relative cost of demand schedules), taking into acount the
endogenous adjustment of ν.

solution to this problem under the maintained assumption that the choice of order type

must be made before the traders observe their private signal and place their orders–see

Figure 1 again.8

We rank informed traders in nondecreasing order of risk aversion, define the nondecreas-

ing function γ � �0,1�� R�, and further assume that γ �.� is an increasing homeomorphism

and that γ �0� A 0. We solve for traders’ choice of order backwards. First, we compute

the expected utility of a trader of each type conditional on its information set (i.e. �xi, p�
¦i > I�M , and xi ¦i >M). Second, we compute the unconditional ex ante utility of each

type; and third, we compare the two ex ante utilities for a given risk aversion coefficient.

8This follows Medrano (1996) and Brown and Zhang (1997). If it were not the case, traders could
potentially be willing to adjust their trades (both in terms of order type and amount of trades) depending
on the observed shares of demand-schedule and market-order traders, and this would make the signal
extraction problem intractable.
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We know from the CARA-Normal framework that the value function associated with

the information set Gi is:

W �Gi;γi� � max
k

E�V �wi �κc�SGi;γi� � � exp ��E�θ � pSGi�2
2V�θ � pSGi� �κcγi	 ,

where κ � 1 if Gi � �xi, p� (i.e., the trader places a full demand schedule) or κ � 0 if Gi � xi
(i.e., the trader places a market order). Using the conditional distributions of θ and θ � p

for demand-schedule and market-order traders (see equations (A1)–(A2) in the Appendix

A for details), we find the corresponding value functions to be:

WI�M �xi, p;γi� � � exp ��C
2
�xi � p�2� , C �

α2
x

αx �αθ �B2αε
, (4.11)

WM �xi;γi� � � exp ��D
2
�xi � θ̄�2� , D � β2 ��1�λB�2

αx �αθ
�
λ2

αε
� , (4.12)

where β and B are defined in Lemma 1. Let f �x� denote the ex ante (i.e., unconditional)

density of the signal x. From the distributions of θ and ξ we have x � N �θ,α�1
θ �α�1

x �.
Hence, using (4.12) and rearranging the ex ante utility from being a market-order trader

is found to be

E �WM �xi;γi�� � S
R
WM �xi;γi� f �xi�dxi � �

¿ÁÁÁÀ α2
θ

αθ�αx
�B2αε

αθ �B2αε
. (4.13)

The ex ante utility of demand-schedule traders is computed in a similar way, except

that we must first condition their information set (xi, p) on xi before computing the

unconditional expectation of WI�M �xi, p;γi�.9 Applying the law of iterated expectations

9Here the intermediate step is the computation of E �WL �xi, p;γi�Sxi�. Using the price function (4.8)
and the fact that θSxi � N �αxxi�αθ θ̄αx�αθ

, 1
αx�αθ

� we find that

WL �xi, p;γi� Sxi � N �
�
αx�αx�1�λB��αθ��xi � θ�»
2�αx �αθ �B2αε��αx �αθ� ,

�
�
αx

»�λB�2�αx �αθ��1
�λ2α�1

ε»
2�αx �αθ �B2αε�

�
�
�
�

2

.
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and rearranging we get:

E �E �WI�M �xi;γi�Txi�� � S
R

E �WI�M �xi;γi�Txi� f �xi�dxi
� �ecγ�i�

¾
αθ �B2αε

αθ �B2αε �αx
(4.14)

Trader i chooses chooses to place a full demand schedule if and only if E �E �WI�M �xi;γi�Txi�� C
E �WM �xi;γi��, i.e., if and only if

γ �i� B γ̄ � 1
c

ln

�������
¾� α2

θ

αθ�αx
�B2αε� �αθ �B2αε �αx�
αθ �B2αε

�������
, (4.15)

where, from Lemma 1,

B � αxS
γ�1�γ̄�

0
γ �i��1 di� � 1

αx
�

1
αθ

�
1

αθ �αεB2��1
S

1

γ�1�γ̄� γ �i��1 di, (4.16)

with γ�1 �γ̄� � 0 if γ̄ @ γ �0� and γ�1 �γ̄� � 1 if γ̄ A γ �1�. For a given triplet �αx, αθ, αε� > R3
�

given, the properties of the γ �.� function imply that the solution (γ̄,B) to (4.15)–(4.16), if

it exists, can be of three types. More specifically, it is either such that γ̄ > �γ �0� , γ �1��, in
which case the solution is interior (i.e., both M and I�M are nonempty); or γ̄ @ γ �0�, so
that the solution is corner and all traders placing market orders (i.e., �M,I�M� � �I,g�);
or γ̄ A γ �1� and all traders place full demand schedules (i.e., �M,I�M� � �g, I�). The

intuition for this sorting of informed traders according to their degree of risk aversion is

that a greater risk aversion lowers trading aggressiveness, and hence the expected benefit

from expanding the information set from xi to �xi, p�.10

As before we are interested in the outcome of the coordination stage of the game as αx
becomes large (holding �αθ, αε, c� fixed), especially with regard to the way market-order

traders alter the size of the uniqueness region. This is summarised in the proposition 2

below.

10See Medrano (1996) and Vives (2008) for further discussion.
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Proposition 2. For any �αθ, αε, c� > R3
�
, and as αx � �ª, (i) both M and I�M have

strictly positive measure (i.e., the equilibrium is interior); (ii) γ̄ � γ �0� (i.e., market-order

traders eventually overwhelm the market); (iii) αz �
αx�ª

�e2γ�0�c
� 1��1αx, so that αz goes

to infinity as the same rate αx (while it does at the same rate as α2
x when I�M has

exogenous, positive measure).

Proposition 2 emphasises several key properties of the equilibrium when αx is large.

Note that the property that the equilibrium is interior as αx � �ª (point (ii)) is valid for

any value of the cost c; in contrast, when αx is small one can easily construct examples of

corner solutions with a pure market-order (demand-schedule) market when c is sufficiently

high (low). Points (ii) and (iii) are closely related. As discussed in Section 3, market-

order traders tend to slow down information aggregation. It is precisely because they

crowd out demand-schedule traders as αx � �ª (point (ii)) that the precision of the

endogenous public signal grows at the same rate as αx, instead of α2
x when market shares

are exogenous (point (iii)). To see how this may expand the uniqueness region, note that

under exogenous shares from (4.9) we have αz �
αx�ª

�ν~γI�M�α2
x. Hence for ν A 0 and αx

large enough, since ��e2γ�0�c
� 1��1αx� ~�ν~γI�M�α2

x �

αx�ª
0 it is necessarily the case that

the precision of the price signal is greater under endogenous orders than under exogenous

orders. Hence, whenever the uniqueness condition (4.3) is satisfied under exogenous shares,

it is also so under endogenous shares, but the converse is not true. Figure 3 illustrates the

relationship between αz and αx when αx is large (i.e., σx � α�1~2
x is small) and the shares

of market-order and demand-schedules traders are endogenous.

Finally, note from (4.14) that heterogeneity in the cost c is formally equivalent to

heterogeneity in risk aversion. To encompass both cases, rank traders in nondecreasing

orders of c �i�γ �i�, assume that the function g �i� � c �i�γ �i� is continuous, strictly in-

creasing, that its reciprocal is continuous, and that 0 @ g �0� @ g �1� @ �ª, and solve for

the marginal trader exactly in the same way as in the case where c �i� � c ¦i > I.
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4.5 Concluding remarks

In this paper, we have analysed a two-stage global game wherein a market-based asset

price determined at the trading stage of the game provides an endogenous public signal

affecting traders’ decisions in the coordination stage of the game. As we have shown, in

this context the multiplicity region can be small even when private information is very

precise –and especially so when traders optimise over their type of order (in addition to

their amount of trade). The reason for this is that the presence of market-order traders

limits information aggregation and hence the precision of the endogenous public signal

that may serve as a coordination device when deciding whether or not to attack the

regime. In this sense, a lower degree of informational efficiency (in the trading stage) may

ultimately be stabilising (in the coordination stage). While this conclusion was derived

under a specific barrier to full informational efficiency –market-order traders’ willingness

to avoid price risk–, we conjecture that it would also apply in a variety of contexts where

information aggregation is impeded. This shall namely include markets with low liquidity,

like FX markets. In this case, it might be the case that currencies traded on less liquid

assets are safer bets for speculation, as they shield investors against self-fulfilling risks.

Discussion about the implications of these findings for FX speculation is left for future

research.
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4.6 Appendix

A. Proof of Lemma 1

We restrict our attention to equilibrium price functions p�θ, ε� that are linear in �θ, ε�,
which implies that p is normally distributed. A trader i with risk aversion coefficient γi
and information set Gi has a demand for assets ki�Gi� � γ�1

i E�θ � pSGi�~V�θ � pSGi�. We

may thus write the demands by limit- and market-order traders as follows:

¦i > I�M, kiI�M�xi, p� � γ�1
i fI�M�xi, p�, with fI�M�xi, p� � E�θSxi, p�� p

V�θSxi, p� ,

¦i >M, kiM�xi� � γ�1
i fM�xi�, with fM�xi� � E�θ � pSxi�

V�θ � pSxi� ,
i.e., within each group asset demands are identical up to a risk tolerance correction γ�1

i .

Now conjecture that fI�M�.� and fM�.� have the form fI�M�xi, p� � a�xi � θ� � ζ�p� and

fM�xi� � c�xi � θ�, where a and b are normalised trading intensities (for a trader with

γi � 1) and ζ �.� is linear. Using the convention that the average signal equals θ a.s., and

recalling that γi is independent from ξi, the limit order book is given by

L�p� � S
I�M kiI�M�xi, p�di�S

M
kiM�xi�di� ε � B �θ �B�1ε��Bθ � ζ�p�S

I�M γ�1
i di,

where B � aν~γI�M � c �1� ν� ~γM . The market making sector observes L�.�, a linear

function of p, and sets p � E�θSL�.�� � E�θSz�, where z � θ�B�1ε is the public signal. From

standard normal theory we infer that p is indeed linear, normal and given by equation

(4.8).

We now need to identify a and c. From the joint distribution of �p, xi, θ� we get:

¦i > I�M,

¢̈̈̈¦̈̈̈¤
E�θSp, xi� � B2αεz�αθθ�αxxi

B2αε�αθ�αx
�

�B2αε�αθ�p�αxxi
B2αε�αθ�αx

,

V�θSp, xi� � �B2αε �αθ �αx��1.
(A1)

¦i >M,

¢̈̈̈¦̈̈̈¤
E�θ � pSxi� � �1�λB�αx

αx�αθ
�xi � θ�,

V�θ � pSxi� � �1�λB�2 V�θSxi�� λ2

αε
�

�1�λB�2

αx�αθ
�
λ2

αε
.

(A2)
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Hence, we obtain

kiI�M�xi, p;γi� � E�θSp, xi�� p
γiV�θSp, xi� �

αx
γi
�xi � p�, kiM�xi;γi� � E�θ � pSxi�

γiV�θ � pSxi� � β

γi
�xi � θ� ,

where β � �α�1
x �α�1

θ � �αθ �B2αε��1��1. In the special case where γi � γ ¦i > �0,1�, we
have kiI�M�xi, p� � γ�1αx �xi � p�, kM�xi� � γ�1β�xi � θ� and p � �1 � λB�θ � λBz, where
B solves B � νγ�1αx � �1� ν�γ�1β and λ �

Bαε
B2αε�αθ

.

Let us now turn to the parameter B. To establish that B is unique, positive and finite,

define the function f � R� R as follows:

f � B � B �
ναx
γI�M

�
1� ν

γM�α�1
x �α�1

θ � �αθ �B2αε��1� ,
so that a root of f �B� is a solution to (4.9). f is continuous and strictly increasing

over �0,�ª� and such that f �0� � �αx � ν
γI�M

�
�1�ν�
γM

� @ 0 and lim
B��ª

f �B� � �ª. Hence

f is a bijection that admits a unique root B0 A 0 over �0,�ª�. Moreover, as B �

α�1
x � α�1

θ � �αθ �B2αε��1
A 0 on R, f �.� is strictly negative on R�. Hence B0 is the

unique root of f in R. In the numerical implementation of the model we use the exact

solution for B, which is found using Cardano’s method and gives:

B �

3

¿ÁÁÀ1
2
���2a3

2
27

�
a1a2

3
� a0��¾4a3

1 � 4a0a3
2 � �a1a2�2

27
�

2
3
a0a1a2 � a2

0�

�
3

¿ÁÁÀ1
2
���2a3

2
27

�
a1a2

3
� a0��¾4a3

1 � 4a0a3
2 � �a1a2�2

27
�

2
3
a0a1a2 � a2

0�� a2
3
,

where

a0 � �
αθ�α�1

x �α�1
θ �αε � ν

γI�M
�
�1� ν�
γM

� , a1 �
α�1
x αθ�α�1

x �α�1
θ �αε ,

and a2 � �
� ν
γI�M

�
�1�ν�
γM

�
ν

γI�M
αxα

�1
θ ��α�1

x �α�1
θ � .
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B. Proof of Proposition 1

We know from Lemma 1 that B > R�

�
uniquely solves (4.9). When ν � 0, B solves

1~�γMx� � α�1
x �α�1

θ � �αθ �αεx2��1. In this case limαx��ªB is finite, hence the unique-

ness condition (4.10) necessarily holds as αx � �ª. In contrast, when ν � 1 we have

limαx��ª
B2º
αx

� �ª, hence the uniqueness condition (4.10) is necessarily violated as

αx � �ª.

C. Proof of Proposition 2

(i) We show that k � γ�1 �γ̄� >�0; 1� for αx sufficiently high, and that k is unique. Let us

first define the function

f̃ � αx, k � e2γ�k�c
� �1� αθ

αx �αθ

αx
B�k,αx�2αε �αθ

��1� αx
B�k,αx�2αε �αθ

� , (C.1)

where B�k,αx� is the unique solution to

B�k,αx� � αxS k

0
γ�i��1di� � 1

αx
�

1
αθ

�
1

αθ �B�k,αx�2αε
��1

S
1

k
γ�i��1di. (C.2)

We have f̃ �αx,1� �

αx�ª
e2γ�1�c

� 1 A 0 while f̃ �αx,0� �

αx�ª
�ª @ 0. Hence, by the inter-

mediate value theorem there exists α > R�

�
,such that for all αx C α, 0 >�f̃ �αx,0� , f̃ �αx,1� �.

By continuity, ¦αx C α, §k �αx� >�0,1� such that f̃ �αx, k �αx�� � 0. In this range of pa-

rameter, there exists an interior equilibrium allocation, and the corner solutions are ruled

out (otherwise the polar traders would be better off switching positions).

To establish uniqueness, define α̃ � αθ~ �αx �αθ� and X � αx~ �B�k�αx�, αx�2αε �αθ�,
and rewrite f̃ �αx, k �αx�� � 0 as P �X� � α̃X2

� �1� α̃�X�e2γ�k�αx��c � 1 � 0. This polyno-

mial has the following two real roots:

s�, s� �
1

2α̃
��1� α̃��¼�1� α̃�2 � 4α̃ �e2γ�k�αx��c � 1�� .
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We prove by contradiction that X � s� is the only possible root of P �X� � 0 when αx
becomes large enough. Formally,

§α1
C α,¦αx > R�

�
,¦k >�0; 1�, αx C α

1

f̃ �αx, k� � 0

£̈̈̈§̈̈̈¥ �
αx

B�k,αx�2αε �αθ
� s�. (C.3)

To see this, suppose that ¦α1
C α,§αx > R�

�
,§k >�0; 1� such that

�αx C α1�, �f̃ �αx, k �αx�� � 0�, � αx
B�k�αx�, αx�2αε �αθ

� s�� .

In particular, for n > N large enough (say larger than n0 � �α�),
§αx,§k, �αx C n�, �f̃ �αx, k� � 0�, �αx~ �B�k,αx�2αε �αθ� � s��

For every n C n0 we pick an αx, and an associated k�αx�, satisfying �αx C n� ,�f̃ �αx, k �αx�� � 0�,�αx~ �B�k�αx�, αx�2αε �αθ�� and denote it αn (resp. k�αn�), thereby
constructing the series �αn�nCn0

(resp. �k�αn��nCn0
). As αn �

n�ª
ª, and since k�αn� must

belong to �0; 1� we have

4α̃�1� α̃�2 �e2γ�k�αn��c � 1� � 4αθ
αn �αθ

�αn �αθ
αn

�2 �e2γ�k�αn��c � 1� �
n�ª

0, (C.4)

and hence

Xα̃

1� α̃
�

1
2

<@@@@>1�
¿ÁÁÀ1� 4α̃�1� α̃�2 �e2γ�k�αn��c � 1�=AAAA? �n�ª 1.

This in turn implies that

αn
B�k�αn�, αn�2αε �αθ

�
n�ª

αn
αθ
,

that is, B�k�αn�, αn�2αε �
n�ª

0. Since for each n C n0, B�k�αn�, αn�2
C B�0, αn�2 while�B�0, αn�2�

n>N
admits a finite, non-zero limit as n � ª, we have a contradiction that
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proves (C.3). To summarise, for every given set of parameters, the function

k �
αx

B�k,αx�2αε �αθ
�

1
2α

��1� α̃��¼�1� α̃�2 � 4α �e2γ�k�c � 1�� (C.4)

is strictly decreasing and thus has a unique root. For every αx C α1, we also have that

αx C α, hence we know that there exists k >�0; 1� such that f̃�αx, k� � 0. Moreover, as

αx C α
1, we know that k is the unique root of (C.4). Hence, k >�0; 1� exists and is unique.

We will denote it k�αx�.

(ii) From above, ¦αx C α1 we have αx~ �B�k�αx�, αx�2αε �αθ� � s�. Since k�αx� >�0; 1�
we have

αx
B�k�αx�, αx�2αε �αθ

C

�1� α̃��¼�1� α̃�2 � 4α̃ �e2γ�0�c � 1�
2α̃

,

or, rearranging,

B�k�αx�, αx�2
B

2α̃�1� α̃��¼�1� α̃�2 � 4α̃ �e2γ�0�c � 1� αxαε .

Moreover, from (4.16) we know that

�k �αx�
γ �1� αx�2

B α2
x �S k�αx�

0
γ�i��1di�2

B B�k�αx�, αx�2

Hence, ¦αx C α1,

0 B k �αx� B γ �1�
αx

¿ÁÁÁÀαx
αε

2α̃�1� α̃��¼�1� α̃�2 � 4α̃ �e2γ�0�c � 1�
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We know from (C.4) that 4α̃�1�α̃�2 �e2γ�0�c
� 1� �

αx�ª
0. It follows that

�1� α̃��¼�1� α̃�2 � 4α̃ �e2γ�0�c � 1�
2α̃

�

�1� α̃�� �1� α̃�¼1� 4α̃�1�α̃�2 �e2γ�0�c � 1�
2α

�
�1� α̃�

4α̃
4α̃�1� α̃�2 �e2γ�0�c

� 1�� o
αx�ª

�1� � e2γ�0�c
� 1

1� α̃
� o
αx�ª

�1� �

αx�ª
e2γ�0�c

� 1,

We infer that

γ �1�
αx

¿ÁÁÁÀαx
αε

2α̃�1� α̃��¼�1� α̃�2 � 4α̃ �e2γ�0�c � 1� �
αx�ª

γ

αx

¾
αx~αε

e2γ�0�c � 1
�

αx�ª
0,

Hence k�αx� �

αx�ª
0, and (by the continuity of γ �.�) γ̄ � γ �k�αx�� �

αx�ª
γ �0�.

(iii) Using (C.3) above we get

αx
B�k�αx�, αx�2αε �αθ

� s� �
e2γ�k�αx��c � 1

1� α̃
� o
αx�ª

�e2γ�k�αx��c � 1
1� α̃

� �

αx�ª
e2γ�0�c

� 1.

We infer that

B�k�αx�, αx�2αε
αx

�
B�k�αx�, αx�2αε �αθ

αx
�
αθ
αx

�

αx�ª

1
e2γ�0�c � 1

We conclude that αz � B�k�αx�, αx�2αε �
αx�ª

�e2γ�0�c
� 1��1αx.
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Chapter

5
Traditional and shadow banks
during the crisis

We present a model of the interactions between traditional and shadow banks
that explains their coexistence. In the 2007 financial crisis, some of shadow
banks’ assets and liabilities have moved to traditional banks, and assets were
sold at fire sale prices. Our model is able to accommodate these stylized facts.
The difference between traditional and shadow banks is twofold. First, tradi-
tional banks have access to a guarantee fund that enables them to issue claims
to households in a crisis. Second, traditional banks have to comply with costly
regulation. We show that in a crisis, shadow banks liquidate assets to repay
their creditors, while traditional banks purchase these assets at fire-sale prices.
This exchange of assets in a crisis generates a complementarity between tra-
ditional and shadow banks, where each type of intermediary benefits from the
presence of the other. We find two competing effects from a small decrease in
traditional banks’ support in a crisis, which we dub a substitution effect and
an income effect. The latter effect dominates the former, so that lower antici-
pated support to traditional banks in a crisis increases entry in the traditional
banking sector ex-ante. We also propose a normative approach and show that,
when both traditional and shadow banks coexist, there is in general too many
shadow banks. Bankers, while allocating themselves towards the shadow bank-
ing system, fail to internalize the fact that this choice reduces the support to
all shadow banks in terms of crises, hence limiting the investment made by all
shadow banks in normal times.
JEL-code : E32, E44, E61, G01, G21, G23, G38.
Keywords: Traditional banking, Shadow banking, Safe money-like claims, Fi-
nancial crisis
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5.1 Introduction

Recent decades have seen the emergence of financial institutions that perform bank-like

activities outside of the regulated (traditional) banking system. This so-called shadow

banking system has now reached a size comparable to that of the traditional banking

system, representing about one-fourth of total financial intermediation worldwide.1 The

collapse of shadow banking in 2007 to 2008 has arguably played a role in threatening

traditional banks’ stability and bringing about the financial crisis. The crisis started

with a run on shadow banks that endangered the stability of the entire financial system,

raising important questions. Why are there two types of banks? How do different types of

banks interact in a crisis? Are traditional and shadow banks substitutes or complements?

This paper offers the first model of financial intermediation where both a regulated and

an unregulated financial sector coexist and interact, while replicating the following facts

from the crisis: (i) liabilities transfer from shadow to traditional banks, (ii) assets transfer

from shadow to traditional banks, and (iii) fire sales of assets.

Existing theories of traditional and shadow banking emphasize the substitutability be-

tween the two. Given that shadow banks are not subject to the regulations that pertain

to traditional banks, these regulations might spur financial intermediation into shadow

banking to exploit regulatory arbitrage. This view emphasizes the regulatory costs of

traditional banks, failing to explain why traditional and shadow banks coexist and omit-

ting the fact that the two bank types behaved differently in the crisis. As shown by

He, Khang, and Krishnamurthy (31), a striking feature of the US financial crisis is that

both assets and liabilities moved from shadow to traditional banks. Some assets such as

mortgage-backed securities were sold at fire-sale prices. We document these three facts.

First, almost $600 billion of deposits and borrowings went into the largest traditional

banks in 2008q3. This happened in less than a month, concomitantly to a wide run on the

shadow banking system. Second, there was a mirror image in terms of asset flows, with

1This estimate is in terms of credit intermediation IMF (see 32). For empirical descriptions of shadow
banking, see Pozsar, Adrian, Ashcraft, and Boesky (43) for the United States, ESRB (19) for the European
Union, IMF (32) and FSB (20) for global estimates. Globally, shadow banks’ assets were worth $80 trillion
in 2014, up from $26 trillion more than a decade earlier (FSB (20)).
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approximately $800 billion assets out of shadow banks and $550 billion into traditional

banks from 2007q4 to 2009q1. Third, some assets were sold at fire sale prices; notably

mortgage-backed government-agency securities. These facts suggest some form of comple-

mentarity between bank types. We propose a theory of the coexistence of traditional and

shadow banks that accommodates the above stylized facts. The theory is based on their

interaction in a crisis.

Our model describes the different technologies used by traditional and shadow banks

to issue riskless claims against risky collateral. On the one hand, traditional banks have

access to a guarantee fund to issue riskless claims in a crisis. This access also enables

them to issue riskless claims outside a crisis, because these claims can be rolled-over in a

crisis. Access to the guarantee fund comes at the cost of higher regulation for traditional

banks. On the other hand, shadow banks rely upon traditional banks’ ability to issue

riskless claims in a crisis, to absorb their assets and provide them with enough liquidity

to reimburse their creditors.

If traditional and shadow banks cannot trade assets in a crisis, traditional banks use

their access to the guarantee fund only to roll-over their debt. If traditional banks cannot

purchase assets from shadow banks in a crisis, these latter are unable to issue debt before

a crisis. Therefore absent a secondary market for assets traditional banks are levered

but shadow banks are not, and the two bank types are substitutes. Instead, if we allow

traditional and shadow banks to trade assets in a crisis, both bank types gain from asset

trade and traditional banks purchase assets from shadow banks. This interaction in the

asset market enables traditional banks to intermediate government insurance to shadow

banks, generating a complementarity between the two forms of financial intermediation.

This complementarity is the key message of this paper: the more shadow banks in the

system, the lower the price traditional banks have to pay for shadow banks’ assets in a

crisis, and the better off traditional banks. Conversely, the more traditional banks, the

higher the (indirect) support from the guarantee fund to the entire financial system in a

crisis and the better off the shadow banks. In that sense, traditional and shadow banks

form an ecosystem.
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Our model yields two sets of results. We endogenize bankers’ choice to enter the shadow

versus traditional banking sector, and the first result is that coexistence of traditional and

shadow banks can arise in equilibrium. It is intrinsically linked to fire sales of assets

from shadow to traditional banks in a crisis. In a crisis, traditional banks’ ability to issue

riskless debt is limited,2 therefore traditional banks require a discount on asset prices in

a crisis to forgo investment opportunities before a crisis, which endogenously determines

asset (fire sale) prices in a crisis. Because shadow banks must sell assets in a crisis to repay

their creditors, asset prices determine the amount of riskless debt that shadow banks can

issue before a crisis. Both banks’ expected profits and thereby bankers’ choice to enter

either type of banking sector is linked to the other banks’ decisions through the channel

of asset fire sales in a crisis. From a normative perspective, when traditionnal and shadow

banks coexist, this fire sale is at the root of a form of pecuniary externality, which leads to

a too high allocation of bankers into the shadow banking sector: bankers, when choosing

their allocation between the two types of intermediation technology fail to internalize that

allocating themselves towards the shadow banking sector yields a reduced support of the

traditional banking sector in times of crises, hence constraining all shadow banks in their

ability to leverage in normal times.

Second, we find two competing effects from a reduction in traditional banks’ ability

to issue deposits in a crisis.3 On the one hand, this reduces traditional banks’ advantage.

Traditional banks have access to a lower level of guarantee, which limits their leverage

at all times, hence exerting a downward pressure on their profits. This makes traditional

banking relatively less profitable than shadow banking, thereby inducing bankers to en-

ter the shadow banking sector. We call this direct effect a substitution effect.4 On the

other hand, note that shadow banks indirectly benefit from traditional banks’ access to

2We think of the guarantee fund as a governmental entity. Therefore this limit captures some form of
limited fiscal capacity that prevents the guarantee fund from insuring too large an amount of traditional
banks debt.

3The reverse reasoning holds true for an increase in traditional banks’ ability to issue deposits in a
crisis. The reason why we consider small reductions in traditional banks’ support in a crisis is that large
reductions in traditional banks’ support in a crisis wipe out traditional banks from the market, which is
an effect already emphasized in the literature.

4It is reminiscent of the argument at play in existing models of shadow banking as regulatory arbitrage
(see e.g. Plantin (42), Ordonez (41), Harris, Opp, and Opp (29)).
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the guarantee fund through the (secondary) asset market in a crisis. Lowering traditional

banks’ guarantee in a crisis reduces the support that they provide to shadow banks. This

decreases the price at which assets can be sold on the secondary market, hence reducing

shadow banks’ profits and bankers’ incentives to enter the shadow banking sector. We call

this effect an income effect. Overall, we find that lower support to traditional banks in a

crisis reduces asset prices to such an extent that more bankers choose to enter the tradi-

tional banking sector ex-ante, i.e. the complementarity effect outweighs the substitution

one.

Related literature We argue that traditional banks still compete with but also com-

plement shadow banks, because of their ability to issue deposits in a crisis. Diamond and

Dybvig (17) is the seminal paper providing a rationale for traditional banks’ deposit insur-

ance that is based on the elimination of depositors’ incentives to run their bank. Merton

(40) and Rajan (44, 45) are early discussions questioning the future of traditional banks,5

which suggest that many of the services provided by traditional banks can be sustained

by other types of banks in the modern institutional environment.

In our model, asset fire sales are key to understanding the relationship between tradi-

tional and shadow banks. As in Shleifer and Vishny (47), the price of assets sold during the

crisis is the price at which the best users of these assets (traditional banks in our model)

can pay, given they are limited in their ability to issue deposits. Shleifer and Vishny

(48) and Gromb and Vayanos (27) model fire sales during which mispricing occurs due to

frictions on arbitrageurs’ funding capacity. Acharya, Gromb, and Yorulmazer (3) study

interbank lending and asset sales when some banks have market power vis-a-vis other

banks. Diamond and Rajan (18) discuss liquidity risks on both sides of banks’ balance

sheet, and inefficient exposure to fire sales.

A second group of theories relates to traditional banks’ regulation and their coexis-

tence with shadow banks.6 Hanson, Shleifer, Stein, and Vishny (28) are interested in the

5Other early discussions of the evolution of the financial landscape are Boyd and Gertler (10) and
James and Houston (33).

6Our model is in line with theories of financial intermediation as issuers of riskfree claims. A semi-
nal paper is Gorton and Pennacchi (26), and other papers include Stein (50), DeAngelo and Stulz (16)
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implications of traditional versus shadow banking businesses in terms of the assets that

are held by financial intermediaries. Plantin (42) studies optimal bank capital regulation

in the presence of shadow banking, and finds that the optimal regulation needs not be

in line with current regulatory reforms. Ordonez (41) proposes a model in which reputa-

tional concerns are an effective disciplining device in the shadow banking sector. When

reputation concerns are weak, banks can only operate using traditional banking. Harris

et al. (29) develop a model where capital requirements reduce banks’ risk-taking incentives

while lowering their funding capacity, and discuss the cyclicality of optimal bank capital

regulation in light of the amount of capital in the economy. Gornicka (24) and Luck and

Schempp (38) present models where a crisis in the shadow banking sector transmits to

the traditional banking sector through guarantees to shadow banks.

Finally, a strand of the literature ties banks’ investment choices with asset markets,

in line with the mechanism at play in our model. This approach substantially improves

the quantitative dynamics of risk premia in crisis episodes where intermediaries’ equity

capital is scarce. Major contributions in this literature include Adrian and Boyarchenko

(5), Brunnermeier and Sannikov (11), He and Krishnamurthy (30) and Viswanathan and

Rampini (52).

The paper proceeds as follows. Section 5.2 presents stylized facts about traditional

and shadow banks during the crisis. Section 5.3 presents the model, and we analyze the

possible coexistence between shadow and traditional banks in Section 5.4. In Section

5.5 we discuss the substitution and complementarity effects, and the implications of our

model. Section 5.6 concludes.

5.2 Motivating evidence

In this section, we document three stylized facts using data from the Financial Accounts of

the United States (henceforth FAUS), the Federal Reserve H8 Releases and the quarterly

Call Reports. From the FAUS data we define traditional banks as the private depository

and Plantin (42). As in Gennaioli, Shleifer, and Vishny (23), Krishnamurthy (36), Caballero and Krish-
namurthy (13) or Caballero and Farhi (12), we model households’ demand for safety as stemming from
households’ risk aversion.
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institutions (L.110). Those institutions are composed of U.S.-chartered depository insti-

tutions (L.111), foreign banking offices (L.112), banks in U.S.-affiliated areas (L.113) and

credit unions (L.114). Although our stylized facts do not rely on a precise definition of

shadow banking using the FAUS, quantitative results depend on which institutions we

identify as part of the shadow banking sector. We adopt the view of shadow banking

as a chain of market-based transactions among legal institutions which, taken together,

perform maturity transformation activities comparable to that of traditional banks. We

choose to include money market mutual funds (L.121), mutual funds (L.122), issuers of

asset-backed securities (L.127) and security brokers and dealers (L.130), as part of the

shadow banking sector.7 Finally, we use Krishnamurthy and Vissing-Jorgensen (37)’s

definition of short-term debt from the FAUS, 60% of which is composed of small time

and savings deposits in the 2007-09 period. We provide details on data construction in

Appendix 5.A.1.

5.2.1 Fact 1: Liabilities flow from shadow to traditional banks

In the early phase of the 2007 financial crisis, investors stopped rolling over shadow banks’

short-term funding. Gorton and Metrick (25) and Copeland, Martin, and Walker (15)

document investors’ run on their major yet unstable source of funding: the sale and

repurchase market (the "repo" market). Another important fact we emphasize is the

deposit inflow on traditional banks’ balance-sheets. Table 5.1 shows the evolution of

short-term debt for traditional and shadow banks from 2006q4 to 2011q1. It is apparent

from Table 5.1 that there was a concomitant run on shadow banks and an inflow of short-

term debt into traditional banks starting 2008q3. This inflow of deposits in turbulent

times is the risk management motive emphasized in Kashyap, Rajan, and Stein (34) to

explain why traditional banks combine demand deposits with loan commitments or lines

7We build on earlier descriptive work for our definition of the shadow banking system, see e.g. Pozsar
et al. (43), or Adrian and Shin (6). Shin (46) and Hanson et al. (28) provide examples of what shadow
banks are in the real world. The simplest example, from Hanson et al. (28), is the following: a money
market fund that invests in assets that are riskless and issues what households perceive as deposits. The
seniority and collateralization of sale and repurchase agreements ("repo" transactions), together with equity
capital invested along the intermediation chain, renders shadow-banks "deposit-like" claims perfectly safe,
and valued as such by households.
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Cumulative flows since 2006q4
Shadow banks ($Bill) Traditional banks ($Bill)

2007q2 +437 +106
2007q3 +606 +230
2007q4 +514 +454
2008q1 +378 +591
2008q2 +623 +732
2008q3 +284 +751
2008q4 +505 +1104
2009q1 -277 +1733
2009q2 -670 +1659
2009q3 -966 + 1428
2009q4 -1132 +1436
2010q1 -1353 +1409
2010q2 -1354 +1431
2010q3 -1412 +1317
2010q4 -1440 +1420
2011q1 -1471 +1596
2011q2 -1398 +2011

Table 5.1: Traditional and shadow banks: short-term debt inflows (negative values
denote outflows) source: Financial Accounts of the United States. We define traditional,

shadow banks, and short-term debt in Appendix 5.A.1.

of credit. In a crisis, borrowers draw down on their credit lines while investors seek a safe

haven for their wealth, turning to traditional banks because these latter provide insurance

due to the government guarantee on their deposits.

Gatev and Strahan (22) emphasize that it is traditional banks’ access to federal de-

posit insurance that causes economy’s savings to move into traditional bank deposits dur-

ing times of aggregate stress,8 providing banks with the unique ability to hedge against

systematic liquidity shocks. Nevertheless, Acharya and Mora (2) show and it is apparent

from Figure 5.1 that it was not until the U.S. government’s intervention just before the

Lehman failure on September 15, 2008 that deposit flew into traditional banks. He et al.

8This explains why there is no evidence that funds flowed into the banking system when spreads
widened during the 1920s, prior to the expansion of the federal safety net with the creation of federal
deposit insurance.
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Figure 5.1: Large traditional banks: deposits and borrowings (stocks in $ bn)

source: Fed H8 Releases

(31) find that core deposits eventually increased by close to $800 billion by early 2009.

Weekly times series in Figure 5.1 show a sudden $600 billion deposits and borrowings

inflow into the largest US traditional banks in just a few days, from September 10th to

October 1st, 2008.

The flow of deposits into traditional banks illustrates the fact that not all entities of

the U.S. financial sector deleveraged in the crisis. Ang, Gorovyy, and van Inwegen (7)

show that hedge fund leverage decreases prior to and during the financial crisis from mid-

2007 onwards, He et al. (31) show that leverage of banks and investment banks continues

to increase. This helps to put deleveraging into perspective. At the worst periods of

the financial crisis in late 2008, hedge fund leverage is at its lowest while the leverage of

banks is at its highest. Although traditional banks issued new equity during the crisis, in

Appendix 5.A.2 we show the evolution of traditional banks’ market and book equity over

the crisis.9 We find that traditional banks did not issue enough new equity during the

9See Baron (8) for evidence of banks’ countercyclical equity issuance.
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crisis to compensate for their market losses. As a result, the deposit flow into traditional

banks increased their market leverage in the crisis.

5.2.2 Fact 2: Asset flow from shadow to traditional banks

Figure 5.2 illustrates that assets were massively reshuffled among financial intermediaries

during the financial crisis. In particular, assets flew out of shadow banks and into tradi-

tional banks. Although our data does not allow us to identify whether these changes were

due to changes in the value of assets or changes in ownership, empirical work by He et al.

(31) and Bigio, Begenau, and Majerovitz (9) provide estimates of the amount of assets

that were transferred from shadow to traditional banks during the crisis. From 2007q4 to

2009q1, He et al. (31) find that shadow banks decreased their holdings of securitized assets

by approximately $800 billion while traditional banks increased theirs by approximately

$550 billion. Looking at the wider period from 2007q1 to 2013q1 and considering total

asset holdings, Bigio et al. (9) document a net asset outlfow of $1702 billion out of shadow

banks and an asset inflow of $1595 billion into traditional banks.10

The main argument that explains why the shadow banking system developed is that

traditional banks create off balance-sheets entities, because holding loans on balance sheets

is not profitable for them see e.g. Gorton and Metrick (25), Acharya, Schnabl, and Suarez

(4). For instance special conduits are comparable to regular banks in many ways, and they

often are managed by traditional banks. Pozsar et al. (43) dubs shadow banks managed

by traditional banks "internal shadow banking". However, the flip side of this off-balance

sheet leverage in the shadow banking sector is that liquidity guarantees are provided by

traditional banks. Acharya et al. (4) show that investors in conduits covered by guarantees

were repaid in full. This implies a monetary transfer from the traditional to the shadow

banking system in the crisis, and the mirror asset transfer from shadow to traditional

banks that we see on Figure 5.2. Although we do not explicitly model the contractual

relationship between traditional and shadow banks in terms of liquidity guarantees,11 our
10Another important aspect of this asset transfer is the sizable purchase of assets from the Federal

Reserve, which balance sheets increased by approximately $1954 billion, as calculated in Bigio et al. (9).
11Luck and Schempp (38) give an account of how contractual linkages between regulated banking and

shadow banking affect financial stability.
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Figure 5.2: Traditional and shadow banks: asset inflows (negative values denote
outflows)

source: Financial Account of the United States

model sheds light on the interaction between the two bank types and the cost/benefit

analysis driving traditional banks’ choices on whether or not to develop shadow banking.

One main testable prediction of our theory is that traditional banks are able to pur-

chase assets from shadow banks in a crisis, insofar as they benefit from a guarantee on their

deposits. This guarantee indeed enables them to attract deposits precisely when shadow

banks have to reimburse their creditors. Publicly available data on purchases/sales of

assets by traditional and shadow banks during the crisis is not available. Therefore we

try to estimate purchases/sales of mortgage-backed securities (henceforth MBS) applying

He et al. (31)’s methodology on traditional banks’ regulatory data from the Call Reports.

We observe the total value of MBS holdings by each traditional bank before the crisis

(denote it P_2007q4�MBS_2007q4i where P_2007q4 is the fair price of MBS securities

in 2007q4 and MBS_2007q4 is the quantity of MBS held by bank i in 2007q4) and after

the crisis (P_2009q1�MBS_2009q1i). Besides, denoting f the repayment/maturity rate

of MBS net of the new issuance rate during the period from 2007q4 to 2009q1, the Inter-

national Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) give us the following accounting identity:

P_2009q1 �MBS_2009q1i �P_2007q4 �MBS_2007q4i � �1� f� �MBSPurchasesi �MBSLossesi
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As in He et al. (31), we test three different scenarii based on (i) the total losses

that traditional banks incurred on MBS assets during the 2008 crisis, and (ii) Bloomberg

WDCI estimates for the net repayment rate f . Under scenario 1 the repayment rate used

to construct the MBS_Purchases variable is 7% and total losses imputed to the financial

sector are $500 billion.12 Under scenario 2, the repayment rate is 12% and total losses are

$176 billion. Under the "naive" scenario, we do not correct for the net repayment rate nor

total losses.

We analyze the data formally by running the following OLS regression on changes in

various items of traditional banks’ balance sheets from 2007q4 to 2009q1:

MBSPurchasesi � β0 � β1.Liquidityi � β2.Solvencyi � β3.Insured._depositsi

� β4.Non_insured_depositsi � β5.Credit_granted_i

� β6.Evolutions_i � β7.controls_i � εi

whereMBSPurchasesi is our estimated purchases/sales of mortgage-backed securities by

traditional bank i normalized by total assets (banks are aggregated to the top holder level

in the Call Reports).

Details about the sample construction and the results are in Appendix 5.A.4. We find

support for the central mechanisms of our theory: Traditional banks purchased mortgage-

backed securities in the crisis, and the more so the more deposits they issued in the crisis.

Those assets are precisely the ones shadow banks have sold (see Figure 5.2). Besides, we

find that those banks that purchased assets in the crisis did so at the expense of credit.

This is in line with Shleifer and Vishny (49) and Stein (51) who discuss how market

12Note that the only available estimate on MBS losses in the crisis is an aggregate over the traditional
banking sector from the IMF’s Global Financial Stability Report of October 2008 and Bloomberg WDCI
(which explains why we test two scenarii thereafter). Denote those estimates for the entire traditional
banking sector losses on MBS assets MBSLosses. Although we try to estimate MBS purchases/losses by
taking into account potential losses on those assets when using the change in MBS holdings from 2007q4
to 2009q1 adjusted for the net repayment/maturity rate, we cannot account for differences in losses across
traditional banks. We therefore assume that losses incurred by traditional banks are proportional to the
amount of MBS they hold, so thatMBSLossesi �

MBS_2007q4i
PkMBS_2007q4k �MBSLosses and PkMBSLossesk �

MBSLosses.
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conditions shape the allocation of scarce bank capital across lending and asset purchases.

Using German data, Abbassi, Iyer, Peydró, and Tous (1) find comparable results.

5.2.3 Fact 3: Asset fire sales

Many examples in the literature suggest that asset prices have deviated significantly from

"fundamental values" and were sold at fire-sale prices during the crisis. Using data on

insurance companies, Merrill, Nadauld, Stulz, and Sherlund (39) show that risk-sensitive

capital requirements, together with mark- to-market accounting, can cause financial inter-

mediaries to engage in fire sales of RBMS securities. Krishnamurthy (35) discusses pric-

ing relationships reflecting similar distortions on agency MBS, and notably the increasing

option-adjusted spread of Ginnie Mae MBS versus the US Treasury with the same matu-

rity. Gagnon, Raskin, Remache, and Sack (21) also document substantial spreads on MBS

rates - well above historical norms. Such evidence of high spreads on a security which

has no credit risk points to the scarcity of arbitrage capital in the marketplace and the

large effects that this shortage can have on asset prices. Using micro-data on insurers’ and

mutual funds’ bond holdings, Chernenko, Hanson, and Sunderam (14) finds that in order

to meet their liquidity needs during the crisis, investors traded in more liquid securities

such as government-guaranteed MBS. This strategy is consistent with theories of fire sales

where investors follow optimal liquidation strategies: although spreads on GSE MBS were

very high in the fall of 2008, those assets remained the most liquid ones in securitization

markets at that time.

Our illustration of asset fire sales comes from Gorton and Metrick (25). The authors

provide a snapshot of fire sales of assets that occurred due to the financial crisis that we

reproduce on Figure 5.3. We see a negative spread between higher- and lower-rate bonds

with the same maturity. Aaa-rated corporate bonds would normally trade at higher prices

(i.e. lower spreads) than any lower-grade bonds with the same maturity (say, Aa-rated

ones), and this negative spread is an evidence of such an important amount of Aaa-rated

corporate bonds sales that the spread must rise to attract buyers.
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Figure 5.3: Interest rate spread: 5year AA-AAA Industrials
source: Gorton and Metrick (2009)

5.3 Model setting

The model features a closed economy, with three dates (t � 0,1,2), one production tech-

nology, two sets of agents (households and bankers) and two types of goods (consumption

goods and capital goods).13 Date 1 includes two states �G,B� and date 2 three states

{GG,BG,BB}.

5.3.1 Households

A unit mass of households is endowed with a large quantity of consumption goods at each

date. They can consume at each date and do not discount future consumption. They

have linear preferences over consumption at all dates.

At each date t > �0,1�, and in each state ω, household’s utility function writes as

follows:

Ut,ω � Ct,ω �Et,ω �Ut�1� (5.1)

13The model is broadly inspired by Stein (50). However, we consider two types of banks: traditional
and shadow banks. It is different from the framework of Hanson et al. (28) in that in our model traditional
banks can issue debt in a crisis, and bankers endogenously choose which type of banking sector they enter.
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with

U2,ω � C2,ω (5.2)

Households are not able to invest directly in physical projects, and can only invest in

financial claims issued by banks, which undertake the investment.14

5.3.2 Bankers

There is a unit mass of identical bankers, who start at t � 0 with an endowment n of con-

sumption goods. As households, they are risk neutral and indifferent between consuming

at t � 0,1,2. Each of them chooses the probability at which they are willing to set up a

traditional bank (T-bank), 1 � χS , and a shadow bank (S-bank), χS . Once allocated to

one sector or the other, they invest a quantity ni > �0, n� (i � �S,T�) into the firm and

consume whatever is left from this endowment. The funds invested in the bank constitute

the own funds of the bank.

Banks’ investment technology

Both T- and S-banks have access to a unique investment technology, whose payoffs are

summarized on Figure 5.4.

Investing one unit of capital good in the investment technology at t � 0 yields a risky

payoff z > �R, r,0� in terms of consumption goods at t � 2, in each respective state of

Ω2 � �GG,BG,BB�. At this date, investment pays off and all capital goods is destroyed.

At t � 1, information about the occurrence of date 2 states is revealed: when state G (good

news) materializes (which occurs with probability p), it is known with certainty that state�GG� will take place at t � 2 so that investment pays off R, and all uncertainty is resolved.

However, when state B (bad news) materializes (which occurs with probability 1 � p), it

is learnt that there is a non-zero probability of 0 output at t � 2. The probabilities that

14As in Stein (50) we abstract from any agency problem between the intermediary and the firm manager
and assume that the bank has all the bargaining power in the banking-firm relationship, thereby enabling
it to extract all the profit from the investment and leaving the firm with no profit in expectation.
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Figure 5.4: Investments payoffs (states in bold font)

Figure 5.5: Timeline of the model

each state �BG,BB� materializes are �q, �1� q��. In this case, there is an aggregate risk

in the economy, that cannot be diversified away through other forms of investments.

Bank’s choices

The timeline of the model is detailed in Figure 5.5.
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Time 0 At t � 0, both T- and S-banks have the ability to transform consumption

goods into capital goods (or physical assets) one-for-one, in order to invest Ii0 (i � �S,T�)
units of capital goods in the long-term productive investment technology. To fund their

investments, they can add to their endowment ni, Di
0 units of funds raised from the

households. Raising funds can be done in the exclusive form of riskless short-term debt,

issued on a competitive market.

This assumption captures what we see as one fundamental role of banks: their ability

to act as safety and liquidity providers to the households at all times. The key assumption

here is that banks have to finance themselves with riskless financial contracts. Our results

do not rely on the specific form of these contracts. 15

Time 1 At t � 1, T- and S-banks can’t either transform consumption goods into capital

goods, or transform capital goods into consumption goods. They can however trade

capital goods for consumption goods in a competitive secondary market, where all banks

participate. In each state ω1 > �B,G�, they purchase Ii1,ω1 (i � �S,T�) units of capital

goods at a market price p1,Bqr at t � 1 in state B and p1,GR at t � 1 in state G. These

capital goods are then reinvested in the same technology. 16

Banks can also sell on the market a share �1�αi1,ω1� of their stock of physical assets.

We assume liquidation costs for banks such that a share ε > �0,1� of assets sold is destroyed.

This cost assumption is meant to capture the forsaken returns from liquidating illiquid

projects. 17

Finally, banks have the ability to raise additional funds from households, Di
1,ω1 , by

issuing risk-less short-term debt, either to roll previously issued debt over, or to finance

purchases. The debt issued at t � 0 must be paid back, such that r0D
i
0 units of consumption

15Alternative model specifications closer to the safe asset literature would yield similar results. One
could for instance endow the households with an infinite risk-aversion utility function as in Gennaioli et al.
(23) or Epstein-Zin preferences with infinite relative risk aversion and infinite intertemporal elasticity of
substitution as in Caballero and Farhi (12).

16We can alternatively think of such trade as a transfer of ownership rights on the payoffs generated by
the capital goods

17One can also interpret ε as the cost of breaking up a lending relationship, or the loss associated to a
loosened monitoring ability induced by a change of ownership. The adjustment cost �1 � ε� is a form of
technological illiquidity, whose importance is emphasized in Brunnermeier and Sannikov (11).
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goods must be provided to the debt-holders, where r0 is the interest rate on the debt issued

at t � 0, pinned down on the market.

Time 2 At t � 2, the investment pays off in terms of consumption goods, and all capital

goods are destroyed. T and S banks reimburse their date 1 debt-holders by providing

them with r1,ω1D
i
1,ω1 (with ω1 > �B,G�) units of consumption goods, where r1,ω1 is the

interest rate on the debt issued at t � 1 in state ω1 > �B,G�. It is important to note that

in each date and state, banks are subject to limited liability constraints.

Differences between shadow and traditional banks

We distinguish traditional from shadow banking by making the following assumptions.

Assumption 1 [Differences] Traditional and shadow banks differ in two ways:

1. T-banks have access to a guarantee fund at t � 1 in state B. This enables them to

issue risk-less claims that promise to pay up to an amount k A 0.

2. T-banks have to cope with higher operating costs : At t � 2, T-banks only get a

fraction δ > �0,1� of the payoff generated by their investments.

T-banks benefit from an advantage over S-banks in t � 1 in state B they have access to

a government guarantee which enables them to issue risk-less short-term debt from t � 1

in state B to t � 2, even if the productive technology is facing a risk of zero output. In

our setting, it takes the form of a fairly-priced guarantee fund owned by the state: to get

one unit of consumption good at t � 2 in state BB, bankers have to provide 1�q
q units of

consumption goods to the fund at t � 2 in state BG such that the government is making

no profit in expectation from setting this fund up, and provides no subsidy to the T-banks

through this fund. We assume that the maximum guarantee each T-bank can benefit from

is set to k, which is a structural parameter of our economy. One interpretation for this is

that the government’s ability to enforce payments made by T-banks to the fund at t � 1

in state G is limited, for instance due to limited fiscal capacity. Another interpretation for

this parameter could be a reduced form for informational friction which prevents T-banks
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from taking too much debt at t � 1 in state B18. Note that, T-banks being subject to

limited liability constraint at all times and states, k is not the only determinant of T-banks

debt level, as will be emphasized below.

In return to this advantage, T-banks face regulatory costs, which take the form of

a reduced payoff on their investment at t � 2 in each state. This cost captures a wide

variety of costs associated to higher regulations imposed to the traditional banking sector

: taxes to finance the regulating entities, the general functioning costs of the guarantee

fund, costs to generate regulatory information, etc. 19

5.3.3 Equilibrium definition

In this setting, we formally define an equilibrium as follows.

Definition 1 [Equilibrium] An equilibrium is defined by a set �χS , nS , nT , vS , vT , p1,G, p1,B, r0, r1,G, r1,B�
with

vi � �Ii0,Di
0, I

i
1,G, I

i
1,B,D

i
1,G,D

i
1,B, α

i
1,G, α

i
1,B�

for i > �S,T� such that

1. vT maximizes traditional bank’s date 0 value function V T
0 �p1,G, p1,B, r0, r1,G, r1,B, n

T �.
2. vS maximizes shadow bank’s date 0 value function V S

0 �p1,G, p1,B, r0, r1,G, r1,B, n
S�.

3. ni maximizes the expected payoff of a banker’s allocated in type i-bank (i > �S,T�)
V i,B

0 �p1,G, p1,B, r0, r1,G, r1,B�.
4. χS is a solution to the allocation problem:

max
χS>�0;1�χ

SV S,B
0 � p1,G, p1,B, r0, r1,G, r1,B�� �1�χS�V T,B

0 �p1,G, p1,B, r0, r1,G, r1,B� .

18For such an interpretation, we will see that it is not restrictive not to impose the same constraint on
S-bank: the existence of a risk of zero-payoff at t � 2 in state BB prevents S-banks to issue any type of
risk-less debt at t � 1 in state B making such a constraint superfluous

19From a positive perspective, it can also be interpreted more broadly as a series of costs associated
to the T-banks specificities in terms of business model: they have higher operating costs, employ more
workers, provide more services to their customers etc.
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5. Markets for short-term debt clear at time 0, and 1, in states G and B for respective

interest rates �r0, r1,G, r1,B�.
6. Capital goods market clear at time 1 in states G and B at respective prices �p1,Gqr, p1,BR�.
We now turn to the analysis of this equilibrium, detail the banks and bankers’ problems

and value functions, as well as the market clearing conditions, and develop the solutions.

5.4 Model analysis

5.4.1 Assumptions

Assumptions on expected returns In Assumption 2 we make two restrictions about

the investment technology.

Assumption 2 [Returns] At t � 0, investing is efficient for both T- and S-banks:

δ �pR � �1� p�qr� A 1 (5.3)

At t � 1 in state B, expected returns are lower than one:

qr @ 1 (5.4)

Condition (5.3) ensures that as of t � 0, investing is efficient. This implies that each

banker invests her full endowment in the bank it sets up, be it a S-bank (nS � n) or a

T-bank (nT � n), and each bank invests all her own funds in their time 0 investment

technology. Condition (5.4) reflects the fact that in a crisis, asset returns are lower than

in good state.

Assumptions on traditional bank’s parameters We make two additional assump-

tions on the size of the guarantee traditional banks can benefit from, k, as well as its

associated cost, δ, which helps us focus on the main cases of interest.
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Assumption 3 [Banks’ parameters] The cost associated to traditional banking activity is

low enough to prevent asset sales at t � 1 in state G:

δ A 1� ε (5.5)

The guarantee T-banks can benefit from on his time 1, B claims is the binding con-

straint for time 0, T-banks debt issuance:

k @ k� �
δqr

1� δqr
n (5.6)

Condition (5.5) enables us to rule out asset transfers at t � 1 in state G between the

two types of intermediaries: it will always be optimal for any type of bank to choose to

continue their time 0 investment, at t � 1 in state G rather than providing assets on the

market for capital goods. This assumption could be relaxed at little cost. It is however

convenient in keeping the analysis focused on the interaction between the two types of

banks in the bad information state, time 1. Relaxing this assumption generates asset

transfers from T-banks to S-banks in the good information state: indeed, if δ @ 1 � ε, it

is more valuable for a T-bank to sell capital goods on the market to S-banks who value

it more 20, and incur the illiquidity cost ε, than continuing its investment and incur the

regulatory cost 1� δ on its time 2 payoff.

The second assumption (5.6) will imply that the maximum amount of risk-less debt

issued at t � 0 that can be rolled-over at t � 1 in state B by a T-bank will be constrained

by the size of the guarantee fund T-banks have access to at t � 1 in state B (hence k),

and not the limited liability constraint of time 2, BG the bank has to comply with when

financing this guarantee. This ensures that T-banks will be able to issue an amount k of

risk-less debt both at t � 0 and at t � 1 in all states.

20Each unit of capital good generates a return R for a S-bank in date 2, GG instead of δR for T-banks,
and none of them discount future payoffs
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Technical assumption Finally, we set the following assumption, in order to ensure

coexistence of the two types of institutions.

Assumption 4 [Assumption for coexistence] We assume that the cost of regulation is

high enough such that both S and T-banks can exist in equilibrium

δ @
p

ε �p �R � 1�� �1� p�qr�� p (5.7)

We discuss later the fact that condition (5.7) is a necessary condition to find a range

of asset prices at t � 1 in state B such that both T and S-banks are willing to trade assets,

given condition (5.6).21

5.4.2 Equilibrium implications of the assumptions

We now turn to the resolution of the equilibria of the game. In order to reduce the

dimensionality of the exercise and ease further exposition we start by detailing some

equilibrium conditions implied by our assumptions. We consider equilibrium conditions

associated to the debt market, the asset market at t � 1 in state G, and discuss their

implications.

Debt market clearing conditions

Households are endowed with a large amount of consumption goods at each date, and

the ability to generate safe short-term claims in the system being limited,22 the real rates

on short term debt issued by any type of bank is pinned down in equilibrium by the

household’s utility function. With a linear utility function and no time discounting, this

rate is set to 1 in equilibrium.

21It is important to note that the five parametric restrictions generated by these assumptions are not
mutually exclusive.

22It is indeed constrained by the guarantee that can be obtained from the government, which implies
that the maximum amount of short term risk-less claims that can be issued at t � 0 or t � 1 cannot exceed
k�1�χS�
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In equilibrium:

r0 � r1,B � r1,G � 1

It is important to note that, the households being endowed with a large amount of

consumption goods in each date and state, the limiting factor in banks’ ability to expand

will always be their ability to generate safe short-term claims. We prevent in this way

mispricing of the debt instruments to play any role in the mispricing of assets that could

occur when assets flow from one type of bank to the other.

Time 1, G asset market clearing condition

at t � 1 in state G, T and S-banks must reimburse their date 0 debt-holders r0D
i
0 � Di

0

(i � S,T ). They can choose to issue short term risk-less debt, sell part of their capital

goods to other banks on the asset market, and purchase capital goods sold by others. In

this time and state, all uncertainty is resolved, such that both S and T-banks are able

to generate short term safe claims Di
1,G (i � S,T ) to roll their funding over as long as

DT
1,G B δRIT0 and DS

1,G B RIS0 (due to limited liability constraint at t � 2 in state GG).

This strategy is a dominating one for S-banks as well as T-banks (due to assumption

(5.5)), as it spares them the destruction of capital goods ε associated to sale of capital

goods: if T-banks were to sell their assets on the market, they could get �1 � ε�RIT0 as

S-banks would be willing to purchase the assets at fair price R, by issuing risk-less short

term debt to finance this purchase. This being lower than δRIT0 , the value of keeping the

assets in place, T-banks will always choose to hold on their time 0 investments, as would

S-banks do.

Finally, in equilibrium, no capital goods are supplied on the market, and no trade

takes place. Without loss of generality, we simplify S and T-banks programs exposition

by presenting and solving them as if no asset market existed at t � 1 in state G, and

their only option were to roll their funding over, as these two problems are equivalent in

equilibrium. We can now turn to the exposition of these modified banks’ programs.
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5.4.3 Shadow banks’ program

We solve a S-bank’s program given it has no access to the asset market at t � 1 in state

G.

Date 1, state G. In such a program, at t � 1 in state G, S-banks can only roll their

funding over. The value function of a S-bank at t � 1 in state G, with a date 0 investment

level IS0 , a debt level DS
0 writes, in case of no-default, as follows:

V S,ND
1,G �IS0 ,DS

0 � � RIS0 �DS
0

and the S-bank doesn’t default if and only if RIS0 �DS
0 C 0.

At t � 1 in state G, if the S-bank has a higher debt level inherited from t � 0, it would

have to default on it and would not be able to reimburse its creditors.

As S and T-banks can only issue risk-less short term debt in each date and state, such

an event would not occur in equilibrium. We take the convention to set, in these cases,

the value function to �ª. S-banks value function at t � 1 in state G writes:

V S
1,G �IS0 ,DS

0 � � �RIS0 �DS
0 if DS

0 B RIS0
�ª otherwise

Date 1, state B. At t � 1, in state B, S-banks choose how much (if any) funding to raise,

how much capital goods to sell on the market, and how much capital goods to purchase

on the market, for making additional investments in in their technology. They also have

to reimburse their date 0 debt-holders.

At t � 1 in state B there is a non-zero probability for the investment technology to

return a zero payoff at t � 2. Therefore, in the absence of any guarantee on the claims they

issue, S-banks are not able to issue any risk-less claim at t � 1 in state B. The only way

for S-banks to reimburse households is to sell capital goods on the market and channel the

proceeds of this sale to households so as to meet their obligations. Shadow banks can also

choose to interrupt a higher fraction of their date 0 investment, to sell more capital goods
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on the market, in order either to consume or purchase capital goods from other banks at

t � 1 in state B.

Remark that S-banks can only invest at t � 1 in state B by interrupting previous

investments made at t � 0. It can never be optimal for a S-bank to interrupt their time 0

investments, which induces an early liquidation cost ε, in order to sell capital goods on the

market at a price p1,Bqr by unit of capital goods, purchase new capital goods at the same

price and reinvest it in the same investment technology. Such a strategy is indeed strictly

dominated by the one that consists in keeping the investments without liquidation.

We therefore write the shadow bank’s value function at t � 1 in state B in the case of

no default, as

V S,ND
1,B �IS0 ,DS

0 , p1,B� � max
αS1,B>�0;1�α

S
1,BqrI

S
0 � �1�αS1,B��1� ε�p1,BqrI

S
0 �DS

0

s.t. �1�αS1,B� �1� ε�p1,BqrI
S
0 CDS

0

where IS0 is the investment level of the S-bank at t � 0, DS
0 the investment level of the

S-bank at t � 0, p1,Bqr the market price of one unit of capital good, αS1,B is the share of

investment made at t � 0 that the S-bank is willing to pursue at t � 1 in state B, and the

S-bank is subject to a limited liability constraint, as well as positivity and no short-sale

constraints.

Keeping the same convention, we set the value function in case of default to �ª.

Lemma 1 [S-banks time 1] At t � 1, in state B, S-banks don’t default if and only if

DS
0 B �1� ε�p1,BqrI

S
0 .

If p1,B A 0, their value function writes

V S
1,B �IS0 ,DS

0 , p1,B� � ���1� ε�p1,BqrI
S
0 �DS

0 �max � 1�1�ε�p1,B
; 1� if DS

0 B �1� ε�p1,BqrI
S
0

�ª otherwise

If p1,B � 0, their value function writes

V S
1,B �IS0 ,DS

0 , p1,B� � �qrIS0 if DS
0 � 0

�ª otherwise
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Date 0 At t � 0, Shadow banks will always choose levels of debt DS
0 and investment

IS0 consistent with an absence of default on their debt at t � 1,as they are only able to

raise funding in such a way. They also have to face a funding constraint: their time 0

investment is funded with the banker’s endowment and the debt raised from households

at t � 0. 23

For p1,B A 024, the date 0 value function of a S-bank, with own funds nS writes:

V S
0 �p1,B, n

S� � max
DS0 ,I

S
0 C0

��1� p� ��1� ε�p1,BqrI
S
0 �DS

0 �max� 1�1� ε�p1,B
; 1�

� p �RIS0 �DS
0 �� �DS

0 �n
S
� IS0 ��

s.t.DS
0 �n

S
C IS0

DS
0 B �1� ε�p1,BqrI

S
0

DS
0 B RIS0

Denoting pS1 �
1

�1�ε��qr� p�R�1�
1�p � @

1
1�ε , we obtain the following proposition.

Proposition 1 [S-bank program] At t � 0, S-banks take the following decisions.

1. If 0 B p1,B @ pS1 , D
S
0 � 0, IS0 � nS . Shadow banks do not issue short-term claims at t �

0, i.e. they do not lever themselves. In this case, V S
0 �p1,B, n

S� � �1�p�qrnS �pRnS
2. If p1,B � pS1 , any DS

0 > �0; �1�ε�pS1 qr
1��1�ε�pS1 qrn

S� is an equilibrium solution, and IS0 � nS �DS
0 .

Shadow banks sell a fraction DS0�1�ε�p1,Bqr�DS0 �nS� of their capital goods at t � 1,B, so

as to repay their date-0 creditors. In this case, V S
0 �p1,B, n

S� � �1� p�qrnS � pRnS
23Thanks to condition (5.3), we know that bankers will always choose to invest all their endowment

into the bank they set up.
24If p1,B � 0 this reduces to

V S0 �0, nS� � max
IS0

�1� p� �qrIS0 �� p �RIS0 �
s.t. nS C IS0

IS0 C 0
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3. If pS1 @ p1,B @
1�1�ε�qr , DS

0 �
�1�ε�p1,Bqr

1��1�ε�p1,Bqr
nS, IS0 � nS �DS

0 . Shadow banks sell all

their capital goods at t � 1 in state B, so as to repay their date-0 creditors. In this

case, V S
0 �p1,B, n

S� � p �R��1�ε�p1,Bqr
1��1�ε�p1,Bqr

�nS
4. If p1,B C

1�1�ε�qr , DS
0 � �ª, IS0 � �ª and V S

0 �p1,B, n
S� � �ª

Proof. See appendix.

Although S-banks do not have access to the guarantee fund, they can issue riskless

debt at t � 0 insofar as they are backed by the liquidation value of the fraction �1�αS1,B� of
their existing investment they sell at t � 1 in state B. It is S-banks’ ability to pull the plug

in the crisis that enables them to issue safe short-term debt at t � 0. When liquidating at

t � 1 in state B, proceeds from selling capital goods are �1 �αS1,B��1 � ε�p1,BqrI
S
0 where

p1,Bqr is the price of a unit of capital good in the secondary market at t � 1 in state

B. The proceeds of this sale depend on T-banks’ ability to purchase capital goods in the

crisis, which itself relies on the guarantee fund these latter can access.

Indirectly, S-banks therefore rely on the guarantee fund via T-banks, thereby granting

T-banks the ability to play the role of government support intermediary. They are able to

purchase guarantee from the government at fair price and sell it to S-banks at a potential

premium.

5.4.4 Traditional banks’ program

We now turn to T-banks’ program, which we expose and solve again by backward induc-

tion.

As for S-banks, and for the clarity of exposition, we expose and solve, without loss of

generality, the modified problem, of a T-bank with no access to capital goods market at

t � 1 in state G, and whose only option is to roll its funding over.

Date 1, state G. As for S-banks, at t � 1 in state G, T-banks roll their funding over.

With the same convention on value function in case of default, T-banks value function at

t � 1 in state G writes:
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V T
1,G �IT0 ,DT

0 � � �δRIT0 �DT
0 if DT

0 B δRIT0
�ª otherwise

Date 1, state B In contrast to S-banks, T-banks are able to issue safe claims at t � 1

in state B because they can access a guarantee fund that makes these claims safe despite

a non-zero probability of a zero output at t � 2. The possibility of a zero output at t � 2

therefore does not deter T-banks from issuing claims to households at t � 1 in state B,

but T-banks are subject to two constraints in this respect. They have (i) to fairly pay for

the guarantee on their short-term debt, while complying with their time 2 limited liability

conditions and (ii) to comply with their debt constraint k.

Constraint (i) puts an upper bound on the amount of risk-less debt that can be reim-

bursed at t � 2 in states BB and BG (or similarly issued at t � 1 in state B): this amount

cannot exceed the expected payoff of the productive investment at t � 2.

Indeed, the guarantee fund does not provide any subsidy to the T-bank: the T-bank

must reimburse its date 1, B debt DT
1,B at t � 2, either by reimbursing the debt DT

1,B

directly (at t � 2 in state BG), or by fairly financing its time 2, BB guarantee at t � 2 in

state BG, hence providing the guarantee fund with 1�q
q D

T
1,B at t � 2 in state BG, such

that the expected net payment made to the fund, from a time 1, B perspective is:

q
1� q
q

DT
1,B � �1� q���DT

1,B� � 0

For a T-bank, with a date 0 investment level IT0 , who chooses to keep a share αT1,B on

its balance sheet, and purchases IT1,B units of capital goods at t � 1 in state B, the limited

liability constraint at t � 2 in state BG rewrites (with DT
1,B the amount of riskless short

term debt issued at t � 1 in state B) :

1� q
q

DT
1,B �D

T
1,B B δr �IT1,B �αT1,BIT0 �
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Or equivalently

DT
1,B B δqr �IT1,B �αT1,BIT0 �

Constraint (ii) writes as follows

DT
1,B B k

In addition to these constraints, the bank is facing a limited liability constraint at t � 1

in state B and must reimburse its date 0 debt-holders and finance its date 1, T purchase

either by raising new debt, or by selling part of its capital goods on the market. It also

faces the same no short-sale constraint, and positivity constraints as the S-banks
In the no-default case, the value function of a T-bank at t � 1 in state B, writes

V
T,ND

1,B �IT0 ,DT0 , p1,B� � max
�αT1,B,D

T
1,B,I

T
1,B�>�0;1���0;k��R�

�δ � p1,B� qrIT1,B �α
T
1,BδqrI

T
0 � �1�αT1,B�p1,BqrI

T
0 �1� ε��DT0

s.t. �1�αT1,B�p1,BqrI
T
0 �1� ε��D1,B CD

T
0 � p1,BqrI

T
1,B

D1,B B qδ �rαT1,BIT0 � rI
T
1,B�

We keep the convention of setting V T
1,B �IT0 ,DT

0 , p1,B� � �ª if the bank defaults on its

time 0 debt-holders.

As shown in the appendix, the T-bank does not default on its debt if and only if

DT
0 B D

T
0 �IT0 , p1,B�, where DT

0 �IT0 , p1,B� is given in the appendix. The value function of

a T-bank at t � 1 in state B is given in Proposition 2.

Proposition 2 [Time 1, T-banks] For any IT0 C 0, DT
0 C 0 and p1,B A 0,

V T
1,B �IT0 ,DT

0 , p1,B� � �V T,ND
1,B �IT0 ,DT

0 , p1,B� if DT
0 BD

T
0 �IT0 , p1,B�

�ª otherwise

with

V T,ND
1,B �IT0 ,DT

0 , p1,B� � ��δ � p1,B��
p1,B

�k �DT
0 �� � �k �DT

0 �� �δ � p1,B �1� ε���
p1,B �1� ε� �

� �p1,B �1� ε�� δ��qrIT0 � δqrIT0 �DT
0
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Moreover, if p1,B � 0, V T,ND
1,B �IT0 ,DT

0 , p1,B� � �ª
Proof. See appendix

The intuition goes as follows. If the debt raised at t � 0 is higher than the maximum

guarantee traditional banks can benefit on the time 1, B claims they issue DT
0 A k, the

T-bank is not able to roll over all its funding. According to the price level, it will either

choose to roll over as much of its previous debt as possible, hence k, (when the price is

low), and sell just a high enough share of its assets, to cover for the remaining debt that

must be reimbursed, or might choose not to roll over any debt, and sell capital goods on

the market if the price gets high enough.

However, if the debt raised at t � 0 can be fully reimbursed by raising short term debt

t � 1 in state B, the T-bank shall choose to roll all its funding over for low level of prices.

Moreover, if prices are low enough, T-banks will choose to bind their k-constraint (set

DT
1,B B k) by raising additional debt such as to purchase under-priced capital goods. For

higher level of prices, T-banks would choose not to invest, and only raise additional debt

in order to reimburse its date 0 claim-holders, as well as potentially increase its time 1

consumption. Finally, if the price is high enough, T-banks might also be willing to sell all

its capital goods on the market.

If the date 0 debt level is higher than the payoff that can be obtained with these

strategies, the T-bank would not be able to reimburse all its date 0 debt-holders, while

still complying with the different constraints it has to face. It would then only be able to

reimburse less than the debt face value, which would lead to a default. In this case, the

convention we chose is to put the value function to �ª.

From a date 0 perspective, as T-banks can only finance themselves through risk-less

short term debt, such a high level of debt cannot be chosen in equilibrium.

Date t � 0. At t � 0, T-banks choose how much funds to raise, and how much consump-

tion goods to transform into capital goods. As for S-banks, T-banks have to choose a debt

level such that no-default occurs. Moreover, the same funding constraint applies.
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T-banks value function at t � 0 writes:

V T
0 �p1,B, n

T � � max�DT
0 , I

T
0 � > R2

�

DT
0 BD0,B �IT0 , p1,B�
DT

0 B δRIT0

DT
0 �nT C IT0

p �δRIT0 �DT
0 ���1�p�V T,ND

1,B �DT
0 , I

T
0 , p1,B���DT

0 �n
T
�IT0 �

Denoting pT1,L �
δ

δqr�
p�δR�1�

1�p
@ δ, and pT1,H �

pT1,L
1�ε @

δ
1�ε , T-banks’ program yields the

following proposition.

Proposition 3 [T-banks’ program] Under condition (5.6), T-bank’s program solves as

follows

1. If 0 @ p1,B @ pT1,L, D
T
0 � 0,IT0 � n, V T

0 � p �δRn�� �1� p� �δqrn� k � δ
p1,B

k�
2. If p1,B � pT1,L,any DT

0 > �0;k�, IT0 � n �DT
0 is an equilibrium solution and V T

0 �

p �δR�n� k�� k�� �1� p� �δqr�n� k�� k�
3. If pT1,L @ p1,B @ pT1,H , D

T
0 � k, IT0 � k�n and V T

0 � p �δR�n� k�� k���1�p� �δqr�n� k�� k�
4. If p1,B � pT1,H , any DT

0 > �k;
k�1�

p1,B�1�ε�
δ

���1�ε�p1,Bqrn

1�p1,B�1�ε�qr � is an equilibrium solution,

IT0 � n�DT
0 and V T

0 � p �δR�n� k�� k�� �1� p� �δqr�n� k�� k�
5. If pT1,H @ p1,B B

δ
1�ε , D

T
0 �

k�1�
p1,B�1�ε�

δ
���1�ε�p1,Bqrn

1�p1,B�1�ε�qr , IT0 � n�DT
0 and V T

0 � p �δR �D0 �n��D0�
6. If δ

1�ε B p1,B @
1�1�ε�qr , DT

0 �
p1,B�1�ε�qrn

�1�p1,B�1�ε�qr� , I
T
0 �DT

0 �n, and V T
0 � p �δR �D0 �n��D0�

7. If p1,B C
1�1�ε�qr , DT

0 � �ª, IT0 � �ª and V T
0 � �ª

Moreover, if p1,B � 0, V T
0 � �ª

Depending on the price of capital goods on the secondary market at t � 1 in state

B, T-banks choose how much short-term debt to issue at t � 0 to invest in positive NPV
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projects, versus how much buffer to keep to purchase capital goods from S-banks at t � 1

in state B. Although the guarantee fund enables T-banks to issue short-term debt at t � 1

in state B, they have to trade-off between those two investment opportunities because

their issuance of short-term debt is limited by the size of the support.

For low level of prices, the return T-banks get on purchasing capital goods on the

market overcomes the one of investing in the positive NPV projects they are faced with at

t � 0. They prefer not issuing short term debt at t � 0, to keep slack in order to purchase

goods at t � 1 in state B. When prices get higher, they are better off investing even more

at t � 0, and selling part of his capital goods in the market when a crisis hits. As shall be

seen shortly, this would not occur in equilibrium.

One implication which is worth emphasizing is that the size of the support the T-bank

can benefit from the government at t � 1 in state B has an impact on its time 0 maximum

debt level. Indeed, thanks to the guarantee fund, T-banks get the ability to raise risk-free

debt at t � 0 up to an amount k under condition (5.6), without the need to delever at

t � 1 in state B.25 The T-bank is then able to issue up to k short term risk-less deposits

whatever price prevails on the market at t � 1 in state B, generating a positive spillover

from guarantee at t � 1 in state B to t � 0.

5.4.5 Banker’s endowment allocation

Finally, given V i
0 �p1,B, n

i�, bankers who choose to set up a i-bank (i > �S;T�), allocate
their initial endowment n between a part ni they invest as bank’s own funds, and the

remaining part �n�ni� they consume.

When investing ni > �0;n� units of their endowment into a i-bank, they obtain the

residual payoffs of the bank. This provides them with an expected utility V i
0 �p1,B, n

i�
from a date 0 perspective. Their problem writes as follows

V i,B
0 �p1,B� � max

ni>�0;n��n�ni��V i
0 �p1,B, n

i�
Then

25The bank has always the choice to roll its time 0 debt over in this case
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1. If p1,B @
1�1�ε�qr , they choose ni � n. Indeed, each unit of funds a banker allocates

to the i-bank can at least be transformed into capital goods and invested into the

investment technology the bank has access to. The expected payoff generated by

such a strategy is at least δ�pR��1�p�qr�, which provides more utility to the banker

than immediate consumption of the funds (assumption 5.3)

2. If p1,B C
1�1�ε�qr the banker is indifferent between the different levels of endowment

allocation.

In any case,

V i,B
0 �p1,B� � V i

0 �p1,B, n�
5.4.6 Capital goods market clearing

In this section, we derive the market-clearing conditions for the capital goods market at

t � 1 in state B, taking the shares χS ( �1 �χS�) of S-banks (T-banks) as given. Let us

define an equilibrium on the secondary market for capital goods at t � 1 in state B.

Definition 2 [Market equilibrium definition] A market equilibrium at t � 1 in state B is

defined by

1. A quantity S�p1,B� of capital goods supplied

2. A quantity D�p1,B� of capital goods demanded

3. A price p1,B such that D�p1,B� � S�p1,B�
We have the following proposition
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Proposition 4 [Supply and demand] In date 1, B, with χS > �0; 1� denoting the share of

S-banks and �1�χS� that of T-banks, the aggregate demand for capital goods writes:

D�p1,B� �
¢̈̈̈̈̈̈̈
¨̈̈̈̈¦̈̈̈̈̈̈
¨̈̈̈̈̈¤

�ª if p1,B � 0
k

p1,Bqr
�1�χS� if 0 @ p1,B @ pT1,L

> �0; k
p1,Bqr

�1�χS�� if p1,B � pT1,L

0 if p1,B A pT1,L

and the aggregate supply of capital goods writes:

S�p1,B� �
¢̈̈̈̈̈̈̈
¨̈̈̈̈¦̈̈̈̈̈̈
¨̈̈̈̈̈¤

0 if 0 B p1,B @ pS1

> �0; n�1�ε�
1��1�ε�p1,Bqr

χS� if p1,B � pS1

n�1�ε�
1��1�ε�p1,Bqr

χS if pS1 @ p1,B @ pT1,H

> � n�1�ε�
1��1�ε�p1,Bqr

χS ; n�1�ε�
1��1�ε�p1,Bqr

χS �
�1�ε�
qr

�� k
δ
��qr�n�k�

1�p1,B�1�ε�qr �1�χS�� if p1,B � pT1,H

If p1,B A pT1,H , the aggregate supply of capital goods is strictly larger than the aggregate

demand such that the market cannot clear.

Proof. See appendix

The supply and demand for capital goods are illustrated in Figure 5.6 and follow from

our previous analysis: when the price is low, there is a high demand for capital goods by

T-banks. They prefer keeping slack at t � 1, to take the chance of buying underpriced

assets at t � 1 in state B. When prices increase, they are better off issuing debt and

investing at t � 0.

When the price is low shadow banks are not willing to lever themselves at t � 0,

because the price they would get by selling assets on the capital goods market is too

low, which makes the cost of time 0 debt too high for them, the intermediation price

of government guarantee being too high. When prices increase, this reduces the cost of

making their short-term debt safe, hence the cost of levering. This tradeoff is akin to the

one emphasized in Stein (50).
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(a) Case δ � 1
No asset trade

(b) Case δ @ 1 (δ � 0.8)
Asset trade

Figure 5.6: Numerical illustration of the capital goods market at t � 1 in state B (T-banks’
demand in red, S-banks’ supply in black)

One notices that S�p1,B� A 0 when p1,B A pT1,H . Indeed, for such prices, both S and

T-banks are willing to sell capital goods, which induces a positive supply whatever the

allocation of intermediaries between the two types of banks. This restricts the set of prices

that can prevail in equilibrium to �0;pT1,H�.
Our technical assumption (5.7) ensures that pS1 @ pT1,L @ pT1,H . According to the share

of S-banks, different equilibria on the capital goods market can prevail.

Proposition 5 [Market equilibrium] In equilibrium, we have

1. Either χS � 0, D � S � 0, and pT1,L B p1,B B pT1,H . No assets are traded.

2. Or χS > �0; 1�, D � S, and

a) Either
k

pS1 qr
n�1�ε�

1��1�ε�pS1 qr
�

k

pS1 qr

B χS and D � S �
k

pS1 qr
�1�χS�, and p1,B � pS1

b) Or χS >

<@@@@>
k

pT1,Lqr

k

pT1,Lqr
�

n�1�ε�
1��1�ε�pT1,Lqr

;
k

pS1 qr
n�1�ε�

1��1�ε�pS1 qr
�

k

pS1 qr

=AAAA? and p1,B �
1

χSn

k�1�χS�
�1

1
qr�1�ε� > �pS1,;pT1,L�,

D � S �
k

p1,Bqr
�1�χS� � n�1�ε�

1��1�ε�p1,Bqr
χS

c) Or
k

pT1,Lqr

k

pT1,Lqr
�

n�1�ε�
1��1�ε�pT1,Lqr

C χS and D � S �
n�1�ε�

1��1�ε�pT1,Lqrχ
S , p1,B � pT1,L

3. Or χS � 1, D � S � 0, and 0 B p1,B B pS1 . No assets are traded
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5.4.7 The allocation program

We now endogenize bankers’ choice to enter the T-or a S-banking sector by observing that

bankers will choose whatever banking business is more profitable. They compare ex ante

value functions as of t � 0, and choose an allocation χS such as to solve

max
χS>�0;1�χ

SV S,B
0 �p1,B�� �1�χS�V T,B

0 �p1,B�
where p1,B is a market price for capital goods at t � 1 in state B.

Let’s define:

∆ � p1,B � V T,B
0 �p1,B��V S,B

0 �p1,B�
Recalling that equilibrium market prices for capital goods at t � 1 in state B are to be

found in �0;pT1,H�, it is sufficient to study ∆ on this interval. On �0;pT1,H�, ∆ is a continuous,

strictly decreasing function.

As, ∆�0� � �ª, it can cancel at most once on this interval. We end up with the

following proposition

Proposition 6 [Allocation program] Defining S � ∆�1�0� 9 �0;pT1,H�, the allocation pro-

gram solves as follows

1. If S � ^, χS � 0

2. Otherwise, denoting p�1 � ∆�1�0�9 �0;pT1,H�, we have

χS �

¢̈̈̈̈̈̈̈
¦̈̈̈̈̈̈̈
¨̈¤

0 if p1,B > �0;p�1�
> �0; 1� if p1,B � p�1

1 if p1,B > �p�1 ;pT1,H�
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5.4.8 The game equilibria

Having detailed the different parts of our equilibrium, we can now focus on the equilibrium

determination of our game. We have the following result, which follows from the above

propositions.

Proposition 7 [Equilibria description] In all equilibria, bankers invest all their initial

endowment in the bank they set up. The bank invests all the funds obtained from the

bankers in the productive investment technology.At t � 1 in state G no assets are traded

on the capital goods market, and banks roll over their time 0 short-term risk-free debt

(p1,G > �1; δ
1�ε�). In each date and state, risk-less short term debt (if any) is sold at par

to the households, and the households purchase all the short term debt sold to them by the

bankers.

And:

1. Either ∆�pS1 � @ 0. In this case, there is a unique p�1,B > �0;pS1 � such that ∆ �p�1,B� � 0.

Then χS � 1 is the unique equilibrium allocation, and any p1,B > �p�1,B;pS1 � is an

equilibrium market price at t � 1 in state B. No assets are traded in these equilibria,

and only S banks exist. They don’t issue any form of riskless debt.

2. Or ∆�pS1 � � 0. In this case, any χS such that
k

pS1 qr
n�1�ε�

1��1�ε�pS1 qr
�

k

pS1 qr

B χS is an equilibrium

allocation, and p1,B � pS1 . Either only S-banks exist, and they don’t issue any type of

riskless debt, and invest all their endowment in the productive investment, or shadow

and traditional banks coexist, and interact on the asset market: T-banks raise funds

at t � 0 to invest in the productive investment technology, and at t � 1 in state B, to

purchase capital goods on the market.

3. Or ∆�pS1 � A 0 and ∆�pT1 � @ 0. Then, there is a unique p�1,B > �pS1 ;pT1 � such that

∆ �p�1,B� � 0. In this case χS �
1

1�
p�1,Bqr

1��1�ε�p�1,Bqr
n�1�ε�
k

is the unique equilibrium allocation,

and p1,B � p�1,B is the unique equilibrium market price at t � 1 in state B. Shadow

and traditional banks coexist, and interact on the asset market at t � 1 in state B:

T-banks don’t issue short-term debt at t � 0, but issue short term debt at t � 1 in
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state B in order to purchase underpriced capital goods from S-banks. S-banks lever

at t � 0, and sell capital goods on the market at t � 1 in state B.

4. Or ∆�pT1 � � 0. In this case, any χS such that
k

pT1 qr
n�1�ε�

1��1�ε�pT1 qr
�

k

pT1 qr

C χS is an equilibrium

allocation, and p1,B � pT1 . Either only T-banks exist, and they issue k units of riskless

debt at t � 0, or both S and T-banks exist, and T-banks issue less claims at t � 0, to

keep slack to purchase capital goods at t � 1 in state B from S-banks. Shadow and

traditional banks can coexist in this case, in which case assets are traded between the

two types of intermediaries.

5. Or ∆�pT1 � A 0. In this case χS � 0 and any p1,B > �pT1,L;pT1,H� such that ∆�p1,B� C 0 is

an equilibrium market price. No assets are traded in these equilibria. Only T banks

exist, and they issue k units of riskless debt at t � 0, which they roll over at t � 1 in

state B and in state G.

The conclusion we draw from Proposition 7 is that both types of intermediaries can

coexist and interact on capital goods market. When they do, S-banks lever themselves

thanks to T-banks’ ability to purchase capital goods sold by shadow banks in a crisis (i.e.

at t � 1 in state B). In such a situation, fire-sales always occur.

Indeed, T-banks’ have a limited ability to issue short-term debt, and thereby the total

quantity of investment they can make at t � 0 and t � 1 in state B is limited. In order

to purchase capital goods from S-banks in the crisis, T-banks need to be compensated

for foregoing investment opportunities at t � 0. T-banks face a trade-off between issuing

short-term debt at t � 0 and keeping some buffer in order to issue short-term debt at t � 1

in state B so as to purchase S-banks’ capital goods. Interestingly this makes the fire sale

prices always lower than the price at which the traditional banks value the asset (i.e. δ):

the fire sale is not entirely driven by the need for T-banks to be compensated for higher

functioning costs. However, the fire-sale price cannot be too low either: S-banks have to

be be better off paying such a cost at t � 1 in state B to benefit from the intermediated

government guarantee, in order to benefit from increased leverage in good times, rather

than not levering up at all.
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These trade-offs are key to understand the occurrence of fire-sales in a crisis and the

interaction between traditional and shadow banks.

5.5 Discussion

5.5.1 The effects of assets transfer

Complementarity between T-banks and S-banks In the model, S-banks can issue

riskless claims by relying upon T-banks’ asset purchases in a crisis. T-banks are better

off when there are more shadow banks because they have to pay a lower price for shadow

banks’ assets in a crisis. In that sense, our model exhibits a form of complementarity

between T-banks and S-banks that goes through the asset market at t � 1 in state B

(henceforth "in a crisis").

One implication of this complementarity is T-banks channel the support from the

guarantee fund to the rest of the financial system. Indeed, T-banks have the possibility

to intermediate this support by providing back-up to S-banks in times of troubles. In

our setting, the more T-banks, the higher the (indirect) support from the guarantee fund

to the financial system in a crisis. The higher this support, the better off the S-banks.

Conversely, the more S-banks, the higher the amount of capital goods that needs to be

absorbed by T-banks when S-banks need to delever. This induces a decrease in prices, as

T-banks are limited in their ability to issue riskless debt in a crisis. This also increases

T-bank’s profit from asset purchases. T-banks are therefore better off when there are

more S-banks.

The complementarity induced by the secondary asset market has consequences in

terms of bankers’ allocation between the two types of banks, and the aggregate level of

investment in the economy (hence welfare).

Sectoral allocation effect and welfare impact To clarify this point, let us conduct

the following thought experiment. Take our model and assume that there is no secondary

asset market in a crisis. In such a case, there cannot be asset trade in a crisis, which

means that neither T- nor S-banks can use the proceeds of asset sales to reimburse their
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creditors. A notable difference between T- and S-banks is that T-banks have access to

the guarantee fund making their debt safe in a crisis, while shadow banks do not. As a

result, it is impossible for shadow banks to issue debt at t � 1 in state B and - backwardly

- neither at t � 0, because there is a nonzero probability that S-banks’ output goes to zero

at future date t � 2. In contrast, because they can access the guarantee fund, T-banks

can issue risk-less debt in a crisis. From the viewpoint of t � 0, T-banks are able to issue

risk-less debt insofar as they are able to refinance this debt at future dates, whatever state

materializes at t � 1.

When there is no secondary asset market in a crisis, bankers’ choice to enter the T-

or S-banking sector becomes the following. One the one hand, T-banks enjoy deposit

insurance in a crisis. Even though they do not benefit from fire-sales of S-banks’ assets,

this enables them to issue debt at t � 0. Again this comes at the cost of being regulated,

which is captured by the parameter δ @ 1 in the model. On the other hand, S-banks do not

have to comply with regulatory costs, and they do not enjoy deposit insurance in a crisis.

Even without a secondary asset market, the absence of deposit insurance is detrimental

to S-banks because they cannot issue debt at t � 0, thus no debt at all. Bankers therefore

choose either to enter a levered though regulated T-banking sector, or an unregulated

though unlevered S-banking sector.

Keeping the same notations as in the model, the time-0 value function of a banker

entering the S-banking sector in an environment where there is no asset market in a crisis

writes:

V SB,NM
0 � �pR � �1� p�qr�n (5.8)

where we denote "NM" for "no market". Meanwhile, time-0 value function of a banker

entering the T-banking sector when there is no asset market in a crisis writes:

V TB,NM
0 � pδ�R�n� k�� k�� �1� p��δqr�n� k�� k� (5.9)
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This has two implications. First, it should be noted that theses value functions are a

lower bound for the value function of bankers entering the T- and S-banking sectors in

the model with an asset market. This implies that opening up the asset market can only

generate gains from trade, hence can only positively impact the welfare of the economy.

One example of such a welfare improvement associated to the existence of this market is

detailed in Figure 5.7.

Moreover, in a general way, the existence of such an asset market impacts the allocation

of bankers in one type of bank or the other. In Figure 5.7, we provide an example

where T-banking is dominated when markets are closed (V TB,NM
0 @ V SB,NM

0 ). Once we

open up the asset market, bankers start allocating themselves in the T-bank sector. We

interpret this as a potential rationale for why T-banks continue existing, even though their

business model is dominated absent the opportunity to earn a profit from fire sales, the

latter stemming from their ability to benefit from crises by issuing deposits when other

intermediaries cannot.26 The shaded area represents the welfare gains from trade on the

asset market at t � 1 in state B.

26The allocation of bankers between the two forms of intermediation technology is illustrated in Figure
5.8, both with and without asset market, for different values of k.
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Figure 5.7: Value functions against asset price in a crisis
(V T

0 in red, V S
0 in black, NM dashed)

5.5.2 Impact of changes in the level of guarantees (k) on the relative

size of the traditional and shadow banking sectors

We now turn to the analysis of comparative statics of the model. In so doing, we focus on

equilibria of type 3, as described in point 3 of proposition 7.

In an equilibrium of type 3, recall that bankers allocate themselves between T-banks

and S-banks such that the value function at t � 0 of entering the T- or S-banking sector

is the same (the solution is interior). We have V T
0 � V S

0 with

V T
0 �

<@@@@>p �δR�� �1� p�
��δqr � δ � p�1,Bp�1,B

k

n

��
=AAAA?n

V S
0 �

<@@@>p�R � �1� ε�p�1,Bqr�
1� �1� ε�p�1,Bqr

=AAA?n
where p�1,B is the market equilibrium price for capital goods at t � 1 in state B.
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Denoting χS
�
> �0,1� the equilibrium share of S-banks, market clearing condition in a

crisis yields:

p�1,B �

k
n�1� ε� qr � χS

��1�χS
�
� �

k
n�

Recall that for parameter values such that this equilibrium exists, it is uniquely defined.

Combining these three conditions we obtain

V S
0 � n

p�R � 1�
χS
��1�χS
�
�

�� χS
��1�χS
�
� � kn���np (5.10)

V T
0 � npδR � �1� p���δqrn� �δ �1� ε� qr � 1�k � δ �1� ε� qr χS

��1�χS
�
�n�� (5.11)

which enables us to link the equilibrium sectoral allocation to the value function of T-banks

and S-banks.

We use expressions (5.10) and (5.11) to discuss how the relative size of the two bank-

ing sectors is modified when allowing for a slight change in the size of the government

guarantee.

Change in the amount of deposit insurance k For clarity we discuss the effects

of lowering k. We first focus on a change in k low enough to ensure that the considered

modified equilibrium stays of type 3. Two competing effects are at stake.

1. On the one hand, keeping all parameters constant, a lower k reduces the size of the

advantage of being a T-bank: T-banks have access to a lower government guarantee,

which limits their leverage at all times, hence exerting a downward pressure on

T-bank’s profits. This makes T-banking relatively less profitable than S-banking,

thereby inducing bankers to enter the S-banking sector. We call this direct effect a

substitution effect.27

27It is reminiscent of the argument at play in existing models of shadow banking as regulatory arbitrage
(see e.g. Plantin (42), Ordonez (41), Harris et al. (29)).
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2. On the other hand, S-banks indirectly benefit from T-banks’ guarantee fund through

the (secondary) asset market in a crisis: this is at the root of the complementarity

effect we pointed out in the previous subsection. Lowering k reduces the support that

can be provided to S-banks through T-banks, reducing the price at which capital

goods can be sold on the secondary market, hence reducing S-banks’ profits and the

incentive of entering the S-banking sector. We call this effect an income effect.

In our setting, the asset price adjustment associated to a lower asset demand by T-

banks in a crisis outweighs the direct effect of lowering k on T-banks’ profits: the net

effect of lowering k on T-banks’ expected profits is positive taking bankers’ allocation as

given.28 We find that lower support to T-banks in a crisis reduces asset prices to such an

extent that more bankers choose to enter the T-banking sector ex-ante, i.e. the income

effect outweighs the substitution one. Bankers therefore react by allocating themselves

with a higher probability in the traditional banking sector.

However, this does not hold true for high changes in k: holding δ fixed, when k gets

low enough, T-banking becomes too inefficient for T-banks to continue existing. Indeed,

for low levels of k, the T-banks would require too high a compensation for purchasing the

asset at t � 1 in state B that S-banks would be better off not issuing short term debt.

Moreover, in this range, entering the unlevered shadow banking sector is more valuable

than entering the traditional banking sector where banks issue k units of risk-less claims

at t � 0 to invest in the productive technology. Finally, bankers allocate themselves only

in S-banking, and no short-term debt is issued.

Figure 5.8 illustrates the allocation of bankers into the shadow banking system when

the parameters are such that S-banking is dominating absent a market for assets in a crisis

(i.e., at t � 1 in state B). We take n � 1, p � 0.9, r � 1, q � 0.99,R � 1.13, ε � 0.11, δ � 0.9,

for 0 @ k @ k�. The dashed red line illustrates the fact that all bankers allocate to the

S-banking sector if T-banks cannot purchase capital goods from S-banks in the secondary

market. The plain black line illustrates the two effects at play for different values of

28This is evidenced by the fact that, in equation (5.10), the coefficient of k, �1� p� �δ �1� ε� qr � 1� 1
n is

negative.
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0 @ k @ k�.29 When k is low, T-banks’ advantage of issuing debt in a crisis do not

compensate for their costs, and all bankers allocate to the S-banking sector (χS � 1).

Once T-banks’ advantage enables them to purchase assets from S-banks at fire-sale prices,

not all bankers allocate to the S-banking sector and T- and S-banks coexist. By the same

reasoning as previously, increases in the amount of deposits guaranteed in a crisis pushes

more bankers to allocate to the S-banking sector.

Figure 5.8: Share of shadow banks according to the level of guarantee
(plain with asset market, dashed without asset market)

Analogy with capital requirements A positive analogy that can be developed is to

consider a model where the structural limit on the size of T-banks’ support in a crisis (k)

comes at the cost of complying with capital requirements, that are imposed to T-banks

for reasons outside of the model.

We assume that at t � 1 in state B, T-banks face a capital requirement of the form:

DT
1,B B �1� c� �αIT0 � p1,BqrI

T
1 � (5.12)

29Notice that, for these values of the parameters, coexistence of the different forms of intermediation is
ensured only when asset markets are open.
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where DT
1,B denotes the amount of funds borrowed from households and p1,B the price of

capital goods.30 Such a model would yield similar results, where our k counterpart would

be found in �1�c�n
c . As is the case in our model, imposing such a capital requirement on

desposits issued in a crisis spills over to date 0, as T-banks needs to roll all their debt

over at t � 1 in state B, when no other intermediary is able to purchase assets. The

same argument as in our model can then be adapted to this case, where increased capital

requirement in a crisis (thereby at all dates and states) would reduce T-bank’s ability to

purchase assets in a crisis, making T-banks better off and reducing bankers’ incentives to

set up a S-bank ex-ante. Conversely, lower capital requirement in a crisis would reduce the

impact of fire sales: In that way, policies such as countercyclical capital buffers could have

the potentially unwanted consequences of increasing the support to the shadow banking

system at the time when shadow banks need it the most, hence driving more intermediaries

into setting up unregulated entities.

Post-crisis banking reforms There have been several policy initiatives to impose

restrictions on banks’ trading activities since the crisis. Prohibiting regulatory arbitrage

is the paradigm in Section 619 of the Dodd-Frank Act in the U.S. (known as the "Volcker

Rule"), in the Financial Services Act of 2013 in the U.K. (based on the Report of the

Vickers Commission), as well as the 2012 Report of the European Commission’s High-level

Expert Group on Bank Structural Reform in the E.U. (known as the Liikanen Report).

Those regulation proposals include a prohibition of proprietary trading by commercial

banks ("Volcker Rule"), a separation between different risky activities (Liikanen Report),

and ring-fencing of depository institutions and systemic activities (Report of the Vickers

Commission, enacted in 2013 in the Financial Services Act).

The philosophy of these reforms is to prevent traditional banks from doing regulatory

arbitrage by sustaining shadow banking activities, which Pozsar et al. (43) refer to as "in-

30At t � 1 in state B, we would set the following constraint, for the capital constraint to be stringent
enough (rhs) while not incitating T-banks to delever at t � 1 in state B (lhs):

δ�1� ε�qr B �1� c� B δqr (5.13)
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ternal shadow banking". Through the lens of our model, we indeed acknowledge the fact

that contractual relationships on liquidity guarantees from traditional to shadow banks

tend to favor shadow banking by increasing asset prices in a crisis. However, our key find-

ing is that, even absent contractual relationships between traditional and shadow banks,

the two types of banks coexist because they are not only substitutes but also complements.

The complementarity between the two bank types comes from shadow banks’ asset (fire)

sales to traditional banks in a crisis. One implication of this complementarity is that tradi-

tional banks channel the support from the guarantee fund to shadow banks, even absent a

contractual relationship between the two. Although it might then seem like a good idea to

prevent traditional banks from trading assets in a crisis, this paper argues that traditional

banks’ profits from shadow banks’ fire-sold assets in a crisis outweigh the (regulatory)

costs that traditional banks have to comply with. This explains why traditional banks

still exist even though shadow banks perform comparable activities while not having to

comply with regulations. When designing banking reforms one needs to think hard about

the implications of reforms such as a shutdown of the (interbank) asset market, in light

of the reasons why regulated and unregulated banks coexist in the first place. This paper

provides a framework to do so.

5.5.3 Normative approach

In addition to the positive aspects developped above, this framework provides a setting

for a normative analysis. To do so, we will look at the aggregate surplus in the economy,

hence the aggregate profit of the traditional and shadow banking systems. A way to think

about it is to consider that bankers don’t consume the profits they make, but that they

provide the households with it in the end of period 2. This point of view is close to the

normative measure put forward by Stein (50).

Among the questions that can be adressed, we focus here on the analysis of the efficiency

of the banker’s allocation between the two types of banking institutions, with respect to

the measure above. We will be assuming that having fixed the allocations of bankers

between the two forms of intermediation technology, they are free to make the investment
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decisions that occur in the decentralized market.

In this model, the advantage of shadow banks is that they don’t have to bear the cost

of regulation δ (and the cost of early investment disruption ε), while the advantage of

traditional banks is that they can get support from the government in times of crises k.

These two distinctions might lead to some form of inefficiencies, associated to pecuniary

externalities linked to a misallocation of agents.

Let’s now consider the allocation problem faced by the central planner. The problem of

the central planner writes as the allocation program of the agents. However, he recognizes

the impact of its allocation choice on the equilibrium price p1,B which clears the secondary

market in time 1, B. The planner chooses an allocation χS > �0; 1� such as to solve the

central planner’s program:

max
χS>�0;1�χ

SV S,B
0 �p1,B�� �1�χS�V T,B

0 �p1,B�
where p1,B is a market price for capital goods at t � 1 in state B. χS being fixed, shadow

and traditional banks make the same choices as in the decentralized equilibrium and p1,B

is expressed as a functionf of χS in the same way as in Proposition 5.

The objective function of the central planner can then be rewritten as a piecewise

linear function of χS :

W �χS� �
¢̈̈̈̈̈̈̈
¦̈̈̈̈̈̈̈
¨̈¤
χSV

S,B
0 �pT1,L�� �1�χS�V T,B

0 �pT1,L� ifχS > �0;χS�
α0 �α1χS ifχS > �χS ;χS�

χSV
S,B

0 �pS1 �� �1�χS�V T,B
0 �pS1 � ifχS > �χS ; 1�

with α0 � p �R � 1�k � npδR � �1 � p� �δqrn� �δ�1� ε�qr � 1�k�, α1 � n�pR � δ�pR � �1 �
p�εqr��� k�1� �pR � �1� p�δ�1� ε�qr��, χS �

k

pS1 qr
n�1�ε�

1��1�ε�pS1 qr
�

k

pS1 qr

,χS �

k

pT1,Lqr

k

pT1,Lqr
�

n�1�ε�
1��1�ε�pT1,Lqr

.

For the following, we restrict our attention on parametric restrictions where the de-

centralized equilibrium is such that both traditional and shadow banks coexist and the

market price is such that pD1,B > �pS1 ;pT1,L). This corresponds to an equilibrium of type

3 in the typology of Proposition 7. In this case, the banker’s allocate themselves with a
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uniquely defined probability χDS > �χS ;χS� into the shadow banking system.

Such parameter restrictions first ensure that W(.) is strictly increasing on �0;χS� and
strictly decreasing on �χS ; 1�. Moreover, from V T,B

0 �pS1 � A V S,B
0 �pS1 �, we can infer that

α1 @ 0 31 In turn, W(.) is strictly decreasing on �χS ;χS� and the constrained optimum

allocation is uniquely obtained for χCS � χS @ χDS . The market allocation of bankers into

the shadow banking sector is in this case always excessive. We illustrate this situation in

figure 5.9, where the parameter values used in figure 5.7 have been chosen.

Figure 5.9: Centralized and decentralized equilibrium allocation

With these parameters’ sets, bankers allocate themselves too much into the shadow

banking system, or conversely too little into the traditional banking system. The key

mechanism at play in this inefficiency is reminiscent of Stein (50), and stems from pecu-

niary externalities; bankers, by choosing to allocate themselves into the shadow banking

system fail to internalize that this will lower the support brought to shadow banks in bad

times. This in turns hinders the ability of traditional banks to provide a backstop in times

of crises, hence the ability of all shadow banks in growing and investing in normal times;
31Indeed, V T,B0 �pS1 � A V S,B0 �pS1 � rewrites �pR � �1 � p�qr��1 � δ�n @ k��1 � ε�δ�p�R � 1� � �1 � p�qr� �

�1� p�� which implies n�pR�1� δ�� δ�1� p�εqr� @ k�pR� �1� p�δ�1� ε�qr � 1� or alternatively α1 @ 0.
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in a nutshell, when bankers allocate themselves into the shadow banking system, they fail

to take into account that this choice reduces the ability of traditional banks to purchase

assets in bad times, hence the ability of all shadow banks to issue riskless claims in time

0.

In this case, transfers between the two forms of intermediation technology can be

beneficial in terms of total Welfare. The aim is here to incentivize more agents to allocate

themselves towards the traditional banking system, by subsidizing traditional banking

activities and financing this subsidy through taxes levied on shadow banks. Welfare can

always be improved by imposing lump sum taxes on shadow banks, in order to subsidize

traditional banking activities.

It should be noted that the market allocation needs not be always inefficient. For

instance, if the decentralized allocation is one in such shadow banks are the only form of

intermediaries existing, decentralized and centralized allocations will coincide, as exempli-

fied in the following figure.

Figure 5.10: Constrained optimal allocation
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5.6 Conclusion

We document and integrate stylized facts from the 2007 financial crisis into a simple model

that rationalizes the coexistence of traditional and shadow banks. This paper offers the

first model of financial intermediation where both a regulated and an unregulated sector

coexist and interact, while replicating the following facts from the crisis: (i) liabilities

transfer from shadow to traditional banks, (ii) assets transfer from shadow to traditional

banks, and (iii) fire sales of assets.

The model describes the different technologies used by traditional and shadow banks

in order to issue safe claims against risky collateral. On the one hand, traditional banks

rely on a guarantee fund to be able to issue riskless claims in a crisis. Therefore this

guarantee also enables them to issue riskless claims outside a crisis. This access to a

guarantee fund comes at a cost of higher regulation. On the other hand, shadow banks

rely upon traditional banks’ ability to issue riskless claims in a crisis, to absorb their assets

and provide them with enough liquidity to reimburse their debt holders. This interaction

in the asset market enables traditional banks to intermediate government insurance to

the rest of the financial system, generating a complementarity between the two forms of

financial intermediation. This complementarity is the key message of this paper: the more

shadow banks in the system, the lower the price traditional banks have to pay for shadow

banks assets in a crisis, and the better off the traditional banks. We see this form of

complementarity as a main driver of the coexistence of these two banking sectors in the

financial system.

We find that when shadow and traditional banks coexist in an economy, a small re-

duction in traditional banks’ ability to issue deposits in a crisis induces a shift of inter-

mediation towards the traditional banking sector. Indeed, two opposite effects are at

play. One is the direct effect of hindered traditional banks’ ability to raise funds in a

crisis, which is to reduce their ability to lever up and thereby their expected profits. This

substitution effect induces bankers to shift to the shadow banking sector, as this latter

is not directly impacted by such a reduction in traditional banks ability to issue risk-less

debt. The other one is indirect and akin to an income effect: a reduction in traditional
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banks’ ability to issue riskless claims induces a lower asset demand in the crisis, creating

a downward pressure on the equilibrium price of assets transferred from the shadow to

the traditional banking sector. This lowers shadow banks’ expected profits and increases

traditional banks’ expected profit, thereby pushing more bankers into the regulated sector.

We show that this latter effect is sizeable and outweigh the former. All in all, a reduction

in traditional banks’ ability to lever up in a crisis, if not too strong, leads to an increase

in the relative size of the traditional banking sector.

From a normative perspective, we show that, when traditional and shadow banks

coexist, the pecuniary externality stemming from the fire sales of shadow banks assets in

times of crises usually induces inefficiencies: bankers tend to allocate too much into the

shadow banking system, failing to internalize the fact that their allocation towards the

shadow banking system reduces the overall support that can be brought to the shadow

banking system in times of crises. Lump sum transfers between shadow and traditional

banks in an attempt to increase the number of traditional banks have an overall positive

impact on the welfare of the economy.



Technical Appendix

5.A The data

5.A.1 Stylized balance sheets of US financial intermediaries

Once we aggregate those financial intermediaries that we include in our definition of the

shadow banking sector, we define short-term debt using the FAUS by using the same

terminology as Krishnamurthy and Vissing-Jorgensen (2015). We build stylized balance-

sheets by consolidation of the financial balance sheets of the legal institutions for which

we have data in the Financial Accounts of the United States (FAUS).

The list of items included in shadow banks’ short-term debt is: Security repurchase

agreements (net), Depository institution loans n.e.c., Trade payables, Security credit (Cus-

tomer credit balances), Security credit (U.S.-chartered institutions), Security credit (for-

eign banking offices in U.S.), Taxes payable, Commercial paper, Open market paper.
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5.A.2 Book versus market value of equity

Figure 5.A.1: Traditional banks: Book versus market value of equity

He et aL.(2010) and Begenau et al. (2016) also find that traditional banks’ book equity

increased by around US $250 billion during the crisis. Figure 5.A.1 provides evidence of

this increase in the stock of book equity of the US traditional banking sector through

the crisis. This Figure is based on reported book value of equity, which is the leverage

measure most used for regulatory purposes. However, there are reasons to believe that

the true level of capital for the traditional banking sector was lower. We use data from

CRSP to measure the market value of traditional banks’ equity and we see that most of

the increase in book value of equity disappears when one looks at market value of equity.

5.A.3 Deposit inflows into traditional banks

We take the definition of the largest US bank-holding companies on Figure 5.1 from the Fed-

eral Reserve’s website (https://www.ffiec.gov/nicpubweb/nicweb/HCSGreaterThan10B.aspx/).

5.A.4 Regression: Traditional banks’ MBS purchases in the crisis

https://www.ffiec.gov/nicpubweb/nicweb/HCSGreaterThan10B.aspx
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Table 5.A.1: Traditional banks: Determinants of MBS purchases during the crisis

(1) (2) (3)
Scenario 1 Scenario 2

Change_insured_deposits 0.231��� 0.227��� 0.223����0.049� �0.044� �0.039�
Change_brokered_deposits 0.016 0.031 0.046�0.046� �0.042� �0.038�
Change_ir_large_deposits �0.777��� �0.465�� �0.160�0.233� �0.188� �0.162�
Change_Credit �0.112��� �0.102��� �0.092����0.032� �0.028� �0.024�
Change_Capital_ratio �0.695��� �0.583��� �0.474����0.117� �0.109� �0.105�
Change_Net_Wholesale_fund 0.119��� 0.116��� 0.113����0.037� �0.034� �0.032�
Change_Real_estate �0.016 �0.034 �0.052�0.049� �0.041� �0.037�
Change_NPL_Ratio �0.363��� �0.287��� �0.213����0.078� �0.066� �0.059�
Change_Liquidity �0.374��� �0.332��� �0.292����0.044� �0.037� �0.032�
Liquidity_ratio_2007q4 �0.019 �0.001 0.017�0.027� �0.023� �0.020�
NPL_ratio_2007q4 �0.303��� �0.290��� �0.277����0.114� �0.093� �0.080�
Mat_Gap_2007q4 �0.119��� �0.079��� �0.040����0.014� �0.012� �0.011�
ir_large_deposits_2007q4 �0.979��� �0.613��� �0.255�0.226� �0.181� �0.156�
Net_Wholesale_fund_ratio_2007q4 0.025 0.016 0.008�0.021� �0.017� �0.015�
Unused_commitments_ratio_2007q4 �0.004 �0.024 �0.043��0.033� �0.028� �0.024�
Real_Estate_2007q4 �0.055��� �0.045��� �0.034����0.016� �0.013� �0.011�
Capital_ratio_2007q4 �0.058 �0.046 �0.035�0.059� �0.051� �0.048�
Tag_deposits 0.198��� 0.153��� 0.109����0.048� �0.042� �0.039�
log_assets 0.007��� 0.004��� 0.000�0.002� �0.001� �0.001�
Constant 0.081��� 0.074��� 0.068����0.031� �0.025� �0.021�
Observations 3954 3954 3954
adjusted R2 0.1989 0.2229 0.2374
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The data come from the quarterly Call Reports and He et aL.(2010)’s estimates. We use

the procedure described in Acharya and Mora (2015) to construct our sample. Variables

ending in 2007q4 represent variable levels as of 2007q4. Variables starting with "Change"

are growth rates from 2007q4 to 2009q1, normalized by total assets as of 2007q4. The

dependent variable MBS_Purchases represents purchases of mortgage-backed securities by

traditional banks between 2007q4 and 2009q1, normalized by total assets as of 2007q4. As

in He et aL.(2010) we test many scenarios in terms of MBS repayment rate and total losses

on assets, to make sure that what our dependent variables capture are actual purchases of

MBS by traditional banks. We report three of these scenarios, including the "naive" one.

Under scenario 1 the repayment rate used to construct the MBS_Purchases variable is

7% and total losses imputed to the financial sector are $500 billion. Under scenario 2, the

repayment rate is 12% and total losses are $176 billion. Under the "naive" scenario, we do

not correct for the net repayment rate nor total losses. The White robust standard error

estimator is used. Stars indicate p values of 10% (one star), 5% (two stars) and 1% (three

stars). Table 5.A.2 below details the construction of variables mainly following Acharya

and Mora (2015).
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Variable Variable Name Call Report Items
Insured deposits insured_deposits rconf049 +rconf045

Brokered deposits brokered_deposits rcon2365
Interest rate on large deposits ir_large_deposits rconf049 + rconf045

Unused commitment rcfd3814+rcfd3816+rcfd3817+rcfd3818+rcfd6550+rcfd3411
Credit Credit rcfd1400 + Unused_commitments

Unused commitments ratio Unused_commitments_ratio unused commitments/(unused commitments+rcfd1400)
Cash rcfd0010

Federal Funds Sold rcfd1350+rconb987
(rconb987+rcfdb989 if after 2002/03/30)

MBS rcfd1699+rcfd1705+rcfd1710+rcfd1715+rcfd1719+rcfd1734
+rcfd1702+rcfd1707+rcfd1713+rcfd1717+rcfd1732+rcfd1736

Securities (MBS excluded) rcfd1754+rcfd1773-(rcfd8500+rcfd8504+rcfdc026+rcfd8503+rcfd8507+rcfdc027)
Liquid assets Securities (MBS excluded)+ Federal Funds Sold+Cash

Liquidity ratio Liquidity_ratio Liquid Assets/rcfd2170
Wholesale funding rcon2604+rcfn2200+rcfd3200+rconb993+rcfdb995+rcfd3190

Wholesale funding ratio Wholesale funding/rcfd2170
Net Wholesale fund ratio Net_Wholesale_fund Wholesale funding -(Securities (MBS excluded)+Federal Funds Sold+Cash)

Non performing loan rcfd1407+rcfd1403
Non performing loan ratio NPL_ratio Non performing loan/rcfd1400

Capital ratio Capital_ratio (rcfd3210+rcfd3838)/rcfd2170
Real Estate Loan Share Real_Estate rcfd1410/rcfd1400
Residential Mortgages (rcfdf070+rcfdf071)/rcfd2170

Financial Assets rcfd0081+rcfd0071+rcfda570+rcfda571+rcona564+rcona565
+rcfd1350+rcfda549+rcfda550+rcfda556+rcfda248

Short Term Liabilities rcon2210+rcona579+rcona580+rcona584+rcona585+rcfd2800+rcfd2651+rcfdb571
Maturity Gap Mat_Gap (Financial Assets- Short Term Liabilities) / rcfd2170
Tag deposits Tag_deposits rcong167

Figure 5.A.2: Variables definitions

Note: All missing observations are considered equal to zero. Banks are aggregated to

top holder level (RSSD9348). We follow the same procedure as Acharya and Mora (2015).

We now turn to the technical appendix related to the model.

5.B Shadow bank’s program

5.B.1 Proof of lemma 1

No default occurs at t � 1 in state B if and only if the S-bank is able to obtain enough

funds when selling assets, to finance its debt level DS
0 .
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For any t � 0 investment level IS0 A 0, t � 1-state B capital good price p1,Bqr A 0, there

is an upper level DS
0 �IS0 , p1,B� of debt that can be reimbursed at t � 1 in state B:

D
S
0 �IS0 � � max

α1
S>�0;1� ��1�αS1 � �1� ε�p1,BqrI

S
0 �

� �1� ε�p1,BqrI
S
0

where �1 �αS1 � is the share of S-bank’s assets that is liquidated. at t � 1 in state B. If

DS
0 A �1� ε�p1,BqrI0,S , the S-bank must default on its debt issued at t � 0. In case of

default, we set V S,D
1,B �IS0 ,DS

0 , p1,B� � �ª. This ensures that the S-bank is not willing to

default on its debt at t � 1 in state B.

In case of no-default, the program writes:

V S,ND
1,B �IS0 ,DS

0 , p1,B� � max
αS1,B>�0;1�α

S
1,BqrI

S
0 � �1�αS1,B��1� ε�p1,BqrI

S
0 �DS

0

s.t. �1�αS1,B� �1� ε�p1,BqrI
S
0 CDS

0

Denoting ναS1,BC0 the Lagrange multiplier associated to the constraint αS1,B C 0, ναS1,BB1

the Lagrange multiplier associated to the constraint αS1,B B 1 and µS1,B the Lagrange

multiplier associated to the funding constraint, the Lagrangian of the problem rewrites:

L � αS1,BqrI
S
0 � �1�αS1,B��1� ε�p1,BqrI

S
0 �DS

0

� ναS1,BC0α
S
1,B � ναS1,BB1 �1�αS1,B�

�µS1,B ��1�αS1,B� �1� ε�p1,BqrI
S
0 �DS

0 �
and the first order condition writes as follows

dL

dαS1,B
� qrIS0 �1� �1� ε�p1,B�� ναS1,BC0 � ναS1,BB1 �µ

S
1,B �1� ε�p1,BqrI

S
0 � 0

And solves as follows:
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1. If 1� �1� ε�p1,B @ 0, ναS1,BC0 A 0 and αS1,B � 0, V S
1,B �IS0 ,DS

0 , p1,B� � �1� ε�p1,BqrI
S
0 �

DS
0

2. If 1� �1� ε�p1,B � 0, ναS1,BC0 � ναS1,BB1 �µ
S
1,B �1� ε�p1,BqrI

S
0 � 0 and, either µS1,B A 0

and ναS1,BC0 A 0 and αS1,B � 0, �1� ε�p1,BqrI
S
0 � DS

0 or any αS1,B > �0; 1� such that�1�αS1,B� �1� ε�p1,BqrI
S
0 CDS

0 is an equilibrium solution, and V S
1,B �IS0 ,DS

0 , p1,B� �
qrIS0 �DS

0

3. If 1� �1� ε�p1,B A 0, ναS1,BB1 �µ
S
1,B �1� ε�p1,BqrI

S
0 A 0. Hence, either αS1,B � 1, which

can hold if and only if DS
0 � 0, or µS1,B A 0. In this case, αS1,B � 1� DS0�1�ε�p1,BqrIS0

and

V S
1,B �IS0 ,DS

0 , p1,B� � αS1,BqrIS0 �
�1�ε�p1,BqrI

S
0 �D

S
0�1�ε�p1,B

To summarize, either p1,B A 0 and in any case,

V S,ND
1,B �IS0 ,DS

0 , p1,B� � ��1� ε�p1,BqrI
S
0 �DS

0 �max � 1�1�ε�p1,B
; 1�,

which holds true if DS
0 � IS0 � 0. Besides, if IS0 A 0 and p1,Bqr A 0, we have

αS1,B �

¢̈̈̈̈̈̈̈
¦̈̈̈̈̈̈̈
¨̈¤

0 if p1,B @
1

1�ε

> �0; 1� DS0�1�ε�p1,BqrIS0
� if p1,B �

1
1�ε

1� DS0�1�ε�p1,BqrIS0
if p1,B A

1
1�ε

.

Or p1,B � 0, and DS
0 �IS0 , p1,B� � 0. In this case, the value function in case of no-default,

writes V S,ND
1,B �IS0 ,DS

0 , p1,B� � qrIS0 .

This proves lemma 1.

5.B.2 Proof of proposition 1

Recall that by assumption, S-banks raise riskless short-term debt. Therefore whatever the

amount DS
0 of debt they issue at t � 0, they have to repay their creditors at t � 1 in both

states G and B.
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For p1,B A 0, the value function of a S-bank at t � 0 writes:

V S
0 �p1,B, nS� � max

DS0 ,I
S
0 C0

��1� p� ��1� ε�p1,BqrI
S
0 �DS

0 �max� 1�1� ε�p1,B
; 1�

� p �RIS0 �DS
0 �� �DS

0 �nS � I
S
0 ��

s.t.DS
0 , I

S
0 C 0

DS
0 B �1� ε�p1,BqrI

S
0

DS
0 B RIS0

For p1,B � 0, V S
0 �0, n� � �1� p�qrn� pRn and IS0 � n, DS

0 � 0.

Case p1,B @
1

1�ε .

If 1�1�ε� A p1,B, �1� ε�p1,BqrI
S
0 @ RIS0 . Therefore we get rid of the last constraint and the

program rewrites:

V S
0 �p1,B, nS� � max

DS0 ,I
S
0 C0

�1� p��qrIS0 �
DS

0�1� ε�p1,B
�� p �RIS0 �DS

0 �� �DS
0 �n� I

S
0 �

s.t.DS
0 �nS C IS0

DS
0 B �1� ε�p1,BqrI

S
0

Denoting νDS0 C0 the Lagrange multiplier associated to the constraint DS
0 C 0, νIS0 C0

the Lagrange multiplier associated to the constraint IS0 C 0, µS0 the Lagrange multiplier

associated to the funding constraint and λS1,B the Lagrange multiplier associated to the

debt constraint, the Lagrangian of the problem rewrites:

L � �1� p��qrIS0 �
DS

0�1� ε�p1,B
�� p �RIS0 �DS

0 �� �DS
0 �n� I

S
0 �

� νIS0 C0I
S
0 � νDS0 C0D

S
0 �µ

S
0 �DS

0 �n� I
S
0 ��λS1,B ��1� ε�p1,BqrI

S
0 �DS

0 �
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and the first order condition on IS0 yields:

dL

dIS0
� �1� p�qr � pR � 1� νIS0 C0 �λ

S
1,B �1� ε�p1,Bqr �µ

S
0 � 0

This implies µS0 A 0 and DS
0 �n � IS0 .

One can replace IS0 and rewrite the problem as

V S
0 �p1,B, n� � max

DS0 C0
�1� p��qrIS0 �

DS
0�1� ε�p1,B

�� p �RIS0 �DS
0 �

s.t.DS
0 �n � IS0

DS
0 B �1� ε�p1,BqrI

S
0

Or

V S
0 �p1,B, n� � max

DS0 C0
��1� p��qr � 1�1� ε�p1,B

�� p �R � 1�	DS
0 � �pR � �1� p�qr�n

s.t.DS
0 �n � IS0

DS
0 B �1� ε�p1,Bqr �DS

0 �n�
We denote pS1 �

1�1�ε� 1
qr�

p�R�1�
1�p

. Using qr � p�R�1�
1�p A 1 we have pS1 @

1�1�ε� . In the first

case, the first order condition solves as follows.

1. If 0 @ p1,B @ pS1 , ��1� p� �qr � 1�1�ε�p1,B
�� p �R � 1�� @ 0 and DS

0 � 0, IS0 � n,

V S
0 �p1,B, n� � �pR � �1� p�qr�n.

2. If p1,B � pS1 , ��1� p� �qr � 1�1�ε�p1,B
�� p �R � 1�� � 0, and any DS

0 > �0; �1�ε�pS1 qr
1��1�ε�pS1 qrn�

is an equilibrium value of DS
0 , I

S
0 � n�DS

0 and V S
0 �p1,B� � �pR � �1� p�qr�n.

3. If pS1 @ p1,B @
1

1�ε , D
S
0 �

�1�ε�p1,Bqr
1��1�ε�p1,Bqr

n, IS0 � n �DS
0 �

n
1��1�ε�p1,Bqr

, and V S
0 �p1,B� �

p �RIS0 �DS
0 � � p �R��1�ε�p1,Bqr

1��1�ε�p1,Bqr
�n

Case p1,B C
1

1�ε .

If p1,B C
1

1�ε , the program rewrites
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V S
0 �p1,B, nS� � max

DS0 ,I
S
0 C0

�1� p� ��1� ε�p1,BqrI
S
0 �DS

0 �� p �RIS0 �DS
0 �� �DS

0 �n� I
S
0 �

s.t.DS
0 �nS C IS0

DS
0 B �1� ε�p1,BqrI

S
0

DS
0 B RIS0

Denoting νDS0 C0 the Lagrange multiplier associated to the constraint DS
0 C 0, νIS0 C0 the

Lagrange multiplier associated to the constraint IS0 C 0, µS0 the Lagrange multiplier as-

sociated to the funding constraint, λS1,B the Lagrange multiplier associated to the debt

constraint DS
0 B �1� ε�p1,BqrI

S
0 , and λS1,G the Lagrange multiplier associated to the debt

constraint DS
0 B RIS0 , the Lagrangian of the problem writes:

L � �1� p� ��1� ε�p1,BqrI
S
0 �DS

0 �� p �RIS0 �DS
0 �� �DS

0 �n� I
S
0 �

� νIS0 C0I
S
0 � νDS0 C0D

S
0 �µ

S
0 �DS

0 �n� I
S
0 ��λS1,B ��1� ε�p1,BqrI

S
0 �DS

0 �
�λS1,G �RIS0 �DS

0 �
and first order condition on IS0 yields:

dL

dIS0
� �1� p��1� ε�p1,Bqr � pR � 1� νIS0 C0 �λ

S
1,B �1� ε�p1,Bqr �λ

S
1,GR �µS0 � 0

This implies µS0 A 0 and DS
0 � n � IS0 . Therefore the debt constraint DS

0 B RIS0 is always

satisfied, so that we can rewrite the problem as:

V S
0 �p1,B, nS� � max

DS0 C0
��1� p� ��1� ε�p1,Bqr � 1�� p �R � 1��DS

0 � �1� p��1� ε�p1,Bqrn� pRn

s.t.DS
0 �nS � IS0

DS
0 B �1� ε�p1,BqrI

S
0

which implies :
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1. If 1
1�ε B p1,B @

1�1�ε�qr , DS
0 �

�1�ε�p1,Bqr
1��1�ε�p1,Bqr

n, IS0 �
n

1��1�ε�p1,Bqr
, and V S

0 �p1,B� �

p �RIS0 �DS
0 � � p �R��1�ε�p1,Bqr

1��1�ε�p1,Bqr
�n

2. If p1,B C
1�1�ε�qr , DS

0 � �ª, IS0 � �ª,and V S
0 �p1,B� � �ª

Proposition 1 obtains.

5.C Traditional bank’s program

5.C.1 T-banks’ debt constraint

Lemma 2 [Debt constraint] For a given level of investment IT0 made at t � 0, the maxi-

mum amount of short term debt that can be reimbursed at t � 1 in state B is:

D
T
0,B �IT0 , p1,B� �

¢̈̈̈̈̈̈̈
¨̈¦̈̈̈̈̈̈
¨̈̈¤

k � p1
δ
�δqrIT0 � k�

�
�
p1,B�1�ε�

δ
�δqrIT0 � k�

�
if 0 B p1,B B δ

k � �δqrIT0 � k�
�
�
p1,B�1�ε�

δ
�δqrIT0 � k�

�
if δ B p1,B B

δ
1�ε

p1,BqrI
T
0 �1� ε� if p1,B C

δ
1�ε

Similarly, the maximum amount of short term debt that can be reimbursed at t � 1 in

state G is:

D0,G �I0� � δRIT0
Proof. At t � 1 in state B, T-banks can generate funds either by selling a share 1 �αT1,B
of their assets, or by newly raising funds DT

1,B. They are subject to a (i) limited liability

constraint at t � 2, and (ii) a limit k on the amount of debt that can be guaranteed at

t � 1 in state B. For a given level of investment IT0 A 0 made at t � 0 and a price of capital

goods p1,Bqr A 0, the maximum amount of debt issued at t � 0 that can be reimbursed at
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t � 1 in state B is:

D
T
0,B �IT0 , p1,B� � max

αT1,B ,I
T
1,B ,D

T
1,B

�1�αT1,B�p1,BqrI
T
0 �1� ε��DT

1,B � p1,BqrI
T
1,B

s.t.DT
1,B, I

T
1,B, α

T
1,B C 0, αT1,B B 1

DT
1,B B qδ �αT1,BrIT0 � rIT1,B�

DT
1,B B k

Denoting λT1,B C 0 the Lagrange multiplier associated to the funding constraint DT
1,B B

qδ �αT1,BrIT0 � rIT1,B�, νDT1,BBk the Lagrange multiplier associated to the constraint DT
1,B B k,

νDT1,BC0 the Lagrange multiplier associated to the constraint DT
1,B C 0, νIT1,BC0 the Lagrange

multiplier associated to the constraint IT1,B C 0, ναT1,BC0 the Lagrange multiplier associated

to the debt constraint αT1,B C 0, and ναT1,BB1 the Lagrange multiplier associated to the

constraint 1�αT1,B C 0, the Lagrangian of the problem writes:

L � �1�αT1,B�p1,BqrI
T
0 �1� ε��DT

1,B � p1,BqrI
T
1,B

�λT1,B �qδ �αT1,BrIT0 � rIT1,B��DT
1,B�

� νDT1,BBk
�k �DT

1,B�
� νDT1,BC0D

T
1,B � νIT1,BC0I

T
1,B

� ναT1,BC0α
T
1,B � ναT1,BB1 �1�αT1,B�

The first order conditions yield

dL

dαT1,B
� �p1,BqrI

T
0 �1� ε��λT1,BqδrIT0 � ναT1,BC0 � ναT1,BB1 � 0

dL

dDT
1,B

� 1�λT1,B � νDT1,BBk � νDT1,BC0 � 0

dL

dIT1,B
� �p1,Bqr �λ

T
1,Bqδr � νIT1,BC0 � 0
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Hence

�λT1,Bδ � p1,B �1� ε�� qrIT0 � ναT1,BC0 � ναT1,BB1 � 0 (5.14)

1� νDT1,BC0 � λ
T
1,B � νDT1,BBk

(5.15)

λT1,Bqδr � νIT1,BC0 � p1,Bqr (5.16)

Putting (5.14) and (5.16) together we obtain:

ναT1,BB1 � νIT1,BC0I
T
0 � ναT1,BC0 � p1,BqrεI

T
0

First, we solve the problem for IT0 A 0.

1. If p1,B � 0, λT1,B � νIT1,BC0 � 0, νDT1,BBk A 0, ναT1,BB1 � ναT1,BC0 � 0. We then have

D
T
0,B �IT0 , p1,B� � k.

2. If 0 @ p1,B @ δ, using (5.16) we have λT1,B @ 1, and using (5.15) we have νDT1,BBk A 0

and DT
1,B � k. Then, either λT1,B � 0 and qδ �αT1,BrIT0 � rIT1,B� A DT

1,B, in which case

νIT1,BC0 A 0, ναT1,BC0 A 0 which implies αT1,B � 0, IT1,B � 0. This is impossible because

DT
1,B � k A 0. We must then have λT1,B A 0 and qδ �αT1,BrIT0 � rIT1,B� � DT

1,B. In that

case, (5.14) and (5.16) yield �λT1,Bδ � p1,B �1� ε�� qrIT0 � p1,BqrεI
T
0 � νIT1,BC0I

T
0 �

ναT1,BB1 � ναT1,BC0. Rearranging, we obtain ναT1,BB1 � νIT1,BC0I
T
0 � ναT1,BC0 � p1,BqrεI

T
0 .

Two subcases arise.

a) Either ναT1,BB1 A 0, and IT1,B �
k�qδrIT0
qδr , k � qδ �rIT0 � rIT1,B�. We then have

D
T
0,B �IT0 , p1,B� � DT

1,B � p1,BqrI
T
1,B � k �

p1,B
δ

�qδrIT0 � k�. This solution is an

optimum if and only if δqrIT0 B k.

b) Or νIT1,BC0 A 0, DT
1,B � qδαT1,BrI

T
0 � k. We then have DT

0,B �IT0 , p1,B� � �qδrI �
k�p1,B�1�ε�

δ � k. This solution is an optimum if and only if δqrI C k.

In a nutshell D
T
0,B �IT0 , p1,B� � k � p1,B

δ
�δqrIT0 � k�

�
�
p1,B�1�ε�

δ
�δqrIT0 � k�

�
.

3. If p1,B � δ, two subcases arise:
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a) Either λT1,B � 1, and νIT1,BC0 � νDT1,BC0 � νDT1,BBk
� 0, ναT1,BB1 A 0. We then have

D
T
0,B �IT0 , p1,B� � qδrIT0 . This solution is an optimum if and only if δqrIT0 B k.

b) Or 0 @ λT1,B @ 1, νIT1,BC0 A 0, νDT1,BBk A 0 and DT
1,B � k, IT1,B � 0, qδαT1,BrIT0 �

DT
1,B � k. We then have DT

0,B �IT0 , p1,B� � �1� ε� �δqrIT0 � k�� k. This solution

is an optimum if and only if δqrIT0 C k.

In a nutshell DT
0,B �IT0 , p1,B� � k � �δqrIT0 � k�

�
� �1� ε� �δqrIT0 � k�

�
.

4. If δ @ p1,B @
δ

1�ε , by (5.16) we have either λT1,B A 1 or νIT1,BC0 A 0. If λT1,B A 1,

νDT1,BC0 A 0 by (5.15). This implies αT1,B � IT1,B � 0. However λT1,B A 1 also implies�λT1,Bδ � p1,B �1� ε�� qrIT0 A 0, which imposes ναT1,BB1 A 0 by (5.14) and contradicts

αT1,B � 0. Hence, in equilibrium νIT1,BC0 A 0 and 0 @ λT1,B B 1.

a) If λT1,B � 1, νDT1,BC0 � νDT1,BBk
� 0, ναT1,BB1 A 0, DT

1,B � qδrIT0 B k. We then have

D
T
0,B �IT0 , p1,B� � qδrIT0 . This solution is an optimum if and only if δqrIT0 B k.

b) If λT1,B @ 1, νDT1,BBk A 0,DT
1,B � αT1,BqδrI

T
0 � k. We then have DT

0,B �IT0 , p1,B� �
�1�ε�p1,B

δ
�δqrIT0 � k�� k. This solution is an optimum if and only if δqrIT0 C k.

In a nutshell DT
0,B �IT0 , p1,B� � k � �δqrIT0 � k�

�
�

�1�ε�p1,B
δ

�δqrIT0 � k�
�
.

5. If p1,B �
δ

1�ε , by (5.16) we have either λT1,B A 1 or νIT1,BC0 A 0. If λT1,B A 1, νDT1,BC0 A 0 by

(5.15). This implies αT1,B � IT1,B � 0. However λT1,B A 1 also implies �λT1,Bδ � p1,B �1� ε�� qrI A
0, which imposes ναT1,BB1 A 0 by (5.14) and contradicts αT1,B � 0. Hence, in equilib-

rium νIT1,BC0 A 0 and 0 @ λT1,B B 1.

a) If λT1,B � 1, νD1,BT C0 � νDT1,BBk
� 0, ναT1,BB1 � 0,DT

1,B � αT1,BqδrI
T
0 B k. We then

have D0 � qδrI
T
0 . This solution is an optimum if and only if δqrIT0 B k.

b) If λT1,B @ 1, νDT1,BBk A 0,DT
1,B � αT1,BqδrI � k. We then have DT

0,B �IT0 , p1,B� ��δqrIT0 � k�� k. This solution is an optimum if and only if δqrIT0 C k.

In a nutshell DT
0,B �IT0 , p1,B� � δqrIT0 .
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6. If p1,B A
δ

1�ε , by (5.14) either ναT1,BB1 A 0, which implies �λT1,Bδ � p1,B �1� ε�� A 0 and

λT1,B A 1, therefore νDT1,BC0 A 0 by (5.15) which contradicts �λT1,Bδ � p1,B �1� ε�� A 0

therefore this not possible. We must then have ναT1,BB1 � 0, and νIT1,BC0 A 0 by

(5.16). If λT1,Bδ � p1,B �1� ε� � 0, then λT1,B A 1, νDT1,BC0 A 0 by (5.15) and DT
1,B �

IT1,B � αT1,B � 0. Otherwise λT1,Bδ � p1,B �1� ε� @ 0 and ναT1,BC0 A 0. We then have

D
T
0,B �IT0 , p1,B� � p1,BqrI

T
0 �1� ε�.

Second, we solve the problem for IT0 � 0. In this case the program rewrites

D
T
0,B �IT0 , p1,B� � max

IT1,B ,D
T
1,B

DT
1,B � p1,BqrI

T
1,B

DT
1,B B qδ �rIT1,B�

DT
1,B B k

DT
1,B, I

T
1,B C 0

It is easily shown that the previous optima also hold true when IT0 � 0. Lemma 2 obtains.

5.C.2 T-Banks: program at t � 1 in state B

We now turn to the resolution of T-banks’ program at t � 1 in state B in case of no default,

and show the following proposition.

Proposition 8 [T-banks, time 1, B] For any IT0 A 0, p1,B A 0 and DT
0,B > �0;D0,B �IT0 , p1,B��,

the time 1 equilibria and value functions, in the bad information state solve as follows:

1. If DT
0 B k then

a) If 0 @ p1,B @ δ, the equilibrium is such that αT1,B � 1, DT
1,B � k, IT1,B �

k�DT0
p1,Bqr

, V T,ND
1,B �IT0 ,DT

0 , p1,B� �
�δ�p1,B�
p1,B

�k �DR
0 �� δqrIT0 �DT

0

b) If p1,B � δ, the equilibria are such that 0 B IT1,B B
k�DT0
δqr , DT

1,B > �DT
0 �δqrI

T
1,B; δqrIT0 �

δqrI1�, αT1,B � 1, V T,ND
1,B �IT0 ,DT

0 , p1,B� � δqrI �DT
0 .
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c) If δ @ p1,B @
δ

1�ε ,the equilibria are such that αT1,B � 1, IT1 � 0, DT
1,B > �DT

0 ; min�δqrIT0 ;k��and
V T,ND

1,B �IT0 ,DT
0 , p1,B� � δqrIT0 �DT

0

d) If p1,B �
δ

1�ε , the equilibria are IT1,B � 0, αT1,B > �0; 1�, and DT
1,B > �0; min�k; δqαT1,BrIT0 ��,

such that DT
0 B DT

1,B � �1 � αT1,B�p1,BqrI
T
0 �1 � ε� and V T,ND

1,B �IT0 ,DT
0 , p1,B� �

δqrIT0 �DT
0 .

e) If p1,B A
δ

1�ε ,the equilibrium is such that DT
1,B � α � IT1,B � 0 and V T,ND

1,B �IT0 ,DT
0 , p1,B� ��1� ε�p1,BqrI

T
0 �DT

0 .

2. If DT
0 C k, then

a) If 0 @ pT1,B @
δ

1�ε , the equilibrium is such that IT1,B � 0, DT
1,B � k, α � 1 �

DT0 �k

p1,BqrIT0 �1�ε� , V
T,ND

1,B �IT0 ,DT
0 , p1,B� � �1� DT0 �k

p1,BqrIT0 �1�ε�� δqrIT0 � k

b) If p1,B �
δ

1�ε , the equilibria are such that IT1,B � 0, αT1,B > �0; 1�, and DT
1,B >�0; min�k; δqαT1,BrIT0 ��, with DT

0 BDT
1,B ��1�αT1,B�p1,BqrI

T
0 �1�ε� and V T,ND

1,B �IT0 ,DT
0 , p1,B� �

δqrIT0 �DT
0 .

c) If p1,B A
δ

1�ε , the equilibrium is such that DT
1,B � αT1,B � IT1,B � 0 and V T,ND

1,B �IT0 ,DT
0 , p1,B� �

p1,B �1� ε� qrIT0 �DT
0 .

If p1,B � 0, V T,ND
1,B �IT0 ,DT

0 , p1,B� � �ª. Moreover, the value functions extend to the case

where IT0 � 0

Proof. We’ll first solve the time 1, B bank program taking as given DT
0 and IT0 , in the set

which ensures no-default in time 1,B. In this case, the value function of the T-bank is:

V T
1,B �IT0 ,DT

0 , p1,B� � max�αT1,B ,DT1,B ,IT1,B�>�0;1���0;k��R�

�δ � p1,B� qrIT1,B �αT1,BδqrIT0 � �1�αT1,B�p1,BqrI
T
0 �1� ε��DT

0

s.t. �1�αT1,B�p1,BqrI
T
0 �1� ε��D1,B CDT

0 � p1,BqrI
T
1,B

D1,B B qδ �rαT1,BIT0 � rIT1,B�
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The Lagrangian writes as follows:

LT1,B � �δ � p1,B� qrIT1,B �αT1,BδqrIT0 � �1�αT1,B�p1,BqrI
T
0 �1� ε��DT

0

�λ1 ��1�αT1,B�p1,BqrI
T
0 �1� ε��DT

1,B �D
T
0 � p1,BqrI

T
1,B�

�λ2 �δq �αT1,BrIT0 � rI1��DT
1,B�

� νDT1,BBk
�k �DT

1,B�
� νDT1,BC0D

T
1,B � ναT1,BC0α

T
1,B � ναT1,BB1 �1�αT1,B�� νIT1,BC0I

T
1,B

where νc is the Lagrange multiplier associated to the constraint c, λ1 the Lagrange multi-

plier associated to

which yields

dLT1,B

dDT
1,B

� λ1 �λ2 � νDT1,BBk
� νDT1,BC0 � 0 (5.17)

dLT1,B

dαT1,B
� qrIT0 �δ � p1,B �1� ε���λ1p1,BqrI

T
0 �1� ε��λ2δqrI

T
0 � ναT1,BC0 � ναT1,BB1 � 0

(5.18)

dLT1,B

dIT1,B
� �δ � p1,B� qr �λ1p1,Bqr �λ2δqr � νIT1,BC0 � 0 (5.19)

We will focus on cases where k A 0, and IT0 A 0 to start with.

Equation (5.17) together with equation (5.19) yield:

�δ � p1,B� qr �1�λ2�� νIT1,BC0 � �νDT1,BC0 � νDT1,BBk
�p1,Bqr � 0 (5.20)

and equation (5.17) together with equation (5.18):

qrIT0 �δ � p1,B �1� ε�� �1�λ2��ναT1,BC0 �ναT1,BB1 ��νDT1,BC0 � νDT1,BBk
�p1,BqrI

T
0 �1� ε� � 0

(5.21)
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Finally, equations (5.20) and (5.21) give:

εqrIT0 δ �1�λ2�� ναT1,BC0 � ναT1,BB1 � νIT1,BC0I
T
0 �1� ε� (5.22)

Different cases should be treated:

Case p1,B � 0

In this case

λ1 �λ2 � νD1,BBk � νD1,BC0 � 0

qrIT0 δ �λ2δqrI
T
0 � ναT1,BC0 � ναT1,BB1 � 0

δqr �λ2δqr � νIT1,BC0 � 0

Hence, I1 � �ª, α � 1 and V T
1,B � �ª.

Case 0 @ p1,B @ δ

In this case, λ1 A 0 and νD1,BBk A 0 (from equations (5.19) and (5.20))

Hence D1,B � k, νD1,BC0 � 0, and �1�αT1,B�p1,BqrI
T
0 �1� ε��DT

1,B �DT
0 � p1,BqrI

T
1,B

Equation (5.22) implies either ναT1,BB1 A 0 or νIT1,BC0 A 0

1. Hence, either ναT1,BB1 A 0 and αT1,B � 1, D1,B � k, IT1,B �
k�DT0
p1,Bqr

. In this case V T
1,B �

�δ�p1,B�
p1,B

�k �DT
0 �� δqrIT0 �DT

0 . This would be an optimum if and only if DT
0 B k.

2. Or νIT1,BC0 A 0, and IT1,B � 0, �1 � α�p1,BqrI
T
0,B �1� ε� � k � DT

0 , hence αT1,B � 1 �
DT0 �k

p1,BqrIT0 �1�ε� . In this case, V T
1,B � �1� DT0 �k

pT1,BqrI
T
0 �1�ε�� δqrIT0 � k. This would be an

optimum if and only if DT
0 C k.

Case p1,B � δ

Again, equation (5.22) yields
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1. Either ναT1,BB1 A 0 and αT1,B.

a) Then, either λ1 � λ2, νDT1,BBk
� νDT1,BC0 � 0, νIT1,BC0 � 0. In this case any 0 B

IT1,B B
k�DT0
δqr is an equilibrium value, any DT

1,B such that δqrIT0 � δqrIT1,B C

DT
1,B C DT

0 � δqrIT1,B, V
T

1,B � δqrIT0,B �DT
0 , as well, and these are equilibria if

and only if DT
0 B k.

b) Or λ1 A λ2, νIT1,BC0 A 0, νDT1,BBk A 0 and IT1,B � 0,DT
1,B � k,αT1,B � 1� DT0 �k

δqrIT0 �1�ε� �
1. In this case, V T

1,B � δqrIT0 � k . This is an equilibrium if and only if DT
0 � k.

2. Or νIT1,BC0 A 0 and IT1,B � 0.

a) In this case, λ2 @ λ1, λ1 A 0, νDT1,BBk A 0, αT1,B � 1 � DT0 �k

δqrIT0 �1�ε� , and IT1,B �

0,DT
1,B � k. In this case, V T

1,B � �1� DT0 �k

δqrIT0 �1�ε�� δqrIT0 � k . This is an equilib-

rium if and only if k BDT
0 .

Case δ @ p1,B @
δ

1�ε

Then

νDT1,BC0p1,Bqr � νIT1,BC0 � � �δ � p1,B� qr �1�λ2�� νDT1,BBkp1,Bqr

λ1 � νDT1,BC0 � λ2 � νDT1,BBk�νDT1,BBk � νDT1,BC0�p1,BqrI
T
0 �1� ε�� ναT1,BB1 � qrI

T
0 �δ � p1,B �1� ε�� �1�λ2�� ναT1,BC0

With qrIT0 �δ � p1,B �1� ε�� �1�λ2� A 0 and � �δ � p1,B� qr �1�λ2� A 0.

Hence, either νIT1,BC0 � 0, νDT1,BC0 A νDT1,BBk
� 0, ναT1,BB1 A 0 and λ2 A 0. This cannot

occur as IT0 A 0.

This implies νIT1,BC0 A 0.

1. Then, either νDT1,BC0 A νDT1,BBk
� 0, ναT1,BB1 A 0 and λ2 A 0 which can’t occur as IT0 A 0.

2. Finally νDT1,BC0 � 0.
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a) Then, either νDT1,BBk � 0, ναT1,BB1 A 0, in which case αT1,B � 1, IT1,B � 0, qδrIT0 C

DT
1,B C DT

0 , and DT
1,B B k. and V T

1,B � δqrIT0 �DT
0 . This is an optimum if and

only if DT
0 B k.

b) Or νDT1,BBk A 0, λ1 A 0, in which case αT1,B � 1 � DT0 �k

δqrIT0 �1�ε� , IT1,B � 0,DT
1,B � k

and the optimum is so defined if and only if k B DT
0 . In this case, V T

1,B ��1� DT0 �k

δqrIT0 �1�ε�� δqrIT0 � k.

Case p1,B �
δ

1�ε

Again, νDT1,BC0 A 0 � νDT1,BBk
, λ2 A 0, ναT1,BB1 A 0 cannot occur as IT0 A 0.

We then have νIT1,BC0 A 0 and νDT1,BC0 � 0. In this case,

ναT1,BC0 � ναT1,BB1 � νDT1,BBk
δqrIT0

and ναT1,BB1 � 0.

Finally, IT1,B � 0, any αT1,B > �0; 1�, and any DT
1,B > �0; min�k; δqαT1,BrIT0 �� such that

DT
0 BDT

1,B � �1�αT1,B�p1,BqrI
T
0 �1� ε� is an equilibrium, and V T

1,B � δqrIT0 �DT
0 .

Case p1,B A
δ

1�ε

In this case, we have: νIT1,BC0 �νDT1,BC0p1,Bqr � νDT1,BBk
p1,Bqr� �p1,B � δ� qr �1�λ2� A 0 and

ναT1,BC0�νDT1,BC0p1,BqrI
T
0 �1� ε� � ναT1,BB1�νDT1,BBk

p1,BqrI
T
0 �1� ε��qrIT0 �p1,B �1� ε�� δ� �1�λ2� A

0

Then

1. Either ναT1,BC0 A 0, ναT1,BB1 � 0, in which case we have from equation (5.22) νIT1,BC0 A 0.

Hence, IT1,B � 0, αT1,B � 0,DT
1,B � 0, V T

1,B � p1,B �1� ε� qrIT0 �DT
0 .

2. Otherwise ναT1,BC0 � 0, νDT1,BC0 A 0, λ2 A 0 and αT1,B � IT1,B � 0.

In any case, DT
1,B � αT1,B � IT1,B � 0 and V T

1,B � p1,B �1� ε� qrIT0 �DT
0 .
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If IT0 � 0, the program rewrites

V T,ND
1,B �0,DT

0 , p1,B� � max�DT1,B ,IT1,B�>�0;k��R�

�δ � p1,B� qrIT1,B �DT
0

s.t.DT
1,B CDT

0 � p1,BqrI
T
1,B

DT
1,B B qδ �rIT1,B�

and previous results extend as far as the value function is concerned.

5.C.3 T-banks: Time 0 program

Let’s define k� � δqrn
1�δqr , p

T
1,L �

δ

δqr�
p�δR�1�

1�p
, pTB1,H �

pT1,L
1�ε

We can now solve for the T-bank’s program as of date 0, taking as given n and p1,B

Proposition 9 [T-banks, time 0] The solution to the bank’s optimization program is as

follows:

1. If 0 @ k B k�

a) If 0 @ p1,B @ pT1,L, D
T
0 � 0,IT0 � n, V T

0 � p �δRn�� �1� p� �δqrn� k � δ
p1,B

k�
b) If p1,B � pT1,L,any DT

0 > �0;k�, IT0 � n�DT
0 is an equilibrium solution and V T

0 �

p �δR�n� k�� k�� �1� p� �δqr�n� k�� k�
c) If pT1,L @ p1,B @ pT1,H , D

T
0 � k, IT0 � k � n and V T

0 � p �δR�n� k�� k� � �1 �
p� �δqr�n� k�� k�

d) If p1,B � pT1,H , any DT
0 > �k;

k�1�
p1,B�1�ε�

δ
���1�ε�p1,Bqrn

1�p1,B�1�ε�qr � is an equilibrium solution,

IT0 � n�DT
0 and V T

0 � p �δR�n� k�� k�� �1� p� �δqr�n� k�� k�
e) If pT1,H @ p1,B B

δ
1�ε , D

T
0 �

k�1�
p1,B�1�ε�

δ
���1�ε�p1,Bqrn

1�p1,B�1�ε�qr , IT0 � n �DT
0 and V T

0 �

p �δR �D0 �n��D0�
f) If δ

1�ε B p1,B @
1�1�ε�qr , DT

0 �
p1,B�1�ε�qrn

�1�p1,B�1�ε�qr� , I
T
0 �DT

0 �n, and V T
0 � p �δR �D0 �n��D0�

g) If p1,B C
1�1�ε�qr , DT

0 � �ª, IT0 � �ª and V T
0 � �ª

Moreover, if p1,B � 0, V T
0 � �ª
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2. If k A k�

a) If 0 @ p1,B B pT1,L, D
T
0 � 0,IT0 � n, V T

0 � p �δRn�� �1� p� �δqrn� k � δ
p1,B

k�
b) If p1,B � pT1,L, any DT

0 > �0;
k�1�

p1,B
δ

��p1,Bqrn

1�p1,Bqr
� is an equilibrium solution, IT0 �

DT
0 �n and V T

0 � p �δR�n� k�� k�� �1� p� �δqr�n� k�� k�
c) If pT1,L @ p1,B @ δ, D0 �

k�1�
p1,B
δ

��p1,Bqrn

1�p1,Bqr
, IT0 �DT

0 �n and V T
0 � p �δR �DT

0 �n��DT
0 �

d) If δ B p1,B B
δ

1�ε , D
T
0 �

δqrn
1�δqr , I

T
0 � DT

0 � n and V T
0 � p �δRI �D0� � �1 �

p� �δqrI �DR
0 � .

e) If δ
1�ε B p1,B @

1�1�ε�qr , DT
0 �

p1,B�1�ε�qrn
�1�p1,B�1�ε�qr� , I

T
0 �DT

0 �n, and V T
0 � p �δR �D0 �n��D0�

f) If p1,B C
1�1�ε�qr , DT

0 � �ª, IT0 � �ª and V T
0 � �ª

Moreover, if p1,B � 0, V T
0 � �ª

Proof. As S-banks, T-banks can only raise funds in the form of riskless short term debt.

They will choose a debt level which ensures that all debt is reimbursed in time 1, with

certainty. The T-bank’s program for a given level n of own funds and a given price in

time 1, B market p1,B writes

V T
0 �p1,B, n� � max

IT0 ,D
T
0

�DT
0 �n� IT0 �� pV T,ND

1,G �IT0 ,DT
0 , p1,B�� �1� p�V T,ND

1,B �IT0 ,DT
0 , p1,B�

(5.23)

DT
0 B δRIT0 (5.24)

DT
0 BD

T
0 �p1,B, I

T
0 � (5.25)

DT
0 �n C IT0 (5.26)

IT0 ,D
T
0 C 0 (5.27)
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with

D
T
0 �IT0 , p1,B� �

¢̈̈̈̈̈̈̈
¨̈¦̈̈̈̈̈̈
¨̈̈¤

k �
p1,B
δ

�δqrIT0 � k�
�
�
p1,B�1�ε�

δ
�δqrIT0 � k�

�
if 0 B p1,B B δ

k � �δqrIT0 � k�
�
�
p1,B�1�ε�

δ
�δqrIT0 � k�

�
. if δ B p1,B B

δ
1�ε

p1,BqrI
T
0 �1� ε� if p1,B C

δ
1�ε

V T,ND
1,G �IT0 ,DT

0 , p1,B� � δRIT0 �DT
0

and, as shown in the previous proposition,

V T,ND
1,B �IT0 ,DT

0 , p1,B� � ��δ � p1,B��
p1,B

�k �DT
0 �� � �k �DT

0 �� �δ � p1,B �1� ε���
p1,B �1� ε� �

� �p1,B �1� ε�� δ��qrIT0 � δqrIT0 �DT
0

The first thing to notice is that, as for S-banks, T-banks are always binding their date

0 funding constraint (equation (5.26)): indeed, they always prefer investing one unit of

funds in the investment technology available to them at date 0, which yields at least an

expected δ�pR � �1� p�qr� than consuming it at date 0 and getting 1.

The program of the bank at date 0 can then be rewritten:

V T
0 �p1,B, n� � max

DT0 C0
pV T,ND

1,G �IT0 ,DT
0 , p1,B�� �1� p�V T,ND

1,B �IT0 ,DT
0 , p1,B�

DT
0 BD

T
0 �p1,B, I

T
0 �

DT
0 �n � IT0

We solve this program according to the values of p1,B, and split it into three subpro-

grams to ease the resolution: the solution to our program is the maximum of the solution

of the three subprograms defined that way.

Case p1,B � 0

If p1,B � 0, as V T,ND
1,B �IT0 ,DT

0 ,0� � �ª whatever DT
0 and IT0 , we have V T

0 �0, n� � �ª
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Case 0 @ p1,B @ δ

When 0 @ p1,B @ δ, we get DT
0 �IT0 , p1,B� � k� p1,B

δ
�δqrIT0 � k�

�
�
p1,B�1�ε�

δ
�δqrIT0 � k�

�
and

V T,ND
1,B �IT0 ,DT

0 , p1,B� � ��δ � p1,B��
p1,B

�k �DT
0 �� � �k �DT

0 �� �δ � p1,B �1� ε���
p1,B �1� ε� �� δqrIT0 �DT

0

First subprogram We first focus on the subprogram where we additionally constrain

IT0 to evolve in the set where δqrIT0 B k.

In this case, DT
0 �p1,B, I

T
0 � B k � p1,B �qrIT0 �

k
δ
� B k and the program sums up as

follows:

V T
0 �p1,B, n� � max

DT0 C0
p �δRIT0 �DT

0 �� �1� p��δqrIT0 � k �
δ

p1,B
�k �DT

0 ��
DT

0 B k � p1,B �qrIT0 �
k

δ
�

δqrIT0 B k

DT
0 �n � IT0

Or,

V T
0 �p1,B, n� � max

DT0 C0
�pδR � �1� p�δqr � 1� �1� p�δ � p1,B

p1,B
�DT

0 � �pδR � �1� p�δqr�n� �1� p�δ � p1,B

p1,B
k

DT
0 B k � p1,B �qrIT0 �

k

δ
�

δqrIT0 B k

DT
0 �n � IT0

This sub-program has a non-empty set of solutions if and only if δqrn B k. In which

case:
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1. pδR��1�p�δqr�1��1�p� δ�p1,B
p1,B

@ 0,DT
0 � 0 and V T

0 �p1,B, n� � �pδR � �1� p�δqr�n��1� p� δ�p1,B
p1,B

k

2. pδR��1�p�δqr�1��1�p� δ�p1,B
p1,B

� 0 and anyDT
0 such that 0 BDT

0 B min�k�1�
p1,B
δ

��p1,Bqrn

1�p1,Bqr
; k�δqrnδqr �

is an optimum. In this case, V T
0 �p1,B, n� � �pδR � �1� p�δqr�n� �1� p� δ�p1,B

p1,B
k

3. pδR � �1 � p�δqr � 1 � �1 � p� δ�p1,B
p1,B

A 0 and DT
0 =min�k�1�

p1,B
δ

��p1,Bqrn

1�p1,Bqr
; k�δqrnδqr �. In

this case, V T
0 �p1,B, n� � p �δR�DT

0 �n��DT
0 �

Notice that
k�1�

p1,B
δ

��p1,Bqrn

1�p1,Bqr
B
k�δqrn
δqr if and only if k C k�

Second subprogram Let’s now turn to the subprogram where we additionally con-

strain DT
0 and IT0 to evolve in the set where δqrIT0 C k and DT

0 B k.

In this case, the program writes

V T
0 �p1,B, n� � max

DT0 C0
p �δRIT0 �DT

0 �� �1� p��δqrIT0 � k �
δ

p1,B
�k �DT

0 ��
DT

0 B k

δqrIT0 C k

DT
0 �n � IT0

This program has a non-empty set of solutions if and only if k�δqrnδqr B k. or k B k�

And, in this case, either,

1. pδR� �1�p�δqr�1� �1�p� δ�p1,B
p1,B

@ 0 and DT
0 � max�0; k�δqrnδqr � is the solution to this

program. We also have V T
0 �p1,B, n� � �pδR � �1� p�δqr�n� �1�p� δ�p1,B

p1,B
k if k B δqrn

and V T
0 �p1,B, n� � p �δR�k�δqrnδqr �n�� k�δqrn

δqr ���1�p� �δqr�k�δqrnδqr �n�� k � δ
p1,B

�k � k�δqrn
δqr ��

otherwise.

2. pδR� �1� p�δqr � 1� �1� p� δ�p1,B
p1,B

� 0 and any DT
0 > �max�0; k�δqrnδqr �;k� is a solution

to this program. We also have V T
0 �p1,B, n� � �pδR � �1� p�δqr�n� �1� p� δ�p1,B

p1,B
k if
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k B δqrn and V T
0 �p1,B, n� � p �δR�k�δqrnδqr �n�� k�δqrn

δqr ���1�p� �δqr�k�δqrnδqr �n�� k � δ
p1,B

�k � k�δqrn
δqr ��

otherwise.

3. pδR � �1 � p�δqr � 1 � �1 � p� δ�p1,B
p1,B

A 0 and DT
0 � k is the solution to this program.

We also have V T
0 �p1,B, n� � δ�pR � �1� p�qr��n� k�� k

Third subprogram Finally, in the last subprogram we additionally constrain DT
0 and

IT0 to evolve in the set where δqrIT0 C k and DT
0 C k.

In this case,

V T
0 �p1,B, n� �max

DT0 C0
p �δRIT0 �DT

0 �� �1� p��δqrIT0 � k �
δ

p1,B �1� ε� �k �DT
0 ��

k BDT
0 B p1,B �1� ε� �qrIT0 �

k

δ
�� k

δqrIT0 C k

DT
0 �n � IT0

It has a non-empty set of solutions if and only if k�δqrnδqr B

k�1�
p1,B�1�ε�

δ
���1�ε�p1,Bqrn

1�p1,B�1�ε�qr (or

k B k��. In this range

1. Either pδR � �1 � p�δqr � 1 � �1 � p� δ��1�ε�p1,B
p1,B�1�ε�

@ 0, DT
0 � max�k; k�δqrnδqr � � k, and

V T
0 �p1,B, n� � δ�pR � �1� p�qr��n� k�� k

2. Or pδR��1�p�δqr�1��1�p� δ��1�ε�p1,B�1�ε�p1,B
� 0 and anyD0 > �max�k; k�δqrnδqr �; k�1�

p1,B�1�ε�
δ

���1�ε�p1,Bqrn

1�p1,B�1�ε�qr � �
�k;

k�1�
p1,B�1�ε�

δ
���1�ε�p1,Bqrn

1�p1,B�1�ε�qr � is an equilibrium, and V T
0 �p1,B, n� � δ�pR��1�p�qr��n�

k�� k
3. Or pδR� �1�p�δqr�1� �1�p� δ��1�ε�p1,B�1�ε�p1,B

A 0 and DT
0 �

k�1�
p1,B�1�ε�

δ
���1�ε�p1,Bqrn

1�p1,B�1�ε�qr . In

this case, V T
0 �p1,B, n� � p �δR�DT

0 �n��DT
0 �

Now, let’s distinguish three cases.
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Case δqrn C k In this case, the first program delivers an empty set of solutions. The

overall maximum is the maximum of the two other subprograms.

1. If pδR � �1 � p�δqr � 1 � �1 � p� δ�p1,B
p1,B

@ 0 , DT
0 � 0, V T

0 �p1,B, n� � p �δRn� � �1 �
p� �δqrn� k � δ

p1,B
k�

2. If pδR � �1 � p�δqr � 1 � �1 � p� δ�p1,B
p1,B

� 0, any DT
0 > �0;k� is an optimum debt level

and V T
0 �p1,B, n� � p �δR�n� k�� k�� �1� p� �δqr�n� k�� k�

3. If pδR� �1� p�δqr � 1� �1� p� δ�p1,B
p1,B

A 0, and p1,B @ δ, and pδR� �1� p�δqr � 1� �1�
p� δ��1�ε�p1,B

p1,B�1�ε�
@ 0,DT

0 � k,and V T
0 �p1,B, n� � p �δR�n� k�� k���1�p� �δqr�n� k�� k�

4. If pδR� �1� p�δqr � 1� �1� p� δ�p1,B
p1,B

A 0, and p1,B @ δ, and pδR� �1� p�δqr � 1� �1�
p� δ��1�ε�p1,B�1�ε�p1,B

� 0, any DT
0 > �k;

k�1�
p1,B�1�ε�

δ
���1�ε�p1,Bqrn

1�p1,B�1�ε�qr � is an optimum debt level

and V T
0 �p1,B, n� � p �δR�n� k�� k�� �1� p� �δqr�n� k�� k�

5. If pδR��1�p�δqr�1��1�p� δ��1�ε�p1,B�1�ε�p1,B
A 0, and p1,B @ δ, andDT

0 �

k�1�
p1,B�1�ε�

δ
���1�ε�p1,Bqrn

1�p1,B�1�ε�qr ,

V T
0 �p1,B, n� � p �δR �DT

0 �n��DT
0 �

Case δqrn @ k B
δqrn
1�δqr In this case the three sub-programs admit a non-empty set of

solutions. The solution to the program is identical to the case above.

Case k A δqrn
1�δqr In this case, the last two programs always admit empty set of solutions.

Indeed (k A δqr �n� k��. We end up in the first program, and:

1. If pδR � �1 � p�δqr � 1 � �1 � p� δ�p1,B
p1,B

@ 0 , DT
0 � 0, V T

0 �p1,B, n� � p �δRn� � �1 �
p� �δqrn� k � δ

p1,B
k�

2. If pδR � �1 � p�δqr � 1 � �1 � p� δ�p1,B
p1,B

� 0, any DT
0 > �0;

k�1�
p1,B
δ

��p1,Bqrn

1�p1,Bqr
� is optimal

and V T
0 �p1,B, n� � p �δR�n� k�� k�� �1� p� �δqr�n� k�� k�

3. If pδR � �1 � p�δqr � 1 � �1 � p� δ�p1,B
p1,B

A 0, and p1,B @ δ, DT
0 �

k�1�
p1,B
δ

��p1,Bqrn

1�p1,Bqr
,and

V T
0 �p1,B, n� � p �δR �DT

0 �n��DT
0 �
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Case δ B p1,B B
δ�1�ε�

Let’s now focus on the case where δ B p1,B B
δ�1�ε� .

In this case,DT
0 �IT0 , p1,B� � k � �δqrIT0 � k�

�
�
p1,B�1�ε�

δ
�δqrIT0 � k�

�

V T,ND
1,B �IT0 ,DT

0 , p1,B� � ��k �DT
0 �� �δ � p1,B �1� ε���

p1,B �1� ε� �� δqrIT0 �DT
0

The program rewrites again in three subprograms.

First subprogram We first focus on the subprogram where we additionally constrain

IT0 to evolve in the set where δqrIT0 B k. In this case

V T
0 �p1,B, n� � max

DT0 C0
p �δRIT0 �DT

0 �� �1� p� �δqrIT0 �DT
0 �

DT
0 B δqrIT0

δqrIT0 B k

DT
0 �n � IT0

This program has a non-empty set of solution when qδrn B k, in which case DT
0 �

min �k�qδrnqδr ; δqrn
1�δqr�

Second subprogram Let’s now turn to the subprogram where we additionally con-

strain DT
0 and IT0 to evolve in the set where δqrIT0 C k and DT

0 B k.

In this case, the program writes

V T
0 �p1,B, n� � max

DT0 C0
p �δRIT0 �DT

0 �� �1� p� �δqrIT0 �DT
0 �

DT
0 B k

δqrIT0 C k

DT
0 �n � IT0
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This program has a non-empty set of solutions if and only if k�qδrnqδr B k, in which case

DT
0 � k.

Third subprogram Finally, in the last subprogram we additionally constrain DT
0 and

IT0 to evolve in the set where δqrIT0 C k and DT
0 C k.

In this case,

V T
0 �p1,B, n� �max

DT0 C0
p �δRIT0 �DT

0 �� �1� p��δqrIT0 � k �
δ

p1,B �1� ε� �k �DT
0 ��

k BDT
0 B p1,B �1� ε� �qrIT0 �

k

δ
�� k

δqrIT0 C k

DT
0 �n � IT0

Again, this program has a non-empty set of solutions if and only if k B k�.

In this range

1. Either pδR � �1 � p�δqr � 1 � �1 � p� δ��1�ε�p1,B
p1,B�1�ε�

@ 0, DT
0 � max�k; k�δqrnδqr � � k, and

V T
0 �p1,B, n� � δ�pR � �1� p�qr��n� k�� k

2. Or pδR��1�p�δqr�1��1�p� δ��1�ε�p1,B�1�ε�p1,B
� 0 and anyD0 > �max�k; k�δqrnδqr �; k�1�

p1,B�1�ε�
δ

���1�ε�p1,Bqrn

1�p1,B�1�ε�qr � �
�k;

k�1�
p1,B�1�ε�

δ
���1�ε�p1,Bqrn

1�p1,B�1�ε�qr � is an equilibrium, and V T
0 �p1,B, n� � δ�pR��1�p�qr��n�

k�� k
3. Or pδR� �1�p�δqr�1� �1�p� δ��1�ε�p1,B�1�ε�p1,B

A 0 and DT
0 �

k�1�
p1,B�1�ε�

δ
���1�ε�p1,Bqrn

1�p1,B�1�ε�qr . In

this case, V T
0 �p1,B, n� � p �δR�DT

0 �n��DT
0 �

We can now solve for the time 0 bank program.

Case δqrn C k In this case, as before, we necessarily end up in the last two programs.

Hence
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1. If pδR��1�p�δqr�1��1�p� δ��1�ε�p1,B
p1,B�1�ε�

@ 0, DT
0 � k,and V T

0 �p1,B, n� � p �δR�n� k�� k���1� p� �δqr�n� k�� k�
2. If pδR� �1� p�δqr � 1� �1� p� δ��1�ε�p1,B

p1,B�1�ε�
� 0, any DT

0 > �k;
k�1�

p1,B�1�ε�
δ

���1�ε�p1,Bqrn

1�p1,B�1�ε�qr �
is an optimum and V T

0 �p1,B, n� � p �δR�n� k�� k�� �1� p� �δqr�n� k�� k�
3. If pδR��1�p�δqr�1��1�p� δ��1�ε�p1,B�1�ε�p1,B

A 0, DT
0 �

k�1�
p1,B�1�ε�

δ
���1�ε�p1,Bqrn

1�p1,B�1�ε�qr , V T
0 �p1,B, n� �

p �δR �D0 �n��D0�
Case δqrn @ k B

δqrn
1�δqr The three subprograms have a non-empty set of solutions,

and the equilibria of the T-bank at time 0 are the same as in the case above. Indeed, on

this range, the value function of the first subprogram is weakly dominated by the one of

the second subprogram (strictly if k @ k�), and we can disregard it and perform the same

analysis as in the case above.

Case k A
δqrn
1�δqr Here, the only subprogram with non-empty solution set is the first

one. In this case the optimum is such that DT
0 �

δqrn
1�δqr , V

T
0 �p1,B, n� � p �δRI �D0�� �1�

p� �δqrI �DR
0 � .

Case δ�1�ε� B p1,B @
1�1�ε�qr

Here, the program rewrites

V T
0 �p1,B, n� � max

DT0 C0
p �δRIT0 �DT

0 �� �1� p� �p1,B �1� ε� qrIT0 �DT
0 �

DT
0 B p1,B �1� ε� qrIT0

DT
0 �n � IT0

And DT
0 �

p1,B�1�ε�qrn
1�p1,B��1�ε�qr� and V T

0 �p1,B, n� � p �δRIT0 �DT
0 �
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Case p1,B C
1�1�ε�qr

At last, if p1,B C
1�1�ε�qr , DT

0 � �ª and V T
0 �p1,B, n� � �ª

5.D Market equilibria

Taking all the above elements together, we obtain the following

If k B k�

1. If p1,B � 0, V T
0 �p1,B, n� � �ª,

2. If 0 @ p1,B @ pT1,L , DT
0 � 0, V T

0 �p1,B, n� � p �δRn�� �1� p� �δqrn� k � δ
p1,B

k� , IT1,B �

k
p1,Bqr

, αT1,B � 1

3. If p1,B � pT1,L, any DT
0 > �0;k� is an equilibrium debt level, and V T

0 �p1,B, n� �

p �δR�n� k�� k�� �1� p� �δqr�n� k�� k�,IT1,B �
k�DT0
p1,Bqr

> �0; k
p1,Bqr

�, αT1,B � 1

4. If pT1,L @ p1,B @ pT1,H ,DT
0 � k,and V T

0 �p1,B, n� � p �δR�n� k�� k���1�p� �δqr�n� k�� k� , IT1,B �

0, αT1,B � 1

5. If p1,B � pT1,H , any DT
0 > �k;

k�1�
p1,B�1�ε�

δ
���1�ε�p1,Bqrn

1�p1,B�1�ε�qr � is an optimal debt level,

V T
0 �p1,B, n� � p �δR�n� k�� k���1�p� �δqr�n� k�� k�, IT1,B � 0, �1�αT1,B� � DT0 �k

p1,BqrIT0 �1�ε�
hence αT1,B > �1� qr�n�k�� k

δ

qr�k�1�
p1,B�1�ε�

δ
��n� ; 1�,

6. If pT1,H @ p1,B @
δ

1�ε ,D
T
0 �

k�1�
p1,B�1�ε�

δ
���1�ε�p1,Bqrn

1�p1,B�1�ε�qr , V T
0 �p1,B, n� � p �δR �D0 �n��D0� ,

IT1,B � 0, αT1,B � 1� qr�n�k�� k
δ

qr�k�1�
p1,B�1�ε�

δ
��n�

7. If p1,B �
δ

1�ε , D
T
0 �

�1�ε�p1,Bqrn
1�p1,B�1�ε�qr , V

T
0 �p1,B, n� � p �δR �D0 �n��D0� , IT1,B � 0, αT1,B >�0; k�1�δqr�qrn �

8. If p1,B A
δ

1�ε , D
T
0 �

p1,B�1�ε�qrn
�1�p1,B�1�ε�qr�

�

, V T
0 �p1,B, n� � p �δR �DT

0 �n��DT
0 � , IT1,B � 0,

αT1,B � 0
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The net aggregate demand of assets by T-banks on the time 1, G asset market is

DTB�p1,B� � k �DT
0 �p1,B, n�
p1,Bqr

� �1�χS�. (5.28)

This is strictly negative when p1,B A pT1,H . As S-banks net supply is always positive, no

market clearing can occur for such price levels.

For 0 B p1,B B pT1,H , the aggregate demand for capital goods is

D�p1,B� �
¢̈̈̈̈̈̈̈
¦̈̈̈̈̈̈̈
¨̈¤

k
p1,Bqr

�1�χS� if 0 B p1,B @ pT1,L

> �0; k
p1,Bqr

�1�χS�� if p1,B � pT1,L

0 if p1,B A pT1,L

while the aggregate supply of capital goods is:

S�p1,B� �
¢̈̈̈̈̈̈̈
¨̈̈̈̈¦̈̈̈̈̈̈
¨̈̈̈̈̈¤

0 if 0 B p1,B @ pS1

> �0; n�1�ε�
1��1�ε�p1,Bqr

χS� if p1,B � pS1

n�1�ε�
1��1�ε�p1,Bqr

χS if pS1 @ p1,B @ pT1,H

> � n�1�ε�
1��1�ε�p1,Bqr

χS ; n�1�ε�
1��1�ε�p1,Bqr

χS �
�1�ε�
qr

�� k
δ
��qr�n�k�

1�p1,B�1�ε�qr �1�χS�� if p1,B � pT1,H

According to the value of χS the market clears at different values, detailed in proposi-

tion 1.
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Chapter

6
Conclusion

This last chapter offers conclusive remarks about this dissertation, and opens towards new

paths of research that I am currently exploring

.
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6.1 Conclusive remarks

This dissertation has focused on three distinct works, dealing with theoretically oriented financial economics

question.

The first one has emphasized the importance of order choices in the amount of information embedded in

prices, in a large market with privately informed agents, showing how the choice to protect oneself against

price execution risk might ultimately not be the most frequent one when cheaper market orders exist in

the market.

Taking this insight into a two-stage global game, the second work shows how self-fulfiliing equilibria might

disappear when frictions impact the trading of an asset whose price is used as a coordinating device for

a speculative attack (bank runs, currency pegs, etc.). An interesting extension of this work would be to

consider empirical questions related to this point, be it regarding currency attacks or bank runs. The

link between the informationnal content of the price of bailinable securities or currencies and the risks of

self-fulfilling crises could be further analysed with this in mind.

Finally, the last work analyses the structure of the financial intermediation system, and the allocations of

agents between traditional and shadow banks, when considering the way they interact in times of crises. A

deeper emphasis should be later put onto the normative part of the analysis. Among others, one interesting

question that need to be deepened is the question of the optimal level of support the government should

be providing to the traditional banking sector, assuming some functionnal form between the size of the

support and the cost of managing a traditional bank. This is an ongoing work.

6.2 Future research

On top of the aforementioned extensions and improvements of the chapters developped in this dissertation,

I have been recently pursuing different projects in related fields, which are still at their initial stages of

development. I will briefly expose the most advanced one

A project currently under development with Rajkamal Iyer and Victor Lyonnet is seeking to bring addi-

tional insights on the reasons why people choose to allocate such a high share of their financial assets into

deposits. To give an example, the second wave of the Household Finance and Consumption Survey, led

on a European level, shows that 44.2% of households financial assets are kept in the form of deposits, be

it savings deposits or current accounts. These types of assets are very safe and very liquid, and a need

for such a high amount of demandable assets, seems hard to reconcile with a willingness to hedge against

liquidity needs. The aim of this project is twofold. On the one hand, an experimental work will be done

to try and deepen the understanding of the determinants of the demand for this demandability feature. A

second part of this project is more theoretically oriented, and takes a financial intermediation perspective,

proposing a supply driven theory for this holding of demandable claims by households. The study of this
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theoretical approach will have regulatory implications. This project has benefited from a grant of the

Banque de France Foundation, to which we are grateful.

Together with this project, others are in development, at different levels of progress. In these, I explore with

coauthors both theoretical and empirical aspects, ranging from questions of shadow banking regulation,

to the impact of notation on bank lending and real firms outcomes, or the potential governance-induced

biases in bank lending. Developing these ideas constitute my current research agenda.
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Nec virtute foret clarisve potentius armis
Quam lingua Latium, si non offenderet unum

Quemque poetarum limae labor et mora. Vos, o
Pompilius sanguis, carmen reprehendite quod non

Multa dies et multa litura coercuit atque
Praesectum deciens non castigauit ad unguem.

Ars Poetica , Horatius

Le Latium ne serait pas moins puissant par la langue
que par le courage et ses armes glorieuses, si la lenteur

et le travail de la lime ne rebutaient la plupart de nos poètes.
Ô vous, sang de Pompilius, blâmez le poème qui n’a point été épuré

par de nombreux jours de travail et par de nombreuses ratures,
auquel dix corrections n’ont point donné le poli de l’ongle.

L’art poétique , Horace

And Latium would be no less supreme in letters
Than in courage and force of arms, if all her poets
Weren’t deterred by revision’s time and effort.

O scions of Numa, condemn that work that many
A day, and many erasures, have not corrected,

Improving it ten times over, smoothed to the touch.

The Art of Poetry , Horace

Thèse pour l’obtention du grade de docteur de l’Université Paris-Saclay en Sciences Économiques,
soutenue le 23 Mai 2017 par Edouard Chrétien. Directeur de thèse : Édouard Challe. Rapporteurs:
Guillaume Plantin et Andrei Shleifer



Titre : Essais en Économie Financière
Résumé : Cette thèse est composée de trois chapitres dis-
tincts. Dans le premier chapitre, coécrit avec Edouard
Challe, nous analysons la détermination jointe de
l’information incorporée dans les prix, et la composi-
tion du marché par type d’ordres sur un marché d’actifs
avec information dispersée. La microstructure du marché est
telle que les agents informés peuvent placer soit des ordres
de marché simples, soit un ensemble d’ordres limites. Les
market-makers établissent le prix. Les agents utilisant des
ordres de marché simple négocient moins agressivement sur
leur information et réduisent ainsi le contenu informationnel
du prix; dans un marché où seul ce type d’ordre est présent,
l’information incorporée dans le prix est limitée, quelle que
soit la qualité de l’information des agents sur le dividende
de l’actif. Lorsque les agents peuvent choisir leur type
d’ordre et les ordres limites sont plus coûteux que les ordres
de marché, alors les agents choisissent majoritairement les
ordres de marché lorsque la précision des signaux privés
tend vers l’infini. Les ordres limites sont des substituts:
à des niveaux élevés de précision, une fraction résiduelle
d’agents plaçant des ordres limites est suffisante pour
aligner le prix aux signaux des agents, et donc au dividende.
Ainsi le gain à conditionner ses ordres au prix (via des
ordres limites) en plus de son propre signal (comme le
font tous les agents) disparaît. Nous appliquons ensuite
ce mécanisme dans le deuxième chapitre de cette thèse.
Les spéculateurs envisageant une attaque (comme dans le
cas des crises de change) doivent deviner les croyances des
autres spéculateurs, ce qu’ils peuvent faire en regardant le
marché boursier. Ce chapitre examine si ce processus de
collecte d’informations est stabilisateur, en ancrant mieux
les attentes ou déstabilisateur en générant des équilibres
multiples. Pour ce faire, nous étudions les résultats d’un
jeu global en deux étapes où un prix d’actif déterminé
au stade de négociation du jeu fournit un signal public
endogène sur le fondamental qui affecte la décision des
agents d’attaquer dans la phase de coordination du jeu. La
microstructure du marché d’actif reprend celle étudiée dans
le premier chapitre. Les frictions de microstructure qui
conduisent à une plus grande exposition individuelle (au
risque d’exécution des prix) peuvent réduire l’incertitude
agrégée (en fixant un résultat d’équilibre unique). Enfin,
dans le troisième chapitre, en collaboration avec Victor
Lyonnet, nous présentons un modèle des interactions entre
les banques traditionnelles et les shadow banks qui parle de
leur coexistence. Au cours de la crise financière de 2007,
certains actifs et passifs des shadow banks sont passées
aux banques traditionnelles et les actifs ont été vendus
à des prix de fire sale. Notre modèle réplique ces faits
stylisés. La différence entre les banques traditionnelles et
les shadow banks est double. Premièrement, les banques
traditionnelles ont accès à un fonds de garantie qui leur
permet de se financer sans risque en période de crise. Deux-
ièmement, les banques traditionnelles doivent respecter une
réglementation coûteuse. Nous montrons qu’en cas de crise,
les shadow banks liquident les actifs pour rembourser leurs
créanciers, alors que les banques traditionnelles achètent
ces actifs à des prix de fire sale. Cet échange d’actifs
en temps de crise génère une complémentarité entre les
banques traditionnelles et les shadow banks, où chaque
type d’intermédiaire profite de la présence de l’autre. Nous
constatons deux effets concurrents d’une petite diminution
du soutien des banques traditionnelles en période de crise,
que nous appelons effet de substitution et effet de revenu.
Ce dernier effet domine le premier, de sorte qu’un niveau de
soutien anticipé plus faible aux banques traditionnelles en
temps de crise induit plus de banquiers à s’orienter vers le
secteur traditionnel ex-ante.
Mots clés : Microstructure de marché, Jeux globaux,
Théorie de l’intermédiation

Title : Essays in Financial Economics
Summary : This dissertation is made of three distinct chap-
ters. In the first chapter, which is joint with Edouard Challe,
we analyse the joint determination of price informativeness
and the composition of the market by order type in a large
asset market with dispersed information. The market mi-
crostructure is one in which informed traders may place mar-
ket orders or full demand schedules and where market makers
set the price. Market-order traders trade less aggressively on
their information and thus reduce the informativeness of the
price; in a full market-order market, price informativeness is
bounded, whatever the quality of traders’ information about
the asset’s dividend. When traders can choose their order
type and demand schedules are (even marginally) costlier
than market orders, then market-order traders overwhelm
the market when the precision of private signals goes to in-
finity. This is because demand schedules are substitutes:
at high levels of precision, a residual fraction of demand-
schedule traders is sufficient to take the trading price close
to traders’ signals, while the latter is itself well aligned with
the dividend. Hence, the gain from trading conditional on
the price (as demand-schedule traders do) in addition to
one’s own signal (as all informed traders do) vanishes. We
then apply this idea in the second chapter of this disser-
tation. Speculators contemplating an attack (e.g., on a cur-
rency peg) must guess the beliefs of other speculators, which
they can do by looking at the stock market. This chapter
examines whether this information-gathering process is sta-
bilizing by better anchoring expectations or destabilizing by
creating multiple self-fulfilling equilibria. To do so, we study
the outcome of a two-stage global game wherein an asset
price determined at the trading stage of the game provides
an endogenous public signal about the fundamental that af-
fects traders’ decision to attack in the coordination stage of
the game. The trading stage follows the microstructure of
the first chapter. Price execution risk reduces traders’ ag-
gressiveness and hence slows down information aggregation,
which ultimately makes multiple equilibria in the coordina-
tion stage less likely. In this sense, microstructure frictions
that lead to greater individual exposure (to price execution
risk) may reduce aggregate uncertainty (by pinning down a
unique equilibrium outcome). Finally, in the third chapter,
joint with Victor Lyonnet, we present a model of the inter-
actions between traditional and shadow banks that speaks
to their coexistence. In the 2007 financial crisis, some of
shadow banks’ assets and liabilities have moved to tradi-
tional banks, and assets were sold at fire sale prices. Our
model is able to accommodate these stylized facts. The dif-
ference between traditional and shadow banks is twofold.
First, traditional banks have access to a guarantee fund
that enables them to issue claims to households in a cri-
sis. Second, traditional banks have to comply with costly
regulation. We show that in a crisis, shadow banks liquidate
assets to repay their creditors, while traditional banks pur-
chase these assets at fire-sale prices. This exchange of assets
in a crisis generates a complementarity between traditional
and shadow banks, where each type of intermediary benefits
from the presence of the other. We find two competing ef-
fects from a small decrease in traditional banks’ support in
a crisis, which we dub a substitution effect and an income
effect. The latter effect dominates the former, so that lower
anticipated support to traditional banks in a crisis induces
more bankers to run a traditional bank ex-ante.
Keywords: Market Microstructure, Global Games, Theory
of Intermediation
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